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Abstract
Embedded systems, as a union of computing hardware and software, are integrated in
many electric and electronic devices in order to implement diverse functions which allow
an enhancement of the human life with respect to safety, security, comfort, autonomy
and productivity. Many of these functions have not only to produce correct results but
also to supply them in a time bounded interval. Software applications which imple-
ment functions with stringent timing requirements are called real-time applications and
embedded systems hosting them are called real-time systems.
Nowadays, the number and complexity of timing critical functions used in various
application domains is steadily increasing. A key example is the automotive domain,
one of the main technology drivers worldwide, where more and more functions are im-
plemented in powertrain systems, advanced driver assistance systems or infotainment
systems in order to reduce pollution, to increase the safety on the roads or to enhance
the driving comfort. The number and the computational complexity of such functions
demand for more computational resources. In order to satisfy the rising computational
demands, embedded systems are turning to multi-core architectures. However, while
multi-core solutions generally deliver additional performance more cost efficiently, their
applicability is challenged by the additional execution delays that tasks will experience
due to contention on shared resources (e.g. shared memories or semaphores). In this
context, the development process of multi-core real-time systems imply a careful investi-
gation of their timing behavior which requires appropriate methods and tools for timing
and performance verification.
Previous work from academia and industry showed that formal performance analysis
approaches are well suited for the analysis of multiprocessor and distributed real-time
systems. However, the applicability of the current methodology is still limited as many
system details are not covered on the modeling and analysis side. This thesis provides
new analysis methods which extend the scope of formal performance analysis and thus
enable the investigation of new design options for real-time systems. The main contri-
butions of the present thesis can be summarized as follows:
• First, this thesis proposes novel approaches for the analysis of worst-case blocking-
and response-times for static (i.e. single-mode) real-time applications that share re-
sources in partitioned multi-core systems, i.e. in multi-core setups were applications are
statically mapped to the processor cores, which are then individually scheduled at run-
time. For this purpose a compositional performance analysis methodology is adopted and
extended to take into account the contention of tasks on the processor cores and on the
shared resources. Unlike existing analysis methods, the solutions proposed in this thesis
cover realistic system configurations with tasks that exhibit arbitrary activations and
4deadlines and rely on a sophisticated model to capture the load imposed on the shared
resources and the timing between individual requests for shared units. Furthermore, in
comparison to previous work, the new analysis approaches are dedicated to partitioned
multi-core setups in which not only preemptive but also non-preemptive scheduling can
be combined with different shared resource arbitration strategies, proposed by academia
and industry. All these extend the applicability of formal performance analysis to indus-
try specific setups, as for example for the current generation of automotive AUTOSAR
conform multi-core controllers where preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling can co-
exist on each processor core and arbitrarily activated tasks can share common resources
(e.g. “lock” protected semaphores) according to a spinlock-based synchronization policy.
The new analysis methods are applied for investigating the impact of different de-
sign decisions regarding task scheduling and shared resource arbitration on the timing
behavior of multi-core real-time applications.
• Further, this thesis proposes novel timing analysis solutions for multi-mode real-time
systems, i.e. for systems which adapt their behavior during runtime to changing condi-
tions in the environment, switch to an emergency state or change their resource usage.
The adaptive nature of these systems imply a complex timing behavior, characterized
by dynamic changes of the timing properties at runtime, which is difficult to capture by
formal analysis methods.
For such systems, the settling time of a mode change, called mode change transition
latency, is identified as an important system parameter that has been neglected before.
Known approaches that address the problem of timing analysis for multi-mode real-
time systems are restricted to applications without communicating tasks. Also, these
assume that transitions between operational modes are initiated only during a steady
state, however, without indicating when a system executes in a steady state. This thesis
contributes a novel analysis algorithm which gives a maximum bound on each mode
change transition latency of multi-mode distributed applications.
• Finally, this thesis addresses the problem of designing and analyzing multi-mode
applications, which share resources on multi-core systems, in the context of the automo-
tive AUTOSAR specifications. For this purpose, an approach for safely handling shared
resources across mode changes is discussed and a corresponding timing analysis method
is developed. The new analysis solution combines modeling and analysis elements of
the multi-core and multi-mode related analysis solutions. This enables system design-
ers to handle the timing behavior of more complex systems in which the problems of
mode management, multi-core scheduling and shared resource arbitration coexist. The
new analysis methods proposed for multi-mode real-time systems rely on and extend
the compositional performance analysis methodology adopted before for the analysis of
static multi-core applications. Their applicability is demonstrated by experimental data
and emphasized by an automotive specific use case.
To summarize, the contribution of this thesis is a comprehensive performance analysis
framework for static and multi-mode real-time applications which share resources on
multi-core systems.
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1 Introduction
During the last years the role of embedded systems significantly increased in all aspects of
modern human life. Embedded systems, as part of electric and electronic (E/E) devices,
can be found in many application domains such as consumer electronics, telecommu-
nication, industrial and home automation, energy systems, transportation and medical
equipments. Mobile phones, equipments for light and temperature control in household,
flight guidance systems, adaptive cruise control (ACC) or electronic stability control
systems (ESP) for vehicles, cardiac pacemakers and medical imaging equipments for the
human body are only a few examples of devices employing embedded systems.
Embedded systems are essentially a union of computing hardware and software inte-
grated into larger products and interfaced to the physical environment [85, 126]. In order
to accomplish different domain specific purposes embedded systems implement complex
functions that are performed by electronics and newly, more and more by software, as
for example in the automotive domain [28]. Currently, automotive specific functions
are implemented by multiple electronic control units (ECUs) which communicate and
exchange sensor and actuator signals over dedicated field-buses and interconnects. Mid-
2000s in a single high-end car there were almost 100 millions lines of code, between
70 and 100 distinct ECUs, more than 9 buses over which more than 6000 signals are
transmitted [28, 123]. The steadily increasing demand for more features, safety, secu-
rity, efficiency and not the last for lower cost triggers the implementation of new and
often even more complex functions. An example from the automotive domain is given
in Figure 1.1, which depicts the increasing number and complexity of E/E components
in the Mercedes-Benz E-Class until the W212 model lauchend in 2009.
Figure 1.1: Growing complexity of E/E components and network communication
(Source: Daimler AG Group Research and Advanced Engineering [155])
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Advanced driver assistance systems comprising features like object recognition, night
vision, lane-keeping, driver monitoring, car-to-x communication are nowadays developed
with the goal of increasing the safety on the roads. Another example is the automotive
power train domain where advanced engine control functions are implemented in order
to maximize efficiency and reduce pollution to levels that fulfill the increasingly rig-
urous emission standards. Hundreds of other functions ranging from anti-lock braking
systems to infotainment and internet based services target a safe and pleasant driver
experience. As indicated by the results of a trend analysis until 2015 on automotive
electronics market [163], illustrated in Figure 1.2, the amount and complexity of the
automotive applications are only going to grow which result in an increased need for
more computational power.
Figure 1.2: Top 10 above average automotive applications growth rates [163]
The classic approach followed for many years to achieve the required processor per-
formance was to improve the level of function integration on a processor, e.g. by imple-
menting multiple individual operational modes with different levels of resource usage,
and to increase the processor operation frequency. However, in the context of the cur-
rent rate of electronics’ evolution the current embedded systems based on single-core
processor architectures are approaching their performance limit [34]. Concerns regard-
ing the electro-magnetic compatibility (EMC), the increased current consumption and
the associated heat dissipation issues make the increase of the single-core processors’
operating frequency infeasible.
In this context, embedded systems increasingly rely on multi-core architectures similar
to servers and high-end computers many years ago. For example, dual-core processors
just became state-of-the art in modern smartphones and tables but quad-core proces-
sors are already announced to join the new products [98, 113, 86]. Emerging medical
imaging systems also take advantage of the multi-core processors capabilities and thus
enable an increase of the quality of medical care while keeping the overall system costs
affordable [112, 49, 51]. Strong control-dominated systems, as for example in automo-
tive, also focus on multi-core architectures [34]. Freescale and Infineon, two of the main
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worldwide semiconductor producers provide multi-core solutions for diverse automotive
applications [50, 52, 66, 67]. This trend is confirmed not only by hardware solutions but
also by standardization efforts on automotive software architectures [8]. At the end of
2009 specifications of the automotive standard AUTOSAR already included support for
distributed execution of software on embedded multi-core processors [12].
However, the much awaited benefits with respect to energy consumption and process-
ing power are not just simply coming with the increasing number of processing cores. The
integration of multiple existing subsystems, e.g. single-core applications, in a multi-core
system will not automatically lead to an exhaustive exploit of the available multi-core
capabilities. It is well known that the multi-core hardware evolved and is still evolving
faster than the dedicated software, which means that the available software was not de-
veloped for multi-core processors and obviously is not able to truly exploit multi-cores.
Furthermore, resource contention in multi-core setups challenges the multi-core systems
theoretical performance potential. Multiple applications mapped on distinct cores that
are sharing the same system bus and memory units are strongly competing for the avail-
able bandwidth which inevitably reduces the expected speedup [125, 146, 124]. Even
worse, uncoordinated accesses from different cores to the commonly shared resources may
lead to unbounded blocking scenarios which endanger the correct systems’ operation.
Correspondingly, a rapid paradigm shift from single-core to multi-core embedded so-
lutions is accompanied by major challenges in system design and verification. Therefore,
the evolution towards multi-core solutions has to be supported by a well developed de-
sign process that beside other aspects requires a rigorous understanding of the timing
behavior in multi-core systems with shared resources. This is a key issue, because most
of the complex features which will be implemented on multi-core systems rely on com-
putationally intensive algorithms and these are often subject of strict timing constraints
imposed by the physical environment. In other words, embedded systems, as a com-
pound of computational resources and software running on them, have to react to input
signals within tight timing bounds in order to fulfill some stringent tasks such as the
actuation of vehicle brakes or the deployment of airbags. For such systems designers
must guarantee in advance that timing constraints will be fulfilled at any time during
operation 1. Therefore, performance analysis methods play an important role in the
design process of embedded real-time systems. Consequently, provinding appropriate
performance analysis solutions for hard real-time applications mapped on multi-core
architectures with shared resources is the main goal of this thesis.
In what follows, Section 1.1 takes a closer look at the components of the embedded
multi-core architectures and identifies the handling of the timing behavior of the multi-
core components as a key design challenge. Section 1.2 discusses how timing aspects
are classically handled across the development process of embedded real-time systems
and identifies the lack of corresponding solutions for the new multi-core architectures.
Finally, the contributions and the outline of this thesis are formulated in Section 1.3.
1In case the violation of time constraints [140] implies a major system malfunction with severe physi-
cal and economical consequences, the systems are called hard real-time systems, and soft real-time
otherwise.
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1.1 Embedded Systems: Multi-Core Architectures and
Corresponding Design Challenges
In the previous section we highlighted the growing complexity of embedded systems in
different application domains and provided some examples from the automotive industry.
Without loss of generality, from now on we will continue focusing on the automotive
domain, the automotive specific problems and solutions widely corresponding to other
application domains.
The main reason for incorporating multiple cores on a single chip is to raise perfor-
mance through parallel processing while saving costs and meeting the same thermal
characteristics as the single-core processors. The following three use cases, illustrated
also in Figure 1.3, are mainly driving the adoption of multi-core architectures for auto-
motive electronic control units (ECUs):
1. the need to reduce the number of ECUs triggers the aggregation of multiple smaller
ECUs into one multi-core ECU. This means that previously distributed software
applications will be clustered into a single chip.
2. the need to integrate more features on the ECUs automatically require more pro-
cessing power. For example in relatively high-performance domains such as engine
control or advanced driver assistance systems more and more functions have to be
implemented. In this case, multi-core architectures can be used to parallelize com-
plex computations over multiple cores while enabling the integration of additional
software functions.
3. the need to ensure high performance combined with high reliability, i.e. redun-
dancy in case of system failure. This can be achieved by running the same software
on distinct cores, e.g by running the cores in lockstep mode [66].
Figure 1.3: Multi-core systems - use cases
To enable the above mentioned use cases, the next generation of computational units
of the automotive architectures will incorporate at least two processing cores (also called
central processing units - abbreviation CPU). As an example, Figure 1.4 presents the
block diagram of a multi-core architecture currently offered by Infineon [66, 67].
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Figure 1.4: Block diagram Infineon Aurix multi-core architecture (Source [66])
The AURIX platform, the new multi-core solution developed by Infineon, was designed
to fulfill the automotive needs with respect to performance and safety. The multi-core
architecture is based on three independent 32-bit processing cores, with two homogeneous
cores TriCore 1.6P running up to 300MHz and one core TriCore 1.6E running up to
200MHz, all three cores operating in the full automotive temperature range [66]. To
meet the stringent safety requirements asked by the recent automotive safety standard
ISO26262 [138], two out of the three cores can be configured in the so called lockstep
mode. When running in the lockstep mode, a core is executing the same computational
operation on the same data as the master core. This enables the comparison of the
results computed by the master and the lockstep core and helps identify an incorrect
behavior at runtime caused e.g. by hardware failures.
The three main cores are equipped with a local memory and can also access diverse
shared resources, such as the Flash and the SRAM memory units or the bridge to the
peripheral bus and therewith to the external I/O devices. In addition to the main
computational cores, other controllers such as the Ethernet or FlexRay controllers may
share the same memory units.
While the layout of the next generation automotive multi-core hardware architectures
is to a large extent fixed with respect to processing units and shared resources, the ma-
jor design challenges are more and more related to the software that has to exploit the
multi-core components. The software infrastructure is essentially based on the exist-
ing hardware infrastructure and the software applications, that implement the desired
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functionalities, will execute on the available hardware and software infrastructure. In
this context system designers face the problem of deploying software applications, most
of them developed, extended and often highly optimized over the years for single-core
processors, to the different cores of a multi-core system.
The resource sharing challenge. One of the main challenges in making software
applications compatible with multi-core systems is the high degree of complexity reached
by the common use of shared resources, i.e. of the above mentioned shared memories,
I/O devices and coprocessors or of logical data structures protected by semaphores.
Traditionally, safe sharing and communication between individual automotive tasks,
i.e. elements of software applications, are realized by using global variables located in
shared memories. These variables are accessed by using locks administered according to
suspension-based or spinning-based synchronization protocols that are supported by the
operating systems, as for example the suspension-based Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP)
supported by the OSEK/VDX OS [100] and the AUTOSAR OS [12]. The problem of
concurrent accesses in single-core real-time systems is safely handled by these operating
systems by using a combination of shared resource synchronisation mechanisms with a
priority based processor scheduling strategy. Based on the relative priority of two tasks
mapped on a single-core processor one knows which task interrupts the other one and
how they interact with each other.
This is not the case anymore in multi-core setups where the common use of inter-core
shared resources introduces an additional level of arbitration beyond that of the local
processor core. There, a highly critical high priority task which runs on one processor
core can interact in an unwanted way with a lower critical low priority task which runs
on another processor core.
As an example consider the setup in Figure 1.5a) that illustrates the mapping of three
tasks τ1, τ2 and τ3 on two cores of the AURIX processor architecture in Figure 1.4. These
tasks are assumed statically assigned to the cores and scheduled according to the static
priority preemptive scheduling policy. Task τ1 is assumed to have the highest priority
and τ3 the lowest. During execution these three tasks make use of a common shared
resource, denoted SR, which can be exclusively accessed. Furthermore, the processor
cores are assumed stalled for the time a task is waiting to get access to that shared
resource or is holding it.
Figure 1.5b) depicts two possible runtime scheduling examples. The upper part of
the figure provides a scheduling and shared resource access example where the shared
resource SR is exclusively available to the tasks on Core 1. This execution corresponds
to a single-core setup. In this example task τ1 is assumed to make three accesses to SR
and after its completion the lower priority task τ2 starts executing and accesses the SR
two times before completion. The bottom part of Figure 1.5b) illustrates a scheduling
example for the case the shared resource SR is also accessed by the lower priority task
τ3 on Core 2, a situation that corresponds to a multi-core setup. The figure shows a
worst-case scheduling situation where the execution of task τ1 and τ2 is delayed whenever
the requested shared resource SR has previously been locked by the lower priority task
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Figure 1.5: a) Tasks statically mapped on different cores share a common resource SR;
b) Single-core vs. multi-core execution: Conflicting accesses for inter-core
shared resources delay the completion of higher priority tasks.
τ3 on Core 2. Each time a task is waiting to get access to SR the host core is stalled,
which increases the task execution times. In this way, a low priority task on one core
can slow down high priority tasks on another core and therewith delay their completion
time. Such a delay can eventually lead to the violation of timing constraints. For hard
real-time systems such a behavior can have severe consequences at runtime and therefore
must not be left undiscovered at design time.
From a design perspective, the inter-core interaction via shared resources generates a
timing interdependency between different tasks running on different cores, interdepen-
dency that has not only a negative influence on the computational performance [125, 124]
but also challenges the predictability of the timing behavior [157, 130, 93].
The execution of the different tasks on the individual cores and therewith their re-
quests for the shared resources are highly dynamic and independent of each other, fact
that makes the prediction of the runtime inter-core interference difficult to achive at
design time. Even more, because the software in the automotive industry is typically
developed in a distributed development process (which will be discussed in Section 1.2)
the above exemplified inter-core interference can be investigated only when the software
pieces provided by different suppliers will be integrated on the same platform, which
means relatively late in the development process. Furthermore, depending on projects
and on the available architecture variants, different software components will be inte-
grated differently which leads to a high diversity of multi-core setups that cannot be
manually handled. A “general valid” mechanism that can handle the inter-core interfer-
ence independent on the integration variant is highly required.
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To ease the integration on automotive E/E architectures, the AUTOSAR standard [8]
specifies a standardized development methodology and a software architecture which
includes a runtine environment (RTE), standardized component interfaces and configu-
ration files for basic software (BSW) and for application software components (SW-C),
which communicate over a virtual function bus (VFB). All these finally enable the map-
ping and the integration of software supplied by different vendors to ECUs. With respect
to multi-core architectures, with version 4.0 the AUTOSAR OS specification [12] started
to standardize the support for distributed execution of software on embedded multi-core
processors. More exactly, in order to handle the above discussed inter-core interference
the AUTOSAR OS specifies a spinning-based inter-core shared resource synchronization
mechanism. However, the current support for handling the functional aspects in the
multi-core context does not implicitly solve the timing issues exemplified above, which
are considered a non-functional aspect. Therefore, in order to ensure a safe application
of multi-core architectures in real-time systems, appropriate solutions to investigate the
impact of sharing resources on the performance and on the timing behavior of multi-core
applications are required at design time. Intensive work of the AUTOSAR timing group
and other industry-driven research projects (e.g. TIMMO-2-Use [151]), with the scope
to develop a formal language and a methodology for timing and performance design in
the automotive domain, indicate the industry’s awareness of these issues.
The multi-mode behavior challenge. Another significant challenge in designing
multi-core real-time systems arises when the applications, that have to be accommo-
dated on the multi-core platforms, exhibit a multi-mode behavior at runtime. Acting in
an complex environment that consists of diverse physical elements (e.g. natural environ-
ment, infrastructure, transportation) and often of humans participants, many real-time
embedded systems are changing their functionality or characteristics over time due to
changes in the environment or inside them. Such systems are called multi-mode systems
and the applications running on these are called multi-mode applications.
Concrete examples of multi-mode systems are adaptive control systems in the avionic
or automotive domain. These systems implement multiple operational modes and switch
between them at runtime in order to respond to changing conditions in the environment,
to switch to an emergency state or to change their resource usage. Beside the implicit
need for an adaptive behavior of such systems, another important reason for implement-
ing different operational modes is to save costs by integrating an increasing amount of
applications (i.e. tasks of software applications) on a reduced number of computational
resources (i.e. processors/processor cores). Obviously, the processing unit of any em-
bedded system cannot be loaded more than 100% (in theory; in practice the threshold is
lower due to feasibility reasons) and therefore one has to ensure that the tasks that can
ever run on that processing unit are never requesting the processor capacity at the same
time. In order to limit the maximum load on a system, multiple operational modes have
to be defined and configured to exclusively make use of the available resources.
In practice, each mode has associated a specific set of tasks, which implement the
mode specific functionality, and mode change protocols are responsible for managing the
transition between modes. During a transition between two modes, some tasks can be
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Figure 1.6: Task mapping in individual modes and during the transition between them.
stopped or simply aborted, new tasks can be activated or, in case there are multiple pro-
cessing resources, some tasks can be migrated. Additionally, in many embedded systems
there are tasks that cannot be stopped and must reliably execute in each operational
mode and during the transition between modes.
As an example consider the setups in Figure 1.6, which illustrate the mapping of tasks
τ1, τ2, τ3 and τ4 on two cores of the AURIX processor architecture in Figure 1.4 in two
operational modes, denoted Mode 1 and Mode 2, and during the transition phase between
them. The functionality in Mode 1 is implemented by the execution of the tasks τ1, τ2
and τ3 whereas the functionality in Mode 2 is implemented by the execution of the tasks
τ1, τ2 and τ4. In this example task τ1 and τ2 have to continuously execute, independent
on the mode change. Note also the fact that all these tasks can access the common shared
resource SR. Furthermore assume that bidirectional transitions (illustrated by the arrows
on the bottom of Figure 1.6) between these modes are implemented such that during one
transition phase the execution of one of the tasks τ3 or τ4 has to be stopped, whereas the
execution of the other one has to be started, and vice versa. Depending on the employed
mode change protocol the execution of the tasks τ3 and τ4 on Core 2 during the transition
phases can be exclusive (under so called asynchronous mode change protocols) or can
overlap (under so called synchronous mode change protocols) [118]. On one hand, the
exclusive execution of mode dependent tasks implies a low responsiveness, which is not
acceptable for urgent activities. On the other hand, the simultaneous execution of tasks
which belong to distinct operational modes during the transition phases can lead, even
if only for a short time interval, to a temporary increased workload on the processors
and to an increased inter-core interference 2. Both effects can delay the completion of
the tasks on thus lead to deadline misses. Therefore, when multi-mode applications
are part of hard real-time embedded systems, designers have to ensure at design time
that timing constraints are met at runtime under all circumstances. This means that
timing requirements have to be fulfilled not only in the steady operational modes, when
2In comparison to the individual operating modes, accesses to the shared resource SR of the higher
priority tasks on Core 1 are delayed during the transition phase by both lower priority tasks on Core
2 and not only by one of them.
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all system characteristics are stable, but also when they are changing and the systems
execute transitions between modes [118, 65, 145, 89].
Furthermore, a critical question that must be answered when designing multi-mode
systems is: when has a system reached a steady state corresponding to one operational
mode after a mode change? The overlap of multiple mode changes would make the
execution of real-time systems completely unpredictable and has to be avoided at run-
time. In order to guarantee that a mode change has completed and a successive one
can be safely initiated, the duration of the transition phase, called settling time of a
mode change or mode change transition latency, has to be known. Hence, obtaining this
information is key in order to ensure the predictability of multi-mode real-time systems.
Similar to the support for multi-core technologies, recent specifications of the AUTOSAR
standard provide system designers functional support for mode-management in automo-
tive systems [10]. However, as discussed above in this chapter, the support for handling
functional aspects does not implicitly ensure the correct and safe functionality with re-
spect to non-functional aspects, i.e. a safe and predictable timing behavior, especially if
shared resources are implied. Consequently, it is essential to provide designers of multi-
mode real-time systems appropriate methods for timing and performance verification.
However, in comparison to static multi-core applications, as considered in the exam-
ple illustrated in Figure 1.5, if multi-mode applications share elements of a multi-core
platform their performance and their timing behavior becomes even more difficult to
capture [91, 92]. The dynamism of the tasks’ execution and of their requests for shared
resources is given not only by the processor scheduling policy and the shared resource
arbitration strategy but also by the mode-management. Consequently, timing and per-
formance verification instruments have in this case to jointly handle (i) the multi-core
scheduling, (ii) the shared resource arbitration and (iii) the mode management, in order
to enable safe predictions at design time.
Putting all together, the integration of static and multi-mode software applications on
multi-core architectures consists of the challenging task to efficiently accommodate ex-
isting single-core processor software applications and new generation applications, being
at the same time aware of the significant impact of the inter-core interference, caused
by the competition for shared resources, on the applications’ timing behavior. Hence,
the safe and efficient design of multi-core real-time systems requires practical solutions
for timing and performance verification.
1.2 Handling Timing Aspects in the Development Process of
Embedded Real-Time Systems
1.2.1 Timing-Aware Development Process
The development process in the field of systems engineering is mainly based on the so-
called V-Model [149]. The model, illustrated in Figure 1.7, consists of two branches
which together provide a complete methodology to specify, design, detail, implement,
integrate and validate a system.
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Figure 1.7: Timing aspects in the system development process according to the V-Model.
The model is especially used in the automotive industry where systems are tradition-
ally developed in a complex distributed process which nowadays involves car manufac-
tures (also called original equipment manufacturers, abbr. OEMs) and multiple tier-1
and tier-2 suppliers [28]. In this development process, OEMs are mainly responsible for
the specification, design and integration steps, only rarely developing system parts in
house. The development and implementation of the subsystems is typically outsourced
to tier-1 suppliers which may further outsource parts to tier-2 suppliers. More exactly,
during the early design phases of this development process decisions regarding the hard-
ware and software architecture are taken. Further, the specifications of the overall design
are split and detailed into specifications of subsystems and later into specifications of
the subsystems’ components. Whereas the separation of concerns leads to an increased
efficiency of the development and verification of subsystems and components, it also im-
plies a difficult process of integration and verification at system-level. Difficulties arise
mainly because suppliers develop components and subsystems, based on the require-
ments specified by the OEMs, however often independent from each other and without
considering the interoperability of the different parts. The task of the OEMs in this
context is to ensure the interoperability of the multiple components when integrated
into a subsystem and of the subsystems when integrated into the complete system and
therewith the functional correctness of the entire system.
However, beside the functional correctness, there are other properties that have to be
considered in order to guarantee the correct and safe functionality of complete systems.
Such a property is the timing. As discussed earlier in this section, many (car) functions
have to fulfill timing constraints in order to work properly, e.g the brakes of a car which
have to be actuated immediately after pressing the brake pedal or the airbags which
have to deploy instantaneously in case of a crash.
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Two questions arise when addressing timing aspects in the development process,
namely in which phases and how? As shown in Figure 1.7, similar to the functional
aspects, timing concerns have to be first handled at design time and formulated in form
of timing requirements/constraints and later verified in order to provide guarantees that
the implemented solutions satisfy the initial requirements.
Timing design. More exactly, along with the functional aspects, timing concerns
will be first specified as requirements at the system level by a system designer. The
source of the timing constraints are usually the functions of the systems which are
correlated with the systems physics and customer requirements and which finally enable
the translation of terms such as “instantaneous” or “immediate” in time units, e.g. the
brakes of a car shall be actuated not later than “x” ms after pressing the brake pedal.
Further, as the overall system is split in subsystems, the system timing requirements
will be also broken down and assigned in form of timing constraints to subsystems (e.g.
ECUs, cores of a multi-core ECU or communication buses). Timing constraints on
the different subsystems will be further decomposed and assigned to components (e.g.
software applications). The specification of the timing behavior at different stages can be
done for example with the so called timing description languages (e.g. TADL - Timing
augmented description language [151]) or with the Timing Extensions of the AUTOSAR
standard [9] supported with the release 4.0 published at the end of 2009.
Timing verification. In a distributed development process each supplier is respon-
sible for the development of a specific subsystem (e.g. a single ECU) or of a software
application and therewith it is also responsible for its timing behavior. In this con-
text, timing verification plays an important role already at the components (software
components) and subsystems’ level (ECUs, buses). However, the timing behavior of
individual components and subsystems is not independent, but is influenced and is in-
fluencing the timing behavior of other components and subsystems. For example, in case
of multi-core ECUs, different suppliers will contribute parts of the software in form of
AUTOSAR software components equipped with well-defined interfaces. As highlighted
in Section 1.1, when integrated into a multi-core ECU, the timing of individual compo-
nents is not independent but interacts at the core level through concurrent execution
requirements and at the ECU level through the common use of shared resources. Thus,
each individual component and subsystem is part of the overall system timing behavior
which however can be completely verified by the system designer only in the late stages
of the development process (see Figure 1.7), i.e. after integration, when all dependencies
can be taken into consideration.
Therefore, the integration steps in a timing-aware development process have been rec-
ognized as significantly challenging [121, 122, 131] and demand for appropriate system-
level timing verification instruments.
Highly relevant for the practical applicability of timing verification in the development
process is its benefit. A late timing verification in the overall development process often
means that even if problems are identified many design decisions can not be changed
anymore or that the involved costs are huge. To cope with similar issues on the functional
side, the design and development process in the automotive industry is vastly based on
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design reuse. Software as well as hardware components from the most recent product
are usually taken as a starting point for the next generation product. In this context,
late stage timing verification can be transferred to earlier stages of a new generation
product in order to help optimizing, modifying or extending a known system or to
explore completely new design options. Automotive specific use cases from different
application domains (ECUs, bus and network) have shown that knowledge gained from
late verification can be applied to early design of new systems [122].
Still, independent on the application stage, a timing verification of complete systems
is mandatory and requires appropriate solutions to uncover possible hazards that re-
sults from the complex timing interdependencies of the different systems’ parts when
integrated on the same infrastructure.
1.2.2 Current Practice: Solutions to Handle and Verify the Timing Behavior
Orthogonalization. A common solution for handling the integration challenges caused
by the complex timing dependencies at system-level is the orthogonalization of system
resources. For example, a system crossbar can be used for a spatially orthogonalization
or buses and shared resources [102, 17, 7] may be assigned to the different processors in
alternation according to a time-driven schedule. As this schedule will be independent of
the actual run-time behavior, each component can then be verified in isolation as a min-
imum service will be guaranteed at run-time. Time-triggered architectures [73] are em-
ployed for example in the automotive domain for the static segment of the FlexRay [47]
communication protocol or in the avionic domain with the TT-Ethernet [72]. A sim-
ilar procedure is adopted in the avionic domain for a strict partitioning of processor
resources [1]. While the orthogonalization of system resources simplifies the verifica-
tion procedure, it also implies a conservative design with in general increased resource
and possibly also power requirements. Furthermore, when applications exhibit dynamic
properties such as varying bandwidth requirements, their behavior is very difficult to
map to static schedules. To overcome an unnecessarily pessimistic design and to handle
applications with a complex dynamic behavior a mixture of time-triggered and dynamic
scheduling is preferable in practice as indicated by the FlexRay communication protocol
that specifies a static and a dynamic communication segment [47].
With respect to multi-core processors, virtualization ensured by a hypervisor task
will be used for enabling a functional separation between the different partitions, e.g.
consisting of one or multiple cores [66]. However, while virtualization works for func-
tionality, physically sharing chip resources still introduces non-functional, i.e. timing,
dependencies between previously isolated task executions. Thus, timing aspects remain
a major problem and have to be carefully investigated.
Simulation and measurement. In practice, simulation was and still is the predom-
inant solution for investigating the systems’ behavior. Simulation aims to investigate the
systems’ behavior based on hardware and software models, on different levels of abstrac-
tion, and on a set of input stimuli. This procedure allows debugging the functionality
together with timing aspects for the common case. However, reliable verification of over-
all real-time properties is impossible, as the system would need to be subjected to an
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exhaustive set of test patterns, which is difficult for larger systems [106].
Measurement is another timing verification solution used in the timing-aware devel-
opment process. Timing measurement is essentially a tool supported analysis procedure
used to collect timing information from real-time embedded systems at runtime, e.g.
from the software running on a processor [128]. The collected timing information is
compared with the specified timing constraints to verify whether these constraints are
met by the implemented software. Gathering the timing behavior by measurement can
be performed at the earliest when software code has already been written and flashed on
the target hardware. Nevertheless the documented information is valuable and provides
a clear image regarding the timing behavior of productive software, including available
headroom for future software extensions. Combined with tracing, the measurement en-
ables visualization of timing effects and help understanding and debugging timing issues.
Formal performance analysis. Another alternative for the investigation of the
timing behavior is offered by formal analysis approaches. The general idea of formal
methods is to determine conservative upper bounds on the systems’ and system compo-
nents’ behavior, such as execution timing of software components on specific processors
(i.e. worst-case execution times [158, 2]), response-times of individual software compo-
nents on specific processors by accounting for local scheduling policies (i.e. worst-case
response times [154]) or end-to-end latencies in case of distributed systems [64, 147].
To do that, formal methods are using (i) an abstract model of the systems that
capture computational and communication demands of the software components, (ii)
a set of mathematical equations that consider the resource sharing policies for processor
scheduling (e.g. preemptive, non-preemptive), bus arbitration (e.g. non-preemptive or in
a time-triggered fashion) and synchronization mechanisms for secondary resources (e.g.
PCP [116]) and (iii) procedures that enable taking into account the interdependency
between scheduling and communication at system-level in a holistic [152, 101, 110] or a
compositional or modular way [120, 32].
Formal analysis methods have been proposed by academia starting with 1973 [79] and
nowadays are gaining more and more attention also in industry [2, 147]. For example the
SymTA/S analysis framework [147] has been used by Volkswagen Steering Systems for
the ECU hardware selection of a new electromechanical steering system [122]. Daimler
Research used the same analysis framework not only for analyzing and dimensioning
individual buses but in the context of network topology design for next-generation car
platform of Mercedes-Benz [83]. These commercial case studies, clearly show that tool
supported methods that have been suggested in research for some time (e.g. code-level
analysis [2], system-level schedulability and response-time analysis [147]) now become
feasible to be used in actual productive environments.
With respect to static and multi-mode multi-core systems, various formal analysis
solutions have been proposed over the years for multiprocessor and multi-core setups
with and without to consider inter-core shared resources [4, 75, 132, 22, 156] and mode
changes [118, 95]. The list of the related work in these fields is far much larger and
will be covered in the next chapters of this thesis. Relevant for the moment is the fact
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that the applicability of previous research in the development of multi-core real-time
systems in the industry is still limited as many system details are not covered on the
modeling and analysis side. Concrete examples are the lack of analysis approaches that
can be used for upper-bounding the blocking times and the response times of multi-core
applications under complex processor scheduling policies and inter-core synchronisation
protocols, as supported today by the AUTOSAR OS, or the lack of a solution for the
analysis of mode change transition latencies for multi-mode systems.
Hence, the current methodologies have to be extended to handle the earlier discussed
design challenges namely, the complex timing behavior caused by the inter-core inter-
ference in case of sharing common resources and the dynamic behavior of multi-mode
applications. Obviously, in order to facilitate an analysis, new models are required to
capture as accurate as possible the various timing parameters of such systems. Further,
analysis elements which exploit these models and system-level procedures which com-
bine the analysis elements have to be provided. Also, highly relevant for the applicability
of formal performance analysis to industry specific setups is their compliance with the
specifications of the industry’s standards, as for example the AUTOSAR specifications
in the automotive domain.
1.3 Thesis Contribution and Outline
The previous sections highlighted the need of different embedded application domains for
powerful multi-core architectures and the challenges associated with the design process of
multi-core solutions. Because multi-core processors are often required to accommodate
safety-critical applications with hard real-time constraints, designers have to deal with
the difficult task to safely and efficiently accommodate these applications such that
their timing constraints are never violated. One main challenge is given by the use
of physically shared hardware (e.g. shared memories, I/O devices, coprocessors) and
the synchronization via logical resources (semaphores) which introduce dependencies
between task executions on different cores, thus jeopardizing the real-time behavior of the
entire system [90, 131, 130, 93]. Another significant challenge arises when the real-time
applications, that have to be accommodated on multi-core platforms, exhibit a multi-
mode behavior at runtime. Their adaptive nature implies a complex timing behavior
characterized by dynamic changes of the applications’ timing properties at runtime. This
dynamism makes the timing behavior difficult to capture [118, 65, 145, 89, 92].
To manage these problems, the design process of multi-core real-time systems requires
adequate methods and tools for timing and performance verification. For this purpose,
the present thesis (i) deals with the investigation of the timing behavior of hard real-time
static and multi-mode applications which share resources in multi-core architectures and
(ii) proposes corresponding tool supported formal performance analysis solutions. The
context and the contribution of this thesis are summarized in what follows.
• Chapter 2 provides the fundamentals of system-level performance analysis meth-
ods for distributed and multi-core real-time systems including their underlying
system models. Furthermore, for the scope of this thesis the general compositional
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system-level performance analysis procedure and its dedicated extension for multi-
core systems with shared resources are detailed. The modeling and the analysis
approach represent the foundations for the new solutions contributed by this thesis
for the analysis of real-time single-mode and multi-mode applications mapped on
multi-core systems with shared resources.
• Chapter 3 focuses on the timing analysis for multi-core systems with shared re-
sources. One of the major concerns of the industry’s activities towards multi-core
solutions is related to the implementation of scheduling policies and shared resource
synchronization mechanisms that best match the practical requirements.
For this purpose, Chapter 3 highlights key components of a safe synchronization
protocol for shared resources in multi-core systems and investigates the impact of
different design decisions with respect to shared resource arbitration and multi-core
scheduling policies on the multi-core systems’ timing behavior.
In order to evaluate the different design options, new analysis approaches are pro-
posed for deriving blocking-times and response-times for multi-core applications
under different scheduling policies and shared resource arbitration strategies. The
new methods can be integrated into the general compositional system-level analysis
procedure discussed in Chapter 2 and, unlike existing analysis approaches, these
cover realistic system configurations with tasks that exhibit arbitrary activations
and deadlines and use a sophisticated model to capture the resource load and tim-
ing between individual requests for shared units. Furthermore, in comparison to
existing analysis solutions, the proposed approaches are not limited to preemp-
tively scheduled multi-core setups, they also handle non-preemptive scheduling in
the context of multi-core systems. Also, the more complex setup consisting of the
combination of preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling is covered. This ex-
tends the applicability of formal performance analysis to industry specific setups,
as for example for AUTOSAR conform automotive multi-core controllers where
preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling will co-exist on each core [12].
Experimental evaluations highlight the difference between the different scheduling
and shared resource synchronization options, confirm the benefit of distributing
the computational load across multiple cores and demonstrate the applicability of
the proposed analysis solutions.
• Chapter 4 focuses on the timing analysis of multi-mode real-time applications. For
that purpose the system model and the compositional analysis procedure discussed
in Chapter 2 are extended to consider elements of multi-mode systems.
Next, the settling time of a mode change, called mode change transition latency,
is identified as an important system parameter that has been neglected before.
Known approaches that address the problem of timing analysis for multi-mode real-
time systems are restricted to applications without communicating tasks. Also,
these assume that transitions between operational modes are initiated only during
a steady state, however, without indicating when a system executes in a steady
state. In this context, Chapter 4 contributes an analysis algorithm which gives a
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maximum bound on each mode change transition latency of multi-mode distributed
applications thereby overcoming limitations of previous work.
Further, the problem of accommodating multi-mode applications which share re-
sources on multi-core systems is considered. Various mode change and resource
arbitration protocols, and corresponding timing analysis solutions were proposed
for either multi-mode or multi-core real-time applications. However, no atten-
tion was given to multi-mode applications that share resources when executing
on multi-core systems. This subject is addressed in Chapter 4 in the context of
automotive multi-core processors which use the AUTOSAR specifications for par-
titioned multi-core OS [12] and the guidelines for mode management [10, 13]. An
approach for safely handling shared resources across mode changes in this setup is
discussed and a corresponding timing analysis method is provided.
The applicability and usefullness of the proposed analysis solutions is demonstrated
by experimental data and emphasized by an automotive specific use case.
Even if this thesis mainly focuses on the automotive domain, one of the main techno-
logy innovation drivers worldwide, the addressed problems and the proposed solutions
widely correspond to other application domains.

2 System Modeling and System-Level
Performance Analysis
This chapter provides the fundamentals of system-level performance analysis methods
including their underlying system models. First, approaches existing in literature are
surveyed. Then, a general modeling approach for systems is introduced, approach that
is further particularized for multi-core systems with shared resources. Based on this,
the compositional performance analysis in the presence of shared resources is detailed.
The modeling and the analysis approaches represent the foundations for the new solu-
tions contributed by this thesis for the analysis of real-time single-mode and multi-mode
applications when mapped on multi-core systems with shared resources.
2.1 Survey on System-Level Performance Analysis Approaches
Three main classes of system-level performance analysis approaches can be distinguished
in literature: (i) simulation-based, (ii) timed-automata and (iii) classic real-time system
theory with the holistic and compositional system-level extensions.
Simulation. As briefly discussed in the introduction in Section 1.2.2 extensive sim-
ulation is widely used in practice for investigating the systems’ behavior. Based on
hardware and software models on different levels of abstraction and on a set of input
stimuli simulation aims to investigate the systems’ behavior. However, simulation-based
analysis solutions are accompanied by a challenging trade-off. The more precise the sys-
tems are modelled, the accurate will be the derived systems performance characteristics
and the more test cases are covered the more confidence will system designers have in
the correct runtime behavior. However, detailed systems’ modeling and exhaustive test
case coverage automatically imply higher complexity, higher computational demands and
therewith long analysis times. All these make the simulation-based verification process
expensive. To cope with this issue, simulation is often limited to a relevant but partic-
ular set of test parameters, which however leads to an insufficient corner case coverage.
This means that at runtime there might be situations represented by a specific combina-
tion of the system’s internal status and external influence that was not covered during
simulation and in which the systems requirements are not fulfilled anymore. Even if
practical experience shows that simulation has been successfully applied for many years,
the severe specifications of the safety regulations and standards require more and more
the exhaustive operational states coverage.
Timed-Automata and Model Checking. Another approach for the specifica-
tion and analysis of real-time systems is based on timed-automata and model check-
ing [63, 14, 39]. In this case, the analyzed systems are first modeled using timed
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automata. Then, based on the systems’ formal models, a model checker (e.g. UP-
PALL [39]) performs a reachability analysis to verify whether the system adheres to the
specific timing properties. Timed automata and model checking based approaches have
been proposed for distributed systems [63] and newly also for multiprocessor systems
without shared resources [59, 27] and with shared resources [82, 55]. Whereas model
checking is able to take many global dependencies into account and thus to provide tight
performance bounds, it also implies an exhaustive state space coverage and therewith
a significant analysis effort which does not scale well with system size and heterogene-
ity [59]. In other words timed-automata and model checking based formal analysis may
require long or even unbounded verification times [106]. Recent research on model check-
ing techniques for timing analysis highlights the same scalability problem [82, 55] and
invests effort in alleviating the state-explosion problem [55] or in adapting the reach-
ability algorithms to take advantage of the available parallelism on modern multi-core
processor architectures [38].
Holistic approaches. Similar to timed-automata and model checking based solution,
holistic formal analysis approaches handle the timing analysis problem by considering
a global view of the systems. The analysis principle is however different. Holistic per-
formance analysis approaches essentially extend the classical uniprocessor scheduling
theory (e.g. worst-case response time analysis for static priority preemptive scheduling,
abbr. SPP) toward distributed systems by considering specific combinations of input
event models, resource sharing, computation and communication policies (e.g. based on
time division multiple access, abbr. TDMA) [152, 101, 111, 56, 110]. Whereas holistic
approaches efficiently exploit global system dependencies in order to enable tightly cal-
culated timing bounds and reduced analysis effort, they are difficult to be used for large
(i.e. with many components) and heterogeneous (i.e. with different scheduling policies)
systems. Furthermore, due to their “holistic” nature which requires taking all systems
dependencies into account for each specific system setup, they are hard to be used in
the context of today’s distributed system development process (see Section 1.2).
Compositional and Modular Performance Analysis Approaches. Given the
heterogeneity of modern embedded system architectures, a different type of analysis ap-
proach, called compositional or modular performance analysis [120, 119, 32, 121, 64, 69],
was developed to cope with the performance analysis of arbitrary complex architectures.
The main idea of the compositional and modular performance analysis solutions is to:
(i) break down the analysis complexity of large systems consisting of multiple proces-
sors interconnected by buses into separate system components analyses (i.e. individual
analysis of each processor and bus) which can be easier handled and
(ii) to compose the results of the individual component analyses by a system-level
analysis procedure in order to derive the system-wide timing behavior.
In case of the compositional system-level analysis procedure [121, 64], the local com-
ponent analyses are essentially schedulability analysis algorithms dedicated to different
types of resources (uniprocessors, CAN-buses [42], FlexRay-buses [97]) scheduled ac-
cording to different resource arbitration policies known from the scheduling theory, e.g.
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for static priority preemptive (SPP) [154], static priority non-preemptive (SPNP) [42]
or round-robin (RR) [114]. In the context of the system-level analysis procedure the
performance characteristics (e.g. worst-case response times) computed locally for each
individual component are propagated through the system by the use of the so-called
event models [58, 120, 119, 121] and thus applied in a compositional manner.
Parallel to the Compositional Performance Analysis (CPA) approach, the Modular
Performance Analysis (MPA) has been developed [32, 69]. The MPA framework is
based on Real-Time Calculus (RTC) [150] and relies on a compositional methodology
which has its roots in the analysis composition employed by Network Calculus in order to
derive worst-case bounds on communication networks [36, 37, 77]. Similar to the event
models used by CPA, MPA uses a concept called arrival curves, which can be seen as a
generalization of the standard event models in [121]. In addition, MPA uses the notion
of service curves to represent the computational and communication capabilities of the
systems’ resources (i.e. processors and buses). In the system-level analysis procedure
these curves are used at the resource level to derive remaining computational service
after servicing the applications computational demands, information which is further
propagated across the different system resources in order to derive the system-wide
system behavior.
Through their compositional or modular analysis principle, the above discussed ap-
proaches are well suited for today’s distributed development process. Therewith the
analysis of different subsystems, often developed independent from each other and inte-
grated in multiple different systems, can be simply embedded into the general system-
level analysis procedure in order to verify the systems’ overall timing characteristics.
Beside flexibility and scalability, these approaches are also characterized by short analy-
sis times which make them suitable even for the analysis of large systems.
Furthermore, the compositional performance analysis procedure was extended in the
last years to account for the complex timing dependencies that arise in multi-core setups
due to the use of inter-core shared resources e.g. in [90, 130, 132]. Thus, for the scope
of this thesis, the compositional performance analysis methodology and its multi-core
aware extension will be detailed (see Section 2.3) and used as a basic building-block for
the analysis solutions proposed in this thesis.
In order to do that, the general underlying system model of the compositional per-
formance analysis and of the analysis solutions proposed in this thesis will be next
introduced. This system model will be refined across the next chapters to consider more
detailed system properties which will be finally considered to capture more exactly the
complex timing behavior of single-mode and multi-mode real-time applications when
mapped on multi-core systems with shared resource.
2.2 System Model
In order to reason about the runtime behavior of a system, the system functionality is
verified based on an abstract model. In what follows, a general modeling approach for
real-time systems is introduced along with the corresponding terminology.
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2.2.1 General System Model
In general, despite the way of doing the analysis, system-level analysis procedures, as
the ones mentioned in Section 2.1, share a common underlying way of modeling systems
and capturing their properties. Thus, a system model consists in general of the platform
(hardware) model description, of the application (software) model description and of the
mapping description, i.e. information regarding the assignment of the application model
elements on the platform model elements. Further, in order to reason about the timing
behavior of a system the system model is augmented with timing properties. These
aspects will be detailed in what follows.
A platform model PM describes a finite set of platform elements PE consisting
of a finite set PE comp of computational resources (i.e. processors), a finite set PE comm
of communication resources (i.e. buses/networks), a finite set of PE shared of secondary
shared resources (e.g. shared memories) along with connectivity information and param-
eters such as processing power, scheduling policies, shared resource arbitration strategies
or protocol specifications.
An application modelAM describes a finite set of applicationsA = {A1 ,A2 , . . . ,Am}
(m ∈ N), where each application Ai (Ai ∈ A) typically consists of a finite set of compu-
tation and communication tasks Ti = {τ1, τ2, . . . τn} (n ∈ N).
Applications are typically represented as directed task graphs, where the nodes of
the graph represent the computational or communication effort of the application and
the edges represent functional dependencies between the nodes. For the purpose of this
thesis only applications expressed as directed acyclic graphs are considered.
To express the influence of the environment on the applications, the task graphs
contain another two special elements namely, sources which are tasks that are the first
in a task chain, and sinks which are tasks that are the last in a task chain [68]. Further,
all edges in a task graph, i.e. including the edges from sources to the first task in a chain
and from the last task in a chain to the sink, generally describe the internal and external
connectivity and communication of the different tasks of an application.
The mapping of the applications to the platform is specified by a function MAP
which assigns each computational and communication task of each application to a
computational or communication platform element:
MAP : ∀τi ∈
⋃
j=1..n
Tj , Tj ∈ A → PEcomp ∪ PEcomm
Finally, based on the individual model elements above a system model is generally
defined as:
Definition 2.1 (System Model) A system model SM is a tuple (PM,AM,MAP),
consisting of a platform PM, the applications A and the mapping information MAP
of the applications’ tasks to the platform.
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2.2.2 Timing Model
In order to reason about the timing behavior of a system, the elements of the system
model above are enhanced with timing characteristics. Furthermore, the timing behavior
of a real-time system is directly related to the scheduling policies and shared resource
arbitration strategies. All these aspects will be covered in this subsection.
Timing Bounds. The applications’ tasks are assumed as time consuming entities
which require a certain execution time on the resources they are mapped to. The max-
imum execution time required by a task τi on a resource to complete its corresponding
job (i.e. computation on a processor or transmission time on a bus) is called worst-case
execution time (WCET) and is denoted Ci.
At runtime, tasks will be executed multiple times and each of these task instances
is called a job and denoted with J . Thus, with Ji we denote a job of task τi. When
speaking about the worst-case execution time Ci of a task τi we implicitly understand
that Ci is associated with each job Ji of τi. Associated to real-time systems are also
timing bounds in which the jobs of the different tasks have to complete their execution
in order to ensure the correct system functionality. These timing bounds are called
deadlines and denoted Di.
Computational or communication resources assign service, i.e. execution time, to
tasks according to a scheduling policy that is realized by a scheduler, which is part of
the operating system. Very often scheduling policies for real-time systems are based
on priorities, i.e. they assign processor time to tasks depending on their priorities.
Therefore, each task τi has a priority associated, priority which we consider indicated by
the tasks index i. These priorities can be assigned oﬄine, i.e. statically at design time,
in case of fixed-priority scheduling as employed by OSEK [100] and AUTOSAR [12],
or dynamically at runtime in case of dynamic priority scheduling (e.g. EDF - earliest
deadline first [29]). As dynamic priority assignment is not common in current safety-
critical real-time systems, the analysis solutions provided by this thesis apply to systems
with static priority scheduling.
With respect to multi-core setups, scheduling policies can be classified into two differ-
ent classes, depending on the flexibility of scheduling any given task: the partitioned or
the global / non-partitioned. In the partitioned scheduling approach tasks are statically
mapped to the processor cores, which are separately scheduled at run-time. In case
of global scheduling approaches, the scheduler maintains a single scheduling queue of
tasks, from which tasks are dynamically dispatched on the available processor cores and
possibly migrated during execution. Partitioned scheduling fits best the current practice
in the industry and is therefore the main focus of this thesis.
During execution, in order to fulfil their jobs, computational tasks may request service
not only from the resource on which they are mapped (i.e. resources in Rcomp) but
also from a secondary shared resource (i.e. a shared resource in Rshared). Typically,
such a secondary shared resource is a shared memory, in which tasks write or read
some global variables. Such a shared resource could be also a I/O device. For the
purpose of this thesis shared resources are considered objects (e.g. data structures or
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devices) that require serialized access for which purpose they are protected by locks
(e.g. binary semaphores). Accesses to shared resources are arbitrated according to a
synchronization policy such as Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) [100, 116] for single-core
processors or its extension for multi-core processors the Multiprocessor Priority Ceiling
Protocol (MPCP) [116].
There are two types of shared resources: local shared resources (LR) and global shared
resources (GR). For simplicity we omit the word shared, when explicitly indicating a
shared resource as local or global. Local resources reside on each core and can be
accessed only by the tasks that are mapped to it. Global resources are assumed in a
separate shared resource module and can be accessed by tasks mapped to different cores.
In case a shared resource has to be exclusively accessed, the execution of a task
when accessing it is generally called critical section 1. A critical section guarded by a
semaphore and protecting a global or a local resource is called global critical section
(gcs) or local critical section (lcs). The maximum number of global critical sections that
each job Ji of a task τi executes before its completion is n
G
i , and ω
GR
i represents the
maximum duration of such a global critical section. Correspondingly, ωLRi represents
the maximum size of a local critical section when accessed by jobs of a task τi.
Note that for the scope of this thesis we assume that processors are considered to
have a timing compositional architecture [157], which means that delays of tasks due to
shared resource accesses are additive to the tasks’ execution times.
Timing Events. The execution of a task in a real system is always the result of an
activation event, which can be external or internal such as the arrival of an interrupt,
the expiration of a timer or the result of task or bus communication being finished.
For example, in the automotive domain many functions are executed cyclically on a
processor or are cyclically transmitted over a bus. To capture this behavior, tasks
in the model often have an activation period Ti associated. Furthermore, a common
assumption in literature is that applications task graphs correspond to dataflow graphs
described e.g. by a Kahn Process Network [71, 68]. Under this assumption edges of the
task graphs correspond to communication channels with first-in-first-out (FIFO) buffer
semantics. Thus, each task has one input FIFO buffer 2 associated from which it reads
the activating data. In case of inter-task communication in which a task produces data
for another tasks (i.e. task chaining), the execution completion of one task leads to the
activation of another task, i.e. a task writes data into the input FIFO of a dependent
task. Corresponding to the activation event and the associated task execution there is
always a completion event which indicates the termination of the task execution. For
the purpose of this thesis it is assumed that one input activation event produces one
event on termination.
As can be seen, the notions of events and the timing of events capturing specific points
in time corresponding to an action in the physical world are key in the timing analysis
1In practice a critical section is a piece of code that accesses a shared resource that must never be
simultaneously accessed by more than one task.
2Elements in a FIFO buffer are processed strictly in order.
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and are part of the specified system models [120, 32, 121, 68, 64, 132].
In literature, the activating events are assumed as captured by event streams and
the behavior of the event streams is described using event models [58, 119, 32, 64, 136,
127]. One example is given by the standard event models [119, 121] which captures
key properties of event streams using three parameters namely, the activation period
P corresponding to the distance between events, the activation jitter J which indicates
that periodic events can vary around their exact position within a jitter interval, and
the minimum distance dmin between successive events within a burst.
This thesis follows the definitions in [121, 136, 132] with the observation that [136, 132]
generalized the initial definitions in [121] to support arbitrary event models and not only
standard event models.
In general, event models can be expressed with two types of functions namely, the
event arrival functions and the event distance functions.
Definition 2.2 (Event arrival functions) The upper and the lower event arrival func-
tions, denoted η+(∆t) and η−(∆t), specify the maximum and the minimum number of
events that may occur in an event stream during any time interval of size ∆t.
η+ : R+ → N (2.1)
η− : R+ → N (2.2)
Correspondingly, event models can be expressed with the event distance functions:
Definition 2.3 (Event Distance Functions) The minimum and the maximum event
distance functions, denoted δ−(n) and δ+(n), specify the minimum and the maximum
time intervals during which at least n (n ≥ 1) events may occur.
δ− : N+ → R+ (2.3)
δ+ : N+ → R+ (2.4)
Figure 2.1 shows an example of the functions η and δ, example which illustrates that
the functions η and δ are pseudo-inverse, i.e. can be converted to each other [132].
Figure 2.1: Event stream representation.
As discussed earlier in this section, during their execution tasks perform a number of
requests for some secondary resources. Similar to the activation and termination of a
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task these requests are associated with timing events. In order to capture the timing
behavior of the shared resource requests [90] proposed a model which uses the event
model concept above and the maximum number of requests issued by each instance of
a task.
Definition 2.4 (Shared Resource Request Bound) The Shared Resource Request
Bound η˜+i (∆t) is the maximum number of requests that may be issued by a task τi to a
shared resource within a time window of size ∆t.
The computation of the shared resource request bound functions η˜+i (∆t) is addressed
in Chapter 3 in the context of the proposed timing analysis solutions. Until then,
Figure 2.2 illustrates the execution of a task on a processor along with the corresponding
timing events. The example shows the execution of two instances of a task τi triggered
Figure 2.2: Example of task execution and the associated upper event arrival function
η+ and shared resource request bound function η˜+.
according to the upper event arrival function η+i . Further, it is assumed that task τi
performs during its worst-case execution time Ci four requests for a shared resource and
the corresponding four critical sections are considered part of the worst-case execution
time. In this case, the shared resource request bound function η˜+i is given by the upper
event arrival function multiplied with the number of requests per task instance.
2.2.3 System Model and Task State Model: Example
Figure 2.3 depicts a model of a dual-core system that may be part of a larger automotive
system. The model covers both the general system model in Section 2.2.1 and the timing
model in Section 2.2.2. Thus, the system consists of two processor cores, Core 1 and
Core 2, on which there are three applications statically mapped. The first application
consists of the tasks τ1 and τ2 connected by an edge indicating the functional dependency
between them. The second application consists only of task τ3 and application three of
task τ4. The sources of the three applications are indicated with the tasks Soi whereas
the sinks are not illustrated. The edges between tasks and between sources and tasks are
annotated with the functions ηi indicating the tasks’ input event models (often called
input activation models). Whereas the activations of tasks τ1, τ3 and τ4 are produced by
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Figure 2.3: Example of a dual-core processor with tasks which access local (LR) and
global shared resources (GR).
a source such as a sensor signal or the expiration of a timer, the input activation model
η2 of task τ2 is given by the the output activation model of task τ1. Task indices indicate
their static priorities where lower indices mean higher priority, i.e. index 1 represents
the highest priority in this system and 4 the lowest one.
The tasks in this setup access diverse secondary shared resources namely, tasks τ1
and τ3 share a local resource on Core 1 denoted LR1 and tasks τ2 and τ4 share a local
resource of Core 2 denoted LR2. Beside the local resources tasks τ1 and τ4 share a
global resource denoted GR1. The dotted edges between tasks are annotated with the
functions η˜ which indicate the tasks’ shared resource request bound.
As discussed earlier in Section 2.2.2, in order to execute, tasks mapped on proces-
sor cores require computational service and access to the secondary shared resources.
Computational service is made available by a scheduler according to a scheduling policy
which in case of real-time systems typically considers the priorities of the tasks. As an
single processor core can always execute only one task at the same time and as several
tasks will actually compete with each other for the processor core service the execution
of multiple tasks on the same core is in general not independent. Furthermore, these
tasks will also compete for the shared resources. The execution of tasks on priority based
scheduled processor cores is captured by a task state model, where the model’s states
corresponds to the different states a task can experience at runtime.
For exemplification Figure 2.4 depicts the execution of an instance of task τ4 on Core
2 and the corresponding task state model 3. The task state model corresponds to the
typical real-time task model widely used in literature [154] and industry [100]. The
default state of a task is suspended, i.e. it doesn’t execute. A task enters the ready state
when it is activated and changes to the running state (i.e. the task will execute) when the
scheduler starts it i.e. provides the required computational service. During execution, a
higher priority task (e.g. τ2 in our example) may be activated. In this case the so far
running task is preempted and changes its state to ready. When a task tries to access
a shared resource (i.e. performs a request for a shared resource) but this is currently
3In comparison to the OSEK basic task state model the OSEK extended task state model includes the
waiting state to capture the blocking effects [100].
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Figure 2.4: Example of a task execution and corresponding extended task state model
(OSEK state model [100]).
not available the task changes to the state waiting. The task will switch to the ready
state when the requested shared resource becomes available. The execution of critical
sections and normal code is captured by the same state running. After termination the
task switches to the default state suspended.
The graphical visualization of the system model, of the event arrival functions and
task executions as in Figures 2.1, 2.3 and 2.4a) will be used across the next chapters
when reasoning about the timing behavior of different tasks.
For such a complex system model, performance analysis in general and the compo-
sitional performance analysis in particular are concerned with the computation of the
tasks worst-case response times (WCRT), i.e. for each task τi of the largest time interval
between the activation of any of the τi’s jobs Ji and the termination of the correspond-
ing job execution. The main goal is that by handling the timing of events together with
the associated task executions to provide accurate information regarding the completion
times of the tasks execution. By comparing the completion times of the tasks’ execu-
tions with the tasks’ deadlines one can answer the question whether a system will always
work correctly, i.e. whether a system will fulfil all its timing constraints. The answers
obtained through a timing analysis based on the system models also hold for the runtime
behavior of the physical system.
Note that, the system model introduced above considers the upper bounds on the tasks
execution times i.e. the WCETs Ci as given. In practice, the derivation of tasks’ worst-
case execution times is a difficult problem which is subject of special formal analysis
methods [158, 157] such as the static analysis of the tasks control flow which contains the
logical structure of the task execution. Alternatively, extensive simulation is commonly
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used in practice and provides in general sufficiently accurate estimations of the tasks
execution times. However, simulation suffers from an insufficient corner case coverage
i.e. may not always find the longest execution path of the investigated piece of code.
The problem of deriving worst-case execution times is orthogonal to the problem of
deriving worst-case response times. For the purpose of this thesis it is assumed that
the considered hardware platforms are free of timing anomalies [158, 157], the worst-
case execution times have been safely derived and these will be used for deriving timing
bounds at system level.
2.3 Compositional System-Level Performance Analysis
Procedure for Multi-Core Systems with Shared Resources
2.3.1 General Analysis Procedure
Relying on the system model introduced in the previous section this section presents
the compositional system-level analysis procedure for multi-core systems with shared
resource. The shared resource aware compositional analysis procedure for multi-core
systems, developed over the last years and used in different multiprocessor and multi-core
setups [135, 90, 130, 93, 132, 88], is based on the principles known from the compositional
system-level performance analysis (abbr. CPA) for distributed and MPSoC (Multi-
Processor System-on-Chip) systems [120, 32, 119, 64].
The basic idea of CPA is to break down the analysis complexity of complete systems
into separate system components analyses and to interleave the analysis of individual
components with the propagation of event models [120, 119]. The classic CPA proce-
dure is illustrated in Figure 2.5a) and the extended version applicable for multi-core
systems with shared resources in Figure 2.5b).The compositional system-level analysis
is essentially an iterative procedure which works as follows:
I. First, the external activation patterns are derived from the environment (e.g. sensor
sampling rates, maximum engine rpm, minimum human response time). The behaviors
of the individual tasks are investigated in detail to gather all relevant data such as the
best-case and worst-case execution times. As already mentioned in the previous sections,
these can be derived with formal methods such as in [158], but extensive simulation is
also common in practice.
II. The input event models captured by the functions η and δ are supplied to the
individual components.
III. The input event models are then used to derive the behavior within individual
components (such as a processor or a bus), accounting for local scheduling interference.
This means that based on the underlying scheduling strategy as well as stream represen-
tations of the incoming workload modeled through its activating or input event models,
local component analyses systematically derive worst-case scenarios to calculate worst-
case (and best-case) task response times (BCRT, WCRT), i.e. the time between task
activation and task completion, for all tasks sharing the same resource. Response time
analyses are available from real-time research for a large variety of different schedul-
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Figure 2.5: a) Classic CPA procedure; b) Extended CPA procedure for multi-core sys-
tems with shared resources.
ing policies (SPP, SPNP, RR), which can be directly applied. Many of these analyses
are based on the busy window technique proposed by Lehoczky [78] and extended by
Tindell [154].
Whereas traditional local scheduling analysis only consider independent resources (e.g.
busses or processors with different tasks), multi-core systems include also tasks which
require access to other shared resources (e.g. memory controllers or a mutex variable)
during their execution. Therefore, the local analysis procedure in the classic CPA pro-
cedure has to be extended for analyzing the timing behavior of platforms which accom-
modate secondary shared resources. Figure 2.5b) illustrates the methodology proposed
in [90, 130] to capture the inter-core timing dependencies and calculate bounds on the
tasks’ response times even in the presence of dynamic scheduling and shared resources.
The main idea of this extension is to separate the components’ local timing analysis
procedure into three disjoint steps [90, 130]:
1. First, the shared resource request bound i.e. the load imposed by tasks on shared
resources η˜ has to be determined. As shown in Figure 2.2 this can be done by
considering the pattern of task activations η. In case more detailed information is
available, such as the distance between requests issued by each task [129, 3], the
overall load imposed on the shared resource can be derived more exactly for each
task and all tasks on a processor [134].
2. Second, the information about the load imposed on the shared resources has to be
used to derive the maximum delay (e.g. blocking time) that a task may experience
when accessing the shared resources. Concurrent accesses to the shared resources
are usually arbitrated by an arbitration protocol (e.g. MPCP [116]) similar to the
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scheduling policy of the computational resources. Based on the shared resource
loads and the specification of the arbitration strategies, a dedicated blocking time
analysis (e.g. as in [90]) computes specific blocking times. These blocking times
represent input values for the components’ local analyses.
3. In a third step the blocking times provided by the blocking time analysis become
part of the response time analysis procedure of each task on each component.
The extended local analysis procedure, including the above mentioned three steps,
is the focus of Chapter 3. There, different response-time and blocking time analysis
equations are provided which cover multiple combinations of real-time specific processor
scheduling policies and shared resource arbitration strategies.
IV. To enable the compositional analysis procedure the event models at the output of
each component has to be derived. Similar to the tasks’ input timing behavior, also the
output timing behavior is captured by event models that are determined using the results
of the local response time analysis. The common assumption is that tasks produce one
event per output for each activating event. The distance between events at the output
of a task is mainly a function of the distance between events at the input of the task (i.e.
δ−in(n) and δ
+
in(n)) and the task’s response time jitter. This means that considering that
an event of a task suffers the WCRT Rmax and all following events that arrived within the
minimum possible distance are processed within the BCRT Rmin the minimum distance
between any n at the output of the task is given by the response time jitter [121]:
Jresp = Rmax −Rmin (2.5)
The output event model of task with an input event model given by δ−in(n) and δ
+
in(n)
can be derived with:
δ−out(n) = max{δ−in(n)− Jresp, δ−out(n− 1) + dmin} (2.6)
δ+out(n) = δ
+
in(n) + J
resp (2.7)
where dmin represents a minimum distance which may separate events at the output of
a task [136, 130].
The output event models are then propagated to the inputs of the connected compo-
nents or to the environment.
V. The compositional behavior of the analysis procedure is finally achieved by the
connection of the component’s inputs and outputs by the stream representations of their
communication behavior using event models [58, 32, 119]. The system-level performance
analysis is performed by iteratively alternating local (i.e. component) analysis which
includes the additional steps for calculating the blocking times due to shared resources,
and the event stream propagation between components. During each analysis iteration,
the derived output event models η and the load imposed on the secondary resources η˜,
are compared to those obtained in the previous analysis iteration. If the output event
models are the same, the analysis has converged, otherwise the output event models are
used as input event models for a new iteration i.e. the local components’ analyses are
repeated with the refined inputs.
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This iterative analysis procedure — alternating local analyses based on current event
models and the derivation of updated output event models as shown in Figure 2.5a)
and b) — represents a fixed-point problem. For systems containing cyclic dependencies
between two or more components, initial event models are required to begin the local
analysis. To solve this problem [119, 121] proposed a solution called starting point
generation. This means that, for each task on each computational or communication
resource an analysis starting point is generated by propagating the initial event models
(i.e. from the environmental model) along all paths of the task graphs. These initial
input event models are then used by the local analyses in the first iteration. After the
components’ local analyses, output event models are derived as discussed above. These
will be the new input event models of the second iteration. The iteration continues until
(i) a fixed-point is reached i.e. until all task activating event models η and δ and all
shared resource request bounds η˜ in two consecutive iterations remain unchanged or (ii)
an abort condition is reached (e.g. violation of a timing constraint) in which case the
system cannot be deemed schedulable.
The problem of reaching a fixed-point in the compositional system-level analysis proce-
dure and its validity were formally addressed in [143, 142] in case the task activating event
models are alone subject of the iterative refinement and in [130, 132] in case the shared
resource load in multi-core setups have to be additionally considered. Section 2.3.2 will
revisit key aspects for solving the fixed-point problem in general, specific details of the
new analysis solutions contributed by this thesis for multi-core and multi-mode systems
with shared resources being considered later in Chapter 3 and 4.
2.3.2 Solving the System-Level Iterative Analysis Procedure
In order to apply the CPA procedure for obtaining safe upper bounds on the timing
behavior of real-time applications, one must (1) prove that a fixed-point solution of the
analysis function exists and (2) if a fixed-point exists one must find it.
Relaying on mathematical tools provided by fixed-point theory (i.e. definitions and
theorems introduced by Tarksi and Kleene [148]) [143, 132] and [142] addressed the
problem of finding a fixed-point of the CPA.
Tarski’s fixed-point theorem [148] states and proofs that any order preserving function
(Definition 2.5) defined on a complete partially ordered set (Definition 2.6) has at least
one fixed-point. Kleene relied on Tarski’s theorem and showed that if a fixed-point exists
this can be obtained by iteration.
Definition 2.5 (Order Preserving Function) A function f : S → S is order pre-
serving if the application of the function f for any two comparable and ordered elements
x and y of the set S results in an identical order of the corresponding results, i.e.
∀x, y ∈ S : x ≤ y ⇒ f(x) ≤ f(y)
Definition 2.6 (Complete Partial Order - CPO) A complete partial order exists
for a set S if for the tuple (S,≤), of the set S and of the partial order relation ≤ defined
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on S, it holds the additional property that a least and greatest element w.r.t. the partial
order exists in S, i.e.:
∃ min ∈ S and max ∈ S | ∀x ∈ S : min ≤ x ≤ max (2.8)
The CPA is an iterative procedure where in each step local analyses are applied to
the individual components (i.e. response time analyses based on busy window approach
for cores and busses) based on input event models and where output event models
are further derived and propagated for a successive analysis step. Thus, we have to
deal with a global analysis function (Definition 2.9) that iteratively triggers multiple
components’ local analysis functions (Definition 2.8) applied to different analysis states
(Definition 2.7).
Definition 2.7 (Analysis State as) An analysis state asj (j ∈ N) consists of the
parametrization PRj of the event models EMi
4 associated to all tasks τi ∈ T in the
system model SM such that: ∀ tasks τi ∈ T (i = 1..n) and j, n ∈ N
asj = PRj(EM1, EM2, . . . EMi, . . . , EMn) (2.9)
with
EMi = {η+i , η−i , δ+i , δ+i , η˜+i } (2.10)
From this definition we implicitly have asij as the analysis state asj of task τi.
From Section 2.2.1 we know that computational and communication tasks are mapped
on computational or communication platform elements PE ∈ PEcomp
⋃
PEcomm.
Definition 2.8 (Local Analysis Function - LAF) A local analysis function LAFk
applied to a component k ∈ PEk maps an input analysis state asij to an output analysis
state asij+1 for each task τi ∈ T mapped on that component.
∀PEk ∈ PEcomp
⋃
PEcomm and τi ∈ T , τi mapped on PEk
LAFk : ASj → ASj+1
asij+1 = LAFk(as
i
j) (2.11)
Definition 2.9 (Global Analysis Function - GAF) A global analysis function GAF
maps an analysis state asj to an analysis state asj+1 by applying the local analysis func-
tions LAFk on each platform element PEk (k ∈ N) in the system model SM.
GAF : ASj → ASj+1
asj+1 = GAF (asj) (2.12)
where ∀PEk ∈ PEcomp
⋃
PEcomm and τi ∈ T , τi mapped on PEk
GAF (asj) = f(LAFk(as
i
j)) (2.13)
4i.e. input event models and shared resource requests bounds for all task mapped on all computational
and communication platform elements of the system model SM (see Section 2.2.1 and Definition 2.1).
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Thus, the global analysis function is in fact a function of repeated application of all
local analysis functions which transform the analysis states.
By applying elements of the fixed-point theory by Tarksi and Kleene [148]) on the
CPA specific analysis functions defined above, [143, 132] and [142] have formulated the
following conditions to find a fixed-point for the compositional system-level analysis
procedure (see also Corollary 2.5. in [132] and Corollary 2.13 in [142]):
Corollary 2.1 (Conditions for Convergence of the GAF of the CPA) The iter-
ative application of the global analysis function GAF in Definition 2.12 converges towards
a fixed-point, if
• the global analysis function is order preserving with respect to the analysis states
• for the set of the analysis states there is a complete partial order (CPO)
As the global analysis function repeatedly invoices multiple local analysis functions
until a general convergence, the problem of finding a fixed-point breaks down to each
local analysis function. This means that for each local analysis function the same two
conditions above apply [143, 132, 142].
Corollary 2.2 (Convergence conditions on the local analysis functions) The it-
erative application of the global analysis function GAF in Definition 2.12 converges to-
wards a fixed-point, if
• each local analysis function is order preserving with respect to the input parameters
• the set of each system parameter used by the local analysis functions forms a com-
plete partial order
In other words, the global analysis function is order preserving if all local analysis
functions are order preserving and the set of all analysis states forms a complete partial
order if all sets of the system parameters form a complete partial order. As shown
in [132, 142] it is important that all analysis modules comply with these conditions. For
the extended analysis procedure illustrated in Figure 2.5b) this means that the local
scheduling analysis per core and all its components, i.e. the derivation of the shared
resource load, the extended response time analysis and all parameters used for analysis,
fulfill Corollary 2.2. The same must hold for the blocking time analysis which is also
part of the overall system-wide analysis. For the purpose of this thesis, the conditions of
Corollary 2.2 will be investigated in Chapter 3 and 4 after introducing the new analysis
elements for multi-core and multi-mode systems with shared resources.
A key aspect of the iterative CPA procedure is the speed of convergence. This is an
important aspect for the practical use of the CPA because it is not enough to know that
a fixed-point will be eventually reached (possibly in infinite amount of time) but more
important is to know that the analysis will terminate in reasonable amount of time.
[143, 142] elaborated on this and showed that the number of analysis steps required for
CPA to reach a fixed-point is finite. More exactly, it was shown that in the context
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of CPA the set of investigated parameters is finite and therewith also the number of
iterations executed by the analysis until convergence or until a constraint is violated on
at least one component (see point V in Section 2.3.1).
2.4 Summary and Overview
In this chapter three distinguishable approaches for system-level performance and timing
analysis were summarized, namely: simulation, timed-automata and classical real-time
scheduling theory with the holistic and compositional system-level extensions. As all
three types of system-level analysis procedures share a common underlying way of mod-
eling systems and capturing their properties, a general modeling approach for distributed
and multi-core real-time systems was introduced along with the corresponding terminol-
ogy. For the scope of this thesis the general compositional system-level performance
analysis procedure and its dedicated extension for multi-core systems with shared re-
sources has been detailed. The modeling and the analysis approach represent the foun-
dations for the new solutions contributed in Chapter 3 for the analysis of multi-core
real-time applications. However, the system model and the analysis methods discussed
so far assume only a static set of tasks over time so that they are not directly applicable
to multi-mode systems. As the formal performance analysis of multi-mode applications
is the other main goal of this thesis, Chapter 4 will extend the system model and the
compositional analysis procedure discussed in this chapter in order to contribute new
analysis solutions for multi-mode systems.
Before moving into details, remember that the main goal of the verification steps in
the development process of embedded real-time systems is to confirm the adherence of
the systems’ functional and non-functional/timing behavior to the specified functional
and timing requirements. In other words, the verification procedures applied oﬄine must
guarantee that at runtime a system will always behave (i.e. under any system internal
or external circumstances) according to the specifications. With respect to timing, this
means that real-time system designers must guarantee in advance that the systems’
timing constraints will never be violated during operation.

3 Timing Analysis of Multi-Core Systems
with Shared Resources
3.1 Introduction
Driven by the increasing demand for computational power and by the rising applications’
complexity in various embedded application domains, multi-core architectures emerge as
the prevalent platform for embedded real-time applications. As highlighted in Chapter 1
strong trends towards multi-core architectures can be observed in communication, media-
processing and, more recently, in automotive applications, where multi-core processors
are provided by the semiconductor industry (e.g by Freescale [50, 52, 53] and Infineon [66,
67]) and the AUTOSAR standard introduced support for partitioned multi-core OS [12].
The new multi-core processors are aimed to host the significant increase in the com-
putational workload of next generations embedded real-time applications on as few pro-
cessors as possible. In the automotive domain, this move, co-enabled by the AUTOSAR
software interface standards, aims to improve function integration, save costs, and im-
prove maintainability. By using powerful multi-core processors, it will be possible to inte-
grate the functionality of several ECUs (Electronic Control Units) into a single chip or to
parallelize complex computations over multiple cores, e.g. in relatively high-performance
domains such as engine control or advanced driver assistance systems, in order to allow
their extension with modern features that would not be possible without the additional
computational power.
While the implementation of multi-core solutions generally delivers additional perfor-
mance more cost efficiently, their application also introduces a new level of inter-core
dependencies that was not previously observed in distributed (automotive) systems. The
use of physically shared hardware (e.g. shared memories, I/O devices, coprocessors) and
synchronization via logical resources (semaphores) introduces dependencies between task
executions on different cores, thus challenging the real-time behavior of the entire sys-
tem [90, 131, 130, 93]. The application of such multi-core components in safety-critical
real-time systems requires careful investigation of the implications on system timing.
Consequently the availability of appropriate analysis methods for the prediction of the
timing behavior is essential for the design of reliable multi-core real-time systems.
To provide the necessary timing guarantees for multi-core systems, various formal
scheduling analysis techniques have been proposed for covering partitioned and non-
partitioned multiprocessor scheduling with varying degrees of generality. However, most
known schedulability tests are constrained to setups with periodic or sporadic task ac-
tivation pattern, with deadlines no larger than the period, or no support for shared
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resource arbitration, which is frequently required for embedded real-time systems. The
current practice requires support for realistic system configurations that exhibit non-
periodic task activations, event-driven task activations between dependent tasks, and
arbitrary task deadlines.
Furthermore, a critical aspect of efficient system design is the accuracy of the available
analyses. As some of the existing methods provide only inaccurate upper bounds on the
derived blocking times, new analyses are required to provide more accurate but still
conservative results.
Also, most of the proposed approaches for multi-core systems consider the problem of
preemptive scheduling, while non-preemptive schedulers in multi-core systems received
less attention. Even more, while there are some techniques proposed for the scheduling
analysis of tasks which share resources in preemptively scheduled multi-core systems,
there is no scheduling analysis solution available for multi-core systems in which tasks
that share resources are non-preemptively scheduled.
There are two main reasons why this subject needs more attention. Firstly, non-
preemptively scheduled systems are widely used in current real-life applications. For
example, most current automotive applications are arbitrated with real-time capable
operating systems based on the OSEK/VDX specification [100], which defines priority
based preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling and allows resource synchronization
via locks administered according to the Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) [100, 116]. The
scheduling techniques and the synchronization mechanism from OSEK/VDX have been
inherited by the most recent AUTOSAR OS and multi-core OS specifications [12]. Sec-
ondly, the current evident evolution of automotive ECUs (Electronic Control Units)
towards multi-core architectures will be made by maintaining, as much as possible, the
backward compatibility with the current solutions. Thus, non-preemptive tasks as de-
fined by the OSEK/VDX standard will be mapped on multi-core processors possibly
sharing common resources with other tasks mapped on the same or on other cores [12].
This is a crucial aspect, as non-preemptive scheduling in single-core processors avoids
the synchronization overhead due to resource sharing mechanisms and therefore was not
considered as a problem.
Besides the fact that non-preemptive scheduling was not considered before in the
multi-core context, the more complex setup consisting of the combination of preemptive
and non-preemptive scheduling was neglected so far. Nevertheless, as already mentioned,
this combination is of particular relevance for the next generation of AUTOSAR con-
form automotive multi-core ECUs where preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling will
coexist on each processor core.
All the aforementioned limitations are handled in the rest of this chapter and overcome
through the contributed analysis solutions. In what follows, Section 3.2 presents more
exactly the capabilities of the approaches provided by related work and highlights the
need for the new analysis solutions contributed by this thesis. Section 3.3 introduces
the system model used by the analysis approaches for multi-core systems with shared
resources. Further, Section 3.4 highlights key components of a safe synchronization
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protocol for shared resources in multi-core systems and discusses the impact of different
design decisions with respect to shared resource arbitration and multi-core scheduling
policies on the timing behavior of multi-core systems. Sections 3.5 to 3.9 introduce
novel blocking-time and response-time analysis solutions for hard real-time multi-core
setups under different scheduling policies and shared resource arbitration strategies.
The integration of the new analysis equations in the compositional system-level analysis
procedure discussed in Section 2.3 is addressed in Section 3.10. Dedicated experiments,
introduced in Section 3.11, underline the timing implication of sharing resources in
multi-core systems and the applicability of the developed approaches to next generation
multi-core controllers, especially for those dedicated to automotive applications.
3.2 Related Work
This section surveys related work in the field of formal performance analysis for multi-
core systems, the focus being on multi-core scheduling policies and the corresponding
schedulability tests and on synchronization mechanisms for shared resources.
Scheduling policies and resource sharing protocols for multiprocessor and multi-core
systems have received significant attention in the last years, however these two topics
have not always been jointly addressed. In multiprocessor scheduling, shared resources
are often not considered, since traditional multiprocessors used (mostly) local resources.
However, for the purpose of this thesis, we are mainly interested in approaches that han-
dle the timing of multiprocessor and multi-core systems with shared resources. Therefore,
we will discuss related work on multiprocessor scheduling in general but, insist more on
those approaches considering also real-time locking protocols.
3.2.1 Multiprocessor Scheduling
In literature, multiprocessor scheduling policies are generally classified into two major
classes, depending on the way task sets are scheduled: the partitioned or the global /
non-partitioned. More exactly, this classification depends on task priorities and on the
task to core allocation that can be made. A categorization of multiprocessor scheduling
algorithms depending on these criteria was proposed in [31].
Priority assignment. There are three ways how priorities can be assigned to tasks
in multiprocessor systems.
1. Task static priorities - A unique priority is associated with each task, and all jobs
generated by a task have the priority associated with that task. An example of a
scheduling algorithm in this class is the Rate Monotonic Scheduling (RMS) [79].
2. Job-level static priorities - Each job of a task has a single static priority, but
different jobs of the same task may have different priorities. The Earliest-Deadline-
First (EDF) scheduling [79] uses such a priority assignment.
3. Job-level dynamic priorities - No restrictions are placed on the priorities that may
be assigned to tasks or jobs such that a job may have different priorities at different
times, as in case of the Least-Laxity-First (LLF) scheduling [87].
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Degree of migration allowed. Analogous to the classification of priority schemes
the degree of migration in multiprocessor systems is divided into three classes.
1. No migration - Each task is allocated to a processor and no migration is permitted.
2. Restricted migration - Each job must execute entirely upon a single processor,
however, different jobs of the same task may execute upon different processors.
Thus, the runtime context of each job needs to be maintained upon only one
processor, however, the task-level context may be migrated.
3. Full migration - No restrictions are placed upon interprocessor migration, i.e. every
job can migrate at every time to another processor. Parallel execution of a job is
not permitted.
Thus, multiprocessor scheduling algorithms are referred to as:
1. Partitioned in case no migration is permitted;
2. Global in case migration is permited;
3. Hybrid, in case elements of both, partitioned and global scheduling, are combined.
In literature (e.g. in [41, 21]), multiprocessor systems, on which the different classes
of scheduling algorithms are implemented, are classified based on their capabilities in:
1. Homogeneous - the processing cores are identical and thus the rate of execution of
any task is the same of any core. Homogeneous multiprocessors are also referred
as symmetric multiprocessors (SMP).
2. Uniform heterogeneous - with the exception of the processing speed, all processing
cores have identical capabilities (e.g. same co-processors). In this case the tasks’
execution rate depends only on the cores’ speed, a processor speed of 2 executing
each task twice as fast as a processor of speed 1 [41].
3. Fully heterogeneous - the processing cores are different on both, processing speed
and capabilities. This means that some tasks are not able to run on any processing
core, e.g. in case the core is not enhanced with the required application specific
co-processor.
In this thesis, we focus on homogeneous multiprocessor setups consisting onm identical
processing cores that are integrated on the same physical chip. In this context the
terminology used in literature for multiprocessor scheduling also apply to our multi-core
system model.
3.2.1.1 Partitioned Multiprocessor Real-Time Scheduling.
In case of partitioned multiprocessor scheduling a set of tasks T = {τ1, . . . , τn} is divided
into disjoint subsets T 1, T 2, . . . T m. Each of these subsets is statically assigned to one of
the m (m ≥ 2) processors of the multiprocessor setup, which are separately scheduled at
runtime. The assignment is performed oﬄine, e.g. manually as common in automotive
practice, or automatic, e.g. using bin-packing heuristics [35], and cannot be reconfigured
at runtime. As a consequence after receiving their local task sets processors are enabled
to run scheduling algorithms as they are known from uniprocessor theory, e.g. the fixed-
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priority Rate-Monotonic (RM) scheduling [79] or dynamic priority Earliest-Deadline-
First (EDF) scheduling [79].
The additional effort of partitioned multiprocessor scheduling algorithms in contrast
to uniprocessor scheduling algorithms consists in calculating a partition of tasks and
assign the particular subsets to the m processors. However, within the calculation of a
correct partition it must be ensured that every task will meet its deadline. Therefore,
partitioned multiprocessor scheduling approaches generally consist of two interconnected
steps: (1) Task Partitioning and (2) Schedulability tests.
There are many partitioning schemes which have been explored for their applicability
in the context of multiprocessor scheduling, e.g. [44, 99, 5, 6, 76, 80, 26]. For the purpose
of this thesis we won’t provide a comprehensive overview of such algorithms, but briefly
show their principle. For more details the interested reader is referred to the provided
bibliography.
The most partitioning algorithms are based on the RM priority assignment in the
context of RM scheduling or on the dynamic priority assignment corresponding to the
EDF scheduling and assume tasks with implicit deadlines, i.e. tasks’ deadlines are
equal to their periods. Multiprocessor partitioning algorithms implement first a bin-
packing strategy based on the utilization of tasks, utilizations that are often sorted in a
decreasing order. In the second step, schedulability tests, such as the RM bound [79],
are applied on each core. By applying these two steps for different combinations of core
local scheduling policies, bin-packing heuristics and schedulability tests, research work
formulated statements about the maximum utilization bound that can be achieved on a
multiprocessor system without shared resources.
For example [6] states that an implicit-deadline task set is schedulable under parti-
tioned RM scheduling on m processors if the task set utilization is up to 50%, i.e ∀τi,∑
Ui ≤ m/2. A similat statement makes [81] which says that an implicit-deadline task
set is schedulable under partitioned EDF scheduling on m processors if the task set
utilization is ∀τi,
∑
Ui ≤ (m + 1)/2 when using either the first-fit, best-fit, or worst-fit
decreasing heuristic. Arbitrary sporadic task systems on preemptive multiprocessor sys-
tems under the partitioned paradigm were investigated in [16]. Similar to the previous
approaches, the algorithm in [16] uses an utilization based schedulability test.
Such upper bounds represent a sufficient, but not an exact, schedulability test. There-
fore, as also recognized in literature, it is generally preferable to simply partition the task
set across the available processors and to apply a response-time analysis to each of them.
Since the partitioning of tasks among processors separates the multiprocessor scheduling
problem into multiple uniprocessor scheduling problems, well developed analysis tech-
niques, e.g. the response-time analysis based on the busy window technique proposed
in [78] and extended in [154] or the load based schedulability test proposed in [79], can
be directly applied as long as no secondary resources are shared by the processors. This
is also the approach we followed in the papers underlying this thesis, where the mapping
of the tasks is assumed given and the focus is on the response-time analysis procedures.
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3.2.1.2 Global Multiprocessor Real-Time Scheduling.
Global scheduling algorithms, as opposed to the partitioned scheduling approaches, do
not define a static assignment of several tasks to a certain processor. Instead the system
behaves dynamically in the sense that instances of the same task, or even different
parts of the same instance, can execute on different processors. Thus, in the global
scheduling approach, the scheduler maintains a single scheduling queue of ready tasks,
from which tasks are dynamically dispatched on the available processors and possibly
migrated during execution.
Similar to the partitioned approaches, global multiprocessor scheduling solutions take
static and dynamic priority assignments into account. Depending on the priority assign-
ment strategy global multiprocessor scheduling algorithm are usually referred as global
FP (fixed-priority), global RM (fixed-priority according to the rate-monotonic policy),
global DM (fixed-priority according to deadline-monotonic policy) and global EDF (dy-
namic priority assignment depending on the earliest-deadline-first strategy).
Global multiprocessor scheduling algorithms based on static priorities work analogous
to their counterparts in the uniprocessor world, with the difference that the scheduling
algorithm has to select the m (and not only one) highest priority tasks that reside at
the RUNNING state. Each of these tasks has to be assigned to exactly one processor.
In this context two major challenges arise for global scheduling algorithms:
1. Determining a global priority assignment for the entire task set.
2. Implementing an efficient dispatching mechanism to assign each of the m highest
priority tasks to a certain processor.
If the overhead produced by context switches and task or job migration will be ne-
glected, the second topic isn’t of great interest. The response time of the tasks won’t be
influenced by the dispatching mechanism in this case. On the other hand considering
the overhead caused by migration and context switching leads to great differences be-
tween an arbitrary task-processor assignment and a systematic algorithm. The aim of a
dispatching algorithm is the minimization of preemptions and migrations.
Global scheduling of real-time tasks was first considered in [44], which showed that
global scheduling schemes based on RM and EDF scheduling are known to suffer from the
so-called Dhall effect. That is, in case of global multiprocessor scheduling no minimum
utilization can be guaranteed in the sense that there may be task sets with an arbitrary
small utilization that are not schedulable with respect to their deadlines. In other words,
task sets with a low utilization can be unschedulable regardless of how many processors
are available.
To overcome the shortcoming of Dhall’s effect, several priority assignments have been
proposed to ensure schedulability for general task sets up to a certain bound. For
example, [4] defines an utilization threshold depending on the number of processors and
divides tasks into heavy-weight and lightweight tasks depending whether their utilization
is below or above the assumed threshold. For global FP, the approach in [4] ensures
the feasibility of periodic task sets with implicit deadlines with a utilization not more
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than 33%, or up to 50% in the special case of harmonic tasks 1. Other load based or
response-time based schedulability tests for task sets with different activation patterns
and deadlines under global FP were proposed, a survey of them being given in [40, 41].
Similarly, a significant amount of related work exists on utilization based schedula-
bility tests for global EDF scheduling, again for tasks with different activation patterns
and deadlines [41]. Schedulability tests based on response-time analysis were also pro-
posed [18, 60]. In [18] the authors extend the previously known response time analysis
technique from the uniprocessor scheduling theory to globally scheduled periodic and
constrained sporadic tasks. The approach essentially consists of an iterative computa-
tion of an upper bound on the response time of each task, while using the response
times of higher-priority tasks to limit the carry-in interference from those tasks. The
response-time test in [60] improves the response-time test in [18] and also applies to task
sets with arbitrary deadlines.
Pfair Scheduling. A special case of global scheduling is given by the family of
pfair (Proportional Fairness) scheduling algorithms [6]. Pfair is based on the quantum-
based scheduling, where the scheduler acts only at integer multiples of a scheduling
quantum. The key objective of the pfair scheduling algorithms is to execute each task
for a proportion of time that is equal to its utilization. Thus, a task τi with a worst-case
execution time Ci and an activation period Ti will execute for exactly
Ci
Ti
· t time units
in every time interval t. The consequence is that τi would execute exactly Ci time units
during an interval of the length Ti. Hence all deadlines will be met.
The “pfairness” enables the design of efficient scheduling algorithms at the expense of
a significant complexity. The obvious difficulty is to continuously guarantee the equality
of execution time proportion and utilization at all times. The processor needs to be
divided into infinitely small time slots and has to perform an infinite number of task
switches. This is not possible in a real system, irrespective of the fact that the resulting
context switch overhead would grow to infinity.
A solution to this problem was proposed in [6]. The authors suggested a combination
of priority driven scheduling based on “weight monotonic” priority assignment 2 together
with a scheduling policy trying to fulfill the pfair criterion approximately by using a time
quanta of size 1. Based on this combination the solution in [6] ensures schedulability for
multiprocessor systems with an utilization of up to 50%.
Even if interesting from the scheduling point of view, the overhead involved by the
pfair scheduling call its practically into question. For more details on pfair scheduling
see e.g. [41] and the references inside.
1In a harmonic task set, for all pairs of activation periods (Ti, Tj) either Ti is a multiple of Tj or Tj is
a multiple of Ti.
2In contrast to other algorithms using static priorities Weight Monotonic Scheduling does not assign
priorities with respect to periods or deadlines but corresponding to the utilization of each task.
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3.2.1.3 Hybrid approaches
To take advantage of the benefits of partitioned and global multiprocessor scheduling,
hybrid approaches were also proposed [30, 74, 21]. More exactly there are two categories
of hybrid multiprocessor scheduling approaches namely, semipartitioned and clustered.
The principle of semipartitioned approaches is to split one or more tasks between
processors. [74] proposed a semipartitioning method, called PDMS HPTS (Partitioned
Deadline-Monotonic Scheduling under deadline monotonic priority assignments, when
used with Highest-Priority Task-Splitting), for sporadic task sets with implicit and con-
strained deadlines under fixed-priority scheduling. The solution in [74] follows the general
partitioned multiprocessor approach, i.e. task are allocated to processors and schedula-
bility test are applied to verify schedulability, with the difference that in case of schedu-
lability fail, the task with the highest priority on each processor is split. With this
procedure an utilization bound between 60% and 69% can be ensured.
Clustered approaches combine partitioned and global multiprocessor scheduling in
the sense that tasks are partitioned to clusters comprising c (c <= m) processors, each
cluster being independently scheduled according to a global multiprocessor scheduling
policy [30, 21]. In this case, there is no need for specific schedulability tests since already
available solutions can be directly applied at cluster level. The case of c = 1 corresponds
to partitioned scheduling and c = m is equivalent to global scheduling. As a conclusion
of [21] the practicality of clustered approaches for hard real-time systems is still limited
by the overhead involved by global scheduling.
3.2.1.4 Summary of multiprocessor scheduling.
Partitioned and global multiprocessor scheduling approaches were extensively discussed
in literature. Both approaches have their individual drawbacks [18, 21] and thus, no
approach has been found to dominate the other over the complete spectrum of possible
application scenarios [5, 4, 21].
However, whereas the partitioned paradigm is already adopted in industry specific
standards (AUTOSAR [12]), global multiprocessor scheduling in safety-critical (auto-
motive) applications, has not yet found its way into practice. In the near future, this
will be difficult because of the high context switching overhead and algorithmic limita-
tions, certification cost in mixed-criticality systems, and not the least, because of the
migration cost from legacy industry setups, e.g. OSEK systems in automotive. Hybrid
and clustered approaches are promising but for the moment still of limited interest for
hard-real time systems where overheads have a significant impact. Therefore, the focus
of this thesis is on partitioned multiprocessor setups, where migration is not supported.
Another important observation is that most of the provided analysis solutions for
multiprocessor systems consider preemptive scheduling policies in the context of both
partitioned and global multiprocessor scheduling. Considerable less attention has been
given to non-preemptive scheduling policies. In [15] a test condition was proposed for
periodic tasks scheduled non-preemptively according to the multiprocessor global EDF
policy. In [62] and [61] the authors have introduced schedulability test conditions for non-
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preemptive EDF scheduling and non-preemptive fixed priority scheduling, respectively.
Furthermore, common to all here surveyed approaches is that they don’t consider the
influence of sharing resources and thus, from now on, of limited interest for this thesis.
3.2.2 Resource Sharing in Multiprocessor Systems
As seen in the previous section, the classical assumption for real-time tasks in multi-
processor scheduling algorithms is that they are independent, which means that tasks
do not share any resource beside the processors. In practice however, real-time systems
comprise shared resources such as coprocessors, I/O devices, memories, resources which
are concurrently used by multiple tasks.
In multiprocessor and multi-core systems, different tasks are mapped on different
processors or processor cores which means that shared resources are used by multiple
processing elements. In practice, mutual exclusion algorithms are used to resolve con-
flicting accesses to shared resources by concurrent tasks. The problem of designing such
an algorithm is one of the classic problems in concurrent programming.
In the mutual exclusion problem, a task accesses the resource to be managed by
executing a critical section of code. Critical sections in multiprocessors can be used to
protect either local resources (local critical section, lcs) shared only by tasks mapped
to the same processor / processor core, or global resources (global critical section, gcs)
that are used by tasks on different processors / processor cores. Mutual exclusive access
are enforced by hardware arbitration (memory) or are software controlled using, e.g.,
semaphores or cache based synchronization such as LL/SC as in ARM architectures.
In literature, there are two main categories of synchronization mechanisms men-
tioned [25]: non-blocking synchronization with lock-free execution and wait-free exe-
cution and blocking / lock-based synchronization. From these two categories, lock-based
synchronization techniques are commonly used in practice, including the automotive do-
main [100, 12]. Considering their practical relevance and the context of this thesis we
will further focus only on the related work regarding lock-based techniques.
Lock-based synchronization can be performed either with suspending, in which case
a task that has to wait for the required resource suspends and the processor becomes
available for other work, or with spinning, where tasks perform a busy-wait/spin until the
lock of the required resource is released; in this time the processor being kept occupied
and thus not available for other tasks. In the first case, locks are called semaphores and
the arbitration protocols suspension-based ; in the second case locks are called spinlocks
and the protocols spinning-based.
Independent of implementation the main requirement to any lock-based synchroniza-
tion mechanisms is to ensure predictable and deadlock free mutually exclusive access
to shared resources. Directly related to the requirements for predictability and absence
of deadlocks is the need, for any synchronization mechanisms, of guaranteeing bounded
blocking times for all real-time tasks which at runtime may have to wait for getting
access to some shared resources. In addition, being often implemented in the context of
priority-based real-time operating systems (e.g. OSEK and AUTOSAR), synchroniza-
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tion protocols shall avoid priority inversion and ensure that high-priority tasks (usually
highly-relevant and urgent tasks in the system) are not “exceedingly” blocked by critical-
sections of lower-priority tasks (usually less-relevant or at least not so urgent tasks). In
fact, the blocking of higher-priority tasks caused by critical sections of lower-priority
tasks shall be minimized. However, as tasks access shared resources during their exe-
cution and as this is controlled by the processor scheduling policy, the functionality of
any shared resource synchronization protocol and therewith the fulfillment of the above
mentioned requirements is strongly dependent on the scheduling decisions [93, 24] 3.
Therefore, in what follows suspension-based and spinning-based synchronization mech-
anisms will be addressed in the context of different multiprocessor scheduling strategies.
Over the years, several resource sharing protocols and corresponding schedulability tests
have been proposed for such task systems.
The first synchronization protocols for shared resources in multiprocessor systems
were the Multiprocessor Priority Ceiling Protocol (MPCP) and the Distributed Priority
Ceiling Protocol (DPCP) proposed in [117, 115, 116]. These protocols are essentially an
extension of the single-processor Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) in the sense that they
reduce to PCP when used on a single processor. MPCP and DPCP assume that tasks
are scheduled according to the partitioned rate monotonic scheduling (RMS) policy and
allow to bound the time a task is delayed by other local or remote tasks due to resource
contention. Corresponding to MPCP and DPCP the authors proposed a schedulability
condition that needs to be checked for each processor core. However, the original method
to derive response times for tasks with shared resources arbitrated according to MPCP
provides only inaccurate upper bounds on the resulting blocking times. More severely,
the analysis is constrained to the case of purely periodic task activations with task
deadlines smaller than their periods.
Improved blocking bounds for MPCP, based on response-time analysis [154], were
independently proposed in [90, 130] and [75]. Whereas the solution in [75] considers
implicit-deadline task sets (i.e. the deadline of each task equals its activation period),
the solution in [90, 130] can handle arbitrarily activated tasks and also data-driven acti-
vations generated by chained tasks over multiple resources (cores, buses). The solution
proposed in [90, 130] is subject of Section 3.7.
[33] proposed a modified resource control protocol that is similar to MPCP but can
also be used together with partitioned EDF.
Another shared resource arbitration algorithm for partitioned multiprocessor real-
time system is the Multiprocessor Stack Resource Protocol (MSRP) [54], which uses
FIFO spinlocks for synchronizing accesses to global shared resources. A comparison of
the suspension-based protocol MPCP and of the spinning-based protocol MSRP was
conducted in [54]. The results of the performance comparison showed that neither out-
performs the other on the complete spectrum of system setups.
Another spinning-based synchronization procedure, but dedicated to global EDF mul-
3Key trade-offs in the design of a safe shared resource arbitration protocol for multi-core systems were
highlighted in [93]. The impact of different design decisions is subject of Section 3.4.
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tiprocessor scheduling, was presented in [43]. More recent work in the field of global
multiprocessor scheduling considered also suspension-based protocols. In [45] the Prior-
ity Inheritance Protocol (PIP) was considered and the Parallel Priority Ceiling Protocol
(PPCP) was presented. An extension of the PIP under global multiprocessor schedul-
ing was proposed in [84] in order to eliminate the negative effects of priority inversions
caused by resource-holding lower priority tasks under global multiprocessor PIP.
The Flexible Multiprocessor Locking Protocol (FMLP) was presented in [20]. This
can be used under either partitioned or global scheduling, with static or dynamic task
priority assignments, and where resources are protected by spin-based or suspension-
based locks. An empirical evaluation of the MPCP, DPCP and FMLP synchronization
alternatives for multiprocessor systems under different global and partitioned scheduling
algorithms was presented in [25, 23, 21]. The results suggest that non-suspending (spin-
based) protocols are often a more efficient choice, in particular when critical sections are
short and thus the waiting time is less than the cost of blocking and resuming processes.
In [75] the authors propose the Multiprocessor Priority Ceiling Protocol with Vir-
tual Spinning (MPCP-VS). By considering coordinated approaches for task scheduling,
allocation and synchronization, the evaluation in [75] indicates that suspension-based
protocols (in this paper the classic MPCP with suspension-based blocking) could in fact
behave better than spin-based protocols (here MPCP with virtually spinning) under low
preemption costs and longer critical sections. As MPCP-VS allows suspensions it cannot
be considered a “true” spinning-based protocol such that the results of the conducted
comparison should not be considered generally valid.
A more recent evaluation of the suspension-based variants of the MPCP, DPCP and
FMPL is presented in [22]. There, improved results (in comparison to [23]) were en-
abled by an improved analysis (based on linear programming) of the MPCP and DPCP
protocols and by the reduced blocking which can be achieved with the FMLP+ protocol
(FMLP+ is a refinement of the FMLP for partitioned scheduling).
Finally, solutions were proposed to support temporal isolation between real-time and
non-real-time tasks [46] and predictable resource sharing for the component-based de-
sign of multiprocessor systems [96]. In order to ensure temporal isolation between hard,
soft and non-real-time tasks in symmetric multiprocessor and multi-core systems [46]
introduced the Multiprocessor Bandwidth Inheritance Protocol. The protocol combines
suspension-based blocking, spinning-based blocking and task migration in order to re-
duce task waiting times and can be used with global, partitioned or clustered based
multiprocessor scheduling [46]. A synchronization protocol dedicated to component-
based system is the Multiprocessors Synchronization protocol for real-time Open Systems
(MSOS) [96]. It uses semaphores and assumes partitioned fixed-priority multiprocessor
scheduling. Under this assumptions, the protocol enables predictable resource sharing
among independently developed and provisioned real-time applications mapped on dif-
ferent cores. The experimental evaluation of the MSOS against the MPCP and FMLP
protocols shows that the new synchronization protocol enables composability without
any significant loss of performance.
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While most of the currently available analysis solutions for partitioned multiprocessor
setups consider preemptive scheduling policies, considerable less attention was given to
non-preemptive scheduling policies. As already mentioned in Section 3.2.1.4 schedu-
lability test conditions for non-preemptive EDF scheduling and non-preemptive fixed-
priority scheduling were introduced in [62] and [61], however, without considering shared
resources. The response-time analysis solution in [88] handled for the first time a combi-
nation of partitioned fixed-priority non-preemptive multiprocessor scheduling and shared
resource arbitration. There, the guidelines for sharing resources in partitioned multi-core
setups specified by the automotive standard AUTOSAR [12] were considered in the con-
text of non-preemptive scheduling. The contribution of [88] is subject of Section 3.8.
The recent extensions of the AUTOSAR standard specifications for multi-core sys-
tems [12] adopted a spinning-based inter-core shared resource synchronization mecha-
nism. However, following the principle “Cooperate on standards, compete on implemen-
tation” the AUTOSAR specifications does not contain implementation details regarding
the multi-core synchronization protocol. The suitability of various lock types in an
AUTOSAR context was studied in [156]. Whereas valid and valuable for general multi-
core real-time systems, the results and recommendations of this paper are not directly
applicable in the current reality of the automotive domain. Priority-based scheduling
and shared resource arbitration are state-of-the-art in current automotive real-time sys-
tems, which are developed in a complex distributed process where multiple software
functions are implemented indepent of each other and later integrated into one system.
In this context, the implementation of FIFO ordered spinlocks, as one locking type man-
dated in [156], would enable unwanted priority inversion and therewith uncontrollable
blocking times of high priority safety-critical functions (usually subject of high quality
development and testing activities) by low priority non-safety critical functions (usually
subject of less efficient developement and testing activities). The last ones could wrongly
behave at runtime and fill in the FIFOs with numerous requests for shared resources,
which would delay the requests of the high-priority functions. In this context, imposing
a priority-based execution of functions with different criticalities is an important design
decision for ensuring the safe execution of the most relevant functions. Furthermore,
the study in [156] considers only implicit deadline tasks and partitioned fixed-priority
preemptive multiprocessor scheduling.
Thus, despite the mentioned practical relevance, the more complex AUTOSAR con-
form automotive setup consisting of the combination of preemptive and non-preemptive
multiprocessor scheduling for arbitrarily timed and data-driven activated tasks, was not
handled so far. The general analysis procedure for AUTOSAR conform multi-core setups
is subject of Section 3.9.
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3.3 Multi-Core System Model
Relying on the general system model in Section 2.2, this section recapitulates and refines
the multi-core system model and summarizes the terminology used by the multi-core
timing analysis solutions.
Figure 3.1a) shows a possible evolution of a simplified subsystem, that may be part of a
larger system, towards multi-core architecture. For exemplification, consider the initial
subsystem composed of four single-core processors and a communication bus. In the
multi-core setup one of the single-core processors is replaced by a multi-core processor,
for example in order to accommodate further functions or to distribute the load over
several cores.
Figure 3.1: a) Example system with three single-core CPUs and one multi-core CPU
connected to a communication bus. b) Detailed view of the multi-core CPU
with tasks accessing local and global shared resources.
In this chapter, we are particularly interested in the behavior of a multi-core com-
ponent (as illustrated in Figure 3.1b)), which itself consists of: (i) a set of m (m ≥ 2)
processor cores , each being individually scheduled according to a static priority schedul-
ing policy (e.g. static priority preemptive or static priority non-preemptive), (ii) local
shared resources (LR) which are restricted to individual cores, and global shared re-
sources (GR) which can be accessed from each of the m cores and (iii) a static set of
arbitrarily activated real-time tasks T = {τ1, . . . τn}.
The tasks are considered statically mapped to the available processors with some
method e.g manually (as common in automotive practice) or automatic e.g. by using
a bin-packing heuristic [76] and our goal is to determine the schedulability of the given
mapping. A common priority space is assumed across all m cores and each task in this
system has a unique static priority indicated by its index - the lowest index is allocated
to the highest priority task. In the system example in Figure 3.1b) task τ1 has the
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highest priority.
Each instance of a task τi, called a job and denoted with Ji, is activated by an event,
which can be either external (such as interrupts) as in case of tasks τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4 and τ5 in
Figure 3.1, or the result of another task or bus communication being finished (in which
case there is a partial order between the possible task activations) as in case of task τ6.
Task activation patterns are expressed with event streams (see Figure 2.1 in Sec-
tion 2.2.2) using the upper event arrival function η+i (∆t), and the lower event arrival
function η−i (∆t). These specify the maximum and the minimum number of events that
occur in an event stream during any time interval of length ∆t. Inversely, event streams
can be specified using the functions δ+i (n) and δ
−
i (n) that represent the largest and
smallest time window in which n (n ≥ 2) events can be observed in the stream. In the
system example in Figure 3.1b), the task activating event models are denoted with η1
to η6, where the index identifies the activated task.
Each job of a task τi is further characterized by its worst-case execution time Ci and
its (relative) deadline Di, which may be smaller, equal, or larger than the distance to
the successive activation. Thus, if a task has a worst-case response time larger than this
activation distance, it is possible that another instance of this task may be activated
before the previous one has completed. In this case, jobs are executed in order, i.e.
new jobs may not start execute before the previous job finishes its execution, and this
queueing time will be considered as part of the job’s response time.
During their executions, jobs of the tasks make use of core local shared resources
(LR) and of global shared resources (GR). Accesses to shared resources are arbitrated
according to a lock-based arbitration policy, e.g. the Multiprocessor Priority Ceil-
ing Protocol MPCP [116] which specifies rules for accessing local and global shared
resources in multi-core setups. Shared resources are assumed to be objects that re-
quire serialized access. Jobs address the required shared resources through system calls
like GetResource(SRx)/ReleaseResource(SRx), in what follows simply denoted getSRx,
with SRx indicating the specific shared resource (e.g. getGR1).
Each access to a shared resource is considered a critical section guarded by a semaphore
and protecting the shared resource. A critical section guarded by a semaphore and
protecting a global or a local resource is called global critical section (gcs) or local
critical section (lcs). The maximum size (duration) of a lcs or of a gcs when accessed
by jobs of a task τi are denoted ω
LR
i or ω
GR
i . The maximum number of global critical
sections that each job Ji of a task τi executes before its completion is n
G
i . With η˜
+
i→GRx
or η˜+i→LRx we denote the load imposed by a job Ji on a global resource GRx or a local
resource LRx. We simply use η˜i instead of η˜
+
i→GRx where the complete index can be
deduced from the context.
Table 3.1 provides a complete overview on the parameters and the terminology used
by the analysis methods presented in the next sections.
In this section, no explicit statement was made regarding the scheduling and resource
arbitration policies. These will be explicitly indicated in the next sections of this chapter
when deriving the corresponding blocking-time and response-time analysis equations.
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Parameter Description
i Priority of a task; lower values of i indicates higher priority.
τi Task with priority i.
Ji Job of task τi.
Ci Worst-case execution time of task τi; Ci is associated to each job Ji of
τi.
Di Deadline of each job Ji of task τi.
η+i (∆t),
η−i (∆t)
Input/Output event model for task τi given by the upper and lower
event arrival functions which specify the maximum and the minimum
number of events that may occur in an event stream during any time
interval of size ∆t.
δ−i (n),
δ+i (n)
Input/Output event model for task τi given by the minimum and the
maximum event distance functions which specify the minimum and the
maximum time intervals during which at least n (n ≥ 1) events may
occur.
η˜+i (∆t) Shared Resource Request Bound which represents the maximum num-
ber of requests that may be issued by a task τi to a shared resource
within the investigated time interval ∆t.
nGi Maximum number of global critical sections that each job Ji of a task
τi executes before its completion.
ωLRi , ω
GR
i Maximum duration of a local critical section corresponding to a local
resource LR and of a global critical section corresponding to a global
resource GR when accessed by jobs of a task τi.
cωGRi Maximum duration of a specific global critical section c.
clωLRi Maximum duration of a specific local critical section l, nested
4 in the
global critical section c.
N
N(c)
i Number of nested local critical sections entered by a job Ji in the global
critical section c, where c = 1 . . . nGi . If n
G
i = 0 there are no used GRs
and if N
N(c)
i = 0 there are no nested critical sections in the global
critical section c.
lpl(i),
hpl(i)
Sets of tasks mapped on the same core as τi which have lower and
higher priority than τi.
lpr(i),
hpr(i)
Sets of tasks mapped on remote cores as τi which have lower and higher
priority than τi.
GSi,j Set of global semaphores that will be locked by jobs of both tasks τi
and τj .
θi,j Set of tasks which are elements of lpr(i) and access elements of GSi,j .
Θi,j Set of tasks which are elements of hpr(i) and access elements of GSi,j .
Table 3.1: Parameters of the Multi-Core System Model
4In case the shared resource arbitration policy allows nested calls for shared resources.
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3.4 Impact of Multi-Core Design Decisions
Relying on current automotive practice and on related work of the real-time research
community this chapter further highlights the impact of different design decisions with
respect to shared resource arbitration and multi-core scheduling policies when moving
from single-core processor to partitioned multi-core processor architectures.
For the next explanations we refer to the example system model depicted in Fig-
ure 3.1b) in Section 3.3. In the purpose of this section, the three cores, which accom-
modate the statically mapped hard real-time tasks τ1, τ2, τ3, τ4, τ5 and τ6, are scheduled
according to an independent static priority preemptive (SPP) scheduler. During their
execution the six tasks make use of local shared resources (LR) according to the Priority
Ceiling Protocol (PCP) [116] specified also by the OSEK/VDX standard [100]. Accesses
to the global shared resources GR1 and GR2 are arbitrated according to a lock-based
arbitration mechanism, the difference between different arbitration decisions being dis-
cussed in relation to the cores’ local static-priority preemptive scheduling policy.
Timing Implications of Multi-Core Components
In single processor ECUs conflicts due to shared resource usage are arbitrated accord-
ing to the priority ceiling protocol (PCP) and have only a local impact on the timing of
the tasks running on the same ECU. In the case of multi-core systems, the use of phys-
ically shared hardware (e.g. shared memory), or synchronization via logical resources
(e.g. semaphores) introduces a global effect and generates dependencies between the
task execution on the different cores. The local execution of a task on a core is now
influenced by the local execution of other tasks on other cores, thus challenging the real-
time behavior of the entire multi-core ECU and with this the expected benefits of the
multi-core setups.
Key requirements for reliable and predictable timing behavior of multi-core systems
with shared resources are: the support for mutual exclusion between tasks on the same
and on different cores; the absence of deadlocks; the absence of unbounded blocking,
for example caused by priority inversion; the presence of an upper bound for the tasks
blocking time; and the minimization of this upper bound. Several key aspects which
have to be considered by systems designers in order to fulfill these requirements will be
next discussed.
A. Local blocking strategy
According to the specifications of the lock-based arbitration policies, a task τi which
attempts to lock a shared resource will receive the lock if the resource is not already
occupied by another task τj (which can be local or remote with τi). If the resource
is already occupied, the task trying to lock the resource will be blocked and either (i)
suspends (allowing other local tasks to run on the host core) or (ii) performs a busy-wait
thus keeping the local core occupied until it receives the required resource (in case of
spinning-based locking protocols).
As the execution of the tasks and therewith the timing of the requests for shared
resources initiated by tasks during their execution depend on the scheduling policy, the
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arbitration of conflicting accesses for resources is related to the scheduling decisions.
Thus, the local waiting strategy has an impact on the amount of parallel requests from
the processor: Allowing other tasks to execute also gives them the opportunity to request
a lock. While this may have a beneficial impact on the tasks finishing time, it also
introduces problems like additional priority inversion, and increased load on the shared
resource (which in multi-core systems also impacts the tasks on the other processors),
which need to be considered by the blocking time analysis.
B. Order of granting the locks
In the case of multiple coinciding requests to the shared resources the lock arbitration
policy must specify the order in which tasks will access the required resources. A possible
solution for granting resources is the first-come-first-served (FCFS) arbitration strategy.
This method is simple to implement, but counters the prioritization of tasks on their
processors. In the setup represented in Figure 3.2a, where the resources are granted
in a FCFS manner, a high priority task (in this case τ1) may be blocked by all other
tasks that are using the same global shared resource. This may lead to unacceptable
long blocking times for high priority tasks, in this represented with Bfcfs . To avoid such
situations in hard real-time systems the order of granting accesses on the resources has
to be correlated to the tasks priorities, similarly to the approach specified by the single-
processor priority ceiling protocol (PCP). In case of priority based resource arbitration
policies (as specified by the MPCP [116]), setup illustrated in Figure 3.2b, task priorities
are preserved and the possible blocking for higher priority tasks is reduced (see Bprior ,
where Bprior ≤ Bfcfs).
Figure 3.2: Granting resources in a) FCFS manner and b) priority-based manner when
tasks on different cores attempt to lock the same global shared resource.
C. Shared resource ceiling priorities
In case of priority based shared resource arbitration, a common approach to avoid
deadlocks and unbounded priority inversions between tasks mapped on different cores
is to assign ceiling priorities to the accessed shared resources. To highlight the benefit
of using priority ceilings in multi-core setups consider the example in Figure 3.3a. Ac-
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cording to the static-priority preemptive scheduling approach, the higher priority task
τ2 may preempt the execution of a lower priority local task τ5 which in the example
scenario holds the global shared resource GR2. If task τ2 will then also try to lock the
GR2 it will without further measure have to wait forever for that resource because task
τ5 remains preempted and does not have anymore the chance to release the occupied
resource. Such a situation not only influences the core where these tasks are mapped but
also the other cores where tasks may also indefinitely wait for the global shared resource
GR2 (for example task τ3 on Core 1 and task τ6 on Core 2).
Figure 3.3: a) Deadlock due to waiting for an unreleased global shared resource. b) Using
priority ceilings avoids unbounded priority inversion and deadlock situations.
Situations similar to the one presented in Figure 3.3a have been already identified and
solved by the priority ceiling protocol (PCP) for single processor systems. The priority
ceiling of a local shared resource is defined to be the priority of the highest priority task
that may lock that shared resource. A task which locks a shared resource in single-core
systems will execute at its assigned execution priority until another task attempts to
lock that resource. In this moment the task holding the resource will temporarily raise
its execution priority at the priority level of the blocked task and thus will continue
executing its critical execution.
A similar approach has to be considered for assigning priority ceilings to global shared
resources in multi-core setups (see e.g. MPCP in [116]). Thus, when task τ2 preempts
task τ5 and attempts to lock the global resource GR2, task τ5 has to raise its execution
priority at the priority level of the global shared resource which has to be higher than
the priority of task τ2. In this way τ2 will block and the deadlock situation will be
avoided (see Figure 3.3b). Because in multi-core systems the blocking occurs among
tasks mapped on several cores, it is necessary to assign global shared resources priority
ceilings considering the priorities of all the tasks in the multi-core ECU. For this a
common priority space across all the cores in the multi-core system must be assumed.
As each task on its host processor has a static priority given by its index, the concept
can be extended such that each task will have a unique static priority over all cores of
the multi-core ECU (e.g. in the system setup in Figure 3.1 tasks have unique static
priorities in the range from 1 to 6 with task τ1 having the highest priority, namely 1).
Based on the unique tasks priorities, the priority ceilings of the global shared resources
will be assigned such that these will be always higher than the assigned priorities of all
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the tasks in the multi-core ECU. In this way a task which locks a global shared resource
will temporarily raise its execution priority to the priority ceiling level of the locked
resource. This priority assignment strategy ensures that tasks executing global critical
sections will not be indefinitely preempted by tasks executing non-critical code and thus
will avoid priority inversion and deadlock situations.
D. Preemption of blocked tasks
In order to safely finish the real-time execution of critical tasks, priority-based schedul-
ing policies allow that tasks with higher priority preempt the execution of tasks with
lower priority. This raises the question of how to treat preemptions during critical
sections or blocking times. In case of multi-core setups the problem becomes more
complicated.
As tasks block when requesting for already locked resources the scheduler has to decide
what happens during this blocking time. In all the scenarios depicted in Figure 3.4 and
Figure 3.5 task τ5 on Core 3 attempts to lock the global resource GR1, is blocked and
has to wait for other tasks on Core 1 and Core 2 that are using and requesting the same
global resource. At the moment “A” task τ5 is still blocked and task τ2 becomes ready
for execution.
Figure 3.4: Blocking due to global shared resources when a) suspending and b) spinning
(busy-waiting).
In case of suspension-based arbitration policies the blocked task will suspend thus
allowing other local tasks to execute (see Figure 3.4a the marked moment “A”). In case
of spinning-based arbitration when a task is blocked, different decisions are possible,
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each of which having its assets and drawbacks for the timing of the other tasks in the
multi-core system. A first possible decision is to forbid tasks with any priorities to start
executing on their local processor as long as another task is waiting for resources. An
example is presented in Figure 3.4b where the blocked task τ5 does not suspend but
performs a busy-wait until it receives the required resource. In this case task τ2 with
higher priority than τ5 can not start executing on Core 3 until other tasks on other cores
will release the resource required by τ5, and τ5 will execute the critical code associated
to GR1. As such situations may be unacceptable for the real-time behavior of higher
priority tasks another possible decision is to allow higher priority tasks to preempt lower
priority tasks performing busy-wait (see Figure 3.5 - the marked moments “A”). In
comparison to Figure 3.4b, in Figure 3.5 at the marked moments “A” task τ2 will start
executing and during its execution will also queue for its required shared resources.
There will be a clear advantage for the timing of the higher priority task τ2.
Figure 3.5: a) Preemption of lower priority tasks during busy-wait execution. b) Preemp-
tion of higher priority tasks during busy-wait execution when lower priority
tasks receive the requested resource.
Further, at the moment “B” in Figure 3.4a and Figure 3.5a and b task τ2 is blocked
(because the required global shared resource GR2 is currently locked) and the resource
required by the lower priority task τ5 becomes available. At this moment, different
decisions are again possible.
In the case of suspension-based locking in Figure 3.4a at the marked moment “B”
the processor is available for any task ready for execution and τ5 will execute the critical
section associated to the global resource GR1. In case of spinning-based approaches a
conceivable decision is to forbid lower priority task to lock the required resource. This
case is depicted in Figure 3.5a where τ5 on Core 3 is not allowed to lock GR1 even if its
required resource is available and no other task is executing on the local core. Under this
decision the higher priority task τ2 is privileged and will execute on Core 3 without any
further delay when it will obtain the lock of the required resource. On the other hand, if
τ2 will wait for a long time for the global resource GR2 it would be better to allow task
τ5 to execute. Thus, the spinning-based approach may, similarly to the suspension-based
approach, also allow the preemption of higher priority tasks when these are performing
a busy-wait for a shared resource (see Figure 3.5b). At moment “B” when the global
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resource GR1 becomes available task τ5 can lock GR1, raises its priority at the level
of the priority ceiling associated to GR1 and thus preempts task τ2 when this executes
busy-wait. In this case the lower priority task τ5 is privileged. But, if task τ5 will execute
the critical code associated to GR1 at a higher priority level than task τ2 when using
GR2 and if task τ5 will lock GR1 for a relative long time the blocking time of the higher
priority task τ2 will significantly increase.
As can be seen, depending on the systems configurations and on the preemption
decisions the blocking situations a task will experience on a multi-core system may
significantly vary. System designers have to be aware of these details when designing
multi-core real-time architectures.
E. Preemption of tasks when executing critical and non-critical code
A further decision which impacts the blocking a task may experience in multi-core se-
tups is related to the preemption of tasks executing critical code associated to a shared
resource. A first example of preemption of critical code was already presented in Fig-
ure 3.3 where the normal execution of a higher priority task preempts the critical exe-
cution of a lower priority local task (in this case task τ2 preempts task τ5).
Figure 3.6: a) Preemption of a critical section by other critical section with higher pri-
ority. b) Forbid preemption of critical sections. c) Preemption of normal
execution by a critical section.
Another possible situation is depicted in Figure 3.6a. The lower priority task τ5 on
Core 3 has an outstanding request for the global shared resource GR1, which has been
previously locked by the remote task τ1 on Core 1. In the meantime, task τ2 starts
executing on Core 3 and locks the global resource GR2. When task τ1 releases GR1
(the marked moment “A”), task τ5 may lock this global resource. As τ5 will raise its
execution priority at the level of the priority ceiling of GR1, which is higher than the
priority ceiling of GR2, task τ5 will preempt the critical execution of τ2. Thus, a task τX
executing critical code associated to a global shared resource GRX can preempt another
task τY executing critical code associated to another shared resource GRY if the assigned
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priority of GRX is greater than that of GRY . Note that in case of a multi-core system
with more than two cores such a situation may have an additional impact on the other
cores. In Figure 3.6a task τ6 on Core 2 which is waiting for the currently locked global
shared resource GR2 will additionally have to wait for the time that task τ5 preempts
task τ2.
Of course, it is again possible to implement other decisions. For example the protocol
could specify that a task with higher priority executing critical code associated to a
shared resource (in our example in Figure 3.6b when τ2 holds GR2 at the marked moment
“A”) can not be preempted by another local task with a lower priority (task τ5) even if
this would lock a resource with a higher priority ceiling (GR1) than that of the resource
locked by the higher priority local task. From the perspective of task τ2 there is not a
significant improvement as task τ5 executing critical code will anyway preempt task τ2
after this releases GR2 (see the marked moment “B” in Figure 3.6b). But, there will be
an improvement on the timing of task τ6 on Core 2 which is this case does not have to
wait anymore for the critical execution of task τ5.
Anyway, as the priority ceilings of any global shared resource are higher than the
assigned priority of any task in the system, a task executing critical code associated to
a global shared resource will preempt the normal execution of another task on its local
processor. An example is presented in Figure 3.6c, where task τ5 within a global critical
section associated to the global resource GR1 preempts the normal execution of task τ2.
Each of these particular scenarios is possible to occur during the execution of tasks in
multi-core systems. These examples clearly highlight the dependencies between the tasks
execution on the different cores caused by the usage of shared resources in multi-core
setups. It depends on the specifications of the resource arbitration policy what types of
blocking a tasks running on a multi-core system will experience.
F. Nesting of shared resources
Depending on the applications design, nested calls for local and global resources may
be a requirement (e.g. when copying data from one part of the memory to another). But
nesting may have severe consequences on the system’s reliability due to the excessive
resource contention it may generate. A first issue is that nesting easily leads to deadlock
situations. An example is presented in Figure 3.7a where two tasks running on distinct
cores perform nested calls for the two global shared resources GR1 and GR2. In this
case, independent on the locking strategy (suspending or spinning) each task will wait
forever for the global resource currently locked and unreleased by the other task. Another
example of deadlock is depicted in Figure 3.7b where a task will wait indefinitely for
a resource occupied by another local task. Mechanisms to force tasks to release the
occupied resources may be implemented but for hard real-time system this may have
severe consequences. In order to avoid such situations nesting should be disallowed by
construction. Optionally, if nesting is required an explicit partial ordering of calls for
shared resources has to be predefined oﬄine.
Beside the deadlock risk, nesting leads to large blocking times for all the tasks in the
system. For example, if task τ5 on Core 3 would be allowed to lock GR1 and GR2, all
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Figure 3.7: Deadlock situations when nesting a) global and b) local shared resources.
other tasks on Core 1 and Core 2 would be blocked if they would request any of the
global resources.
The above considered design options clearly show that the blocking types and the
associated blocking times of tasks in multi-core setups heavily depends on the specifica-
tions of the core local scheduling policies and of the resource arbitration protocols. In
order to ensure predictable upper bounds on the tasks timing behavior (i.e blocking and
response times) in multi-core setups, the assumed arbitration and scheduling policies
have to completely cover all design aspects mentioned above at the points A - F.
The next sections of this chapter show how blocking time and response time analysis
equations can capture such design decisions. Based on the introduced timing analysis
methods, the impact of different design decisions on the timing behavior of multi-core
systems with shared resources will be investigated.
3.5 Principle of the Response-Time Analysis Procedures for
Multi-Core Systems with Shared Resources
As stated before, we are mainly interested in the timing behavior of partitioned multi-
core setups. Since the partitioning of tasks among processors separates the multi-
core processor scheduling problem into multiple uniprocessor scheduling problems, the
response-time analysis of partitioned multi-core setups builds up on well developed
uniprocessor scheduling techniques. More exactly, we rely on the classical busy win-
dow analysis technique proposed by Lehoczky [78] (based on [70]) and extended by
Tindell et. al [154] for static-priority (called also fixed-priority) preemptive scheduling
(SPP) and Davis et. al [42] for static-priority non-preemptive scheduling (SPNP) 5.
Thus, the response-time analysis approaches for tasks which share resources in parti-
tioned multi-core systems builds up on the response-time analysis of arbitrarily activated
tasks in uniprocessor systems.
5The busy window concept was also used for the analysis of single-core resources scheduled according
to Round-Robin scheduling [114].
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3.5.1 Response Time Analysis of Arbitrarily Activated Tasks in Single-Core
Processor Systems
Calculation of worst-case response times requires maximum busy window.
The worst-case response time of a fixed priority task τi on a preemptively or non-
preemptively scheduled single-core processor occurs for a job Ji of task τi within the
maximum priority level-i busy period (called also busy window) [78].
Definition 3.1 The busy window of a task τi on a single-core processor represents a
time interval (i) for which the processor executes only tasks of priority greater than or
equal to the priority of task τi and (ii) during which the processor is never idle [154].
Derivation of the maximum busy window requires a critical instant. The
maximum level-i busy window for a task τi is built by assuming the occurrence of a so-
called critical instant [79], where the critical instant depends on the assumed scheduling
policy. In case of static-priority preemptive uniprocessor scheduling, the critical instant
for a task τi is a moment succeeding an idle processor phase when a job of τi is activated
together with jobs of all higher priority local tasks (i.e. jobs of tasks in hpl(i)). In case
of static priority non-preemptive uniprocessor scheduling, the critical instant for a task
τi is a moment just after the job Jj of a task τj with the longest core execution time Cj
among all local tasks with lower priority than τi (i.e. tasks in lpl(i)) starts executing
after an idle processor phase and where job Ji is released simultaneously with all higher
priority local jobs [42]. The maximum level-i busy window ends at the earliest time
instant when the processor becomes idle, i.e. when no job of task τi or of the higher
priority tasks are waiting to be executed.
The critical instant scenarios and the corresponding maximum busy windows in case of
static-priority preemptive and static-priority non-preemptive scheduling are illustrated
in Figure 3.8 for a task τi on a single-core processor, under the assumption that tasks
Figure 3.8: Scheduling example and maximum busy windows for a task τi on a single-core
processor scheduled according to a) SPP and b) SPNP scheduling.
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mapped on that processor don’t perform accesses for external shared resources.
In case of static-priority preemptive scheduling, the first activation (i.e. q = 1) of task
τi experiences the critical instant when released simultaneously to an activation of task
τhpl and where all subsequent activations of tasks τhpl and τi arrive as early as possible.
In case of non-preemptive scheduling, the first activation of task τi arrives just after the
execution of the first activation of the lower priority task τlpl started and simultaneously
to the activations of the higher priority task τhpl.
If secondary shared resources are involved, the classical critical instant in case of
SPP scheduling must be revisited. Assuming the arbitration of shared resources is
performed according to the Immediate Priority Ceiling Protocol (implementation version
of the classic PCP [116] 6) the definition of the critical instant for SPP, discussed above,
has to be extended to consider the execution of the longest critical section of a lower
priority local task that could be executed when task τi becomes ready for execution [116].
Figure 3.9 illustrates such a scenario. Thus, the first activation of task τi experiences
Figure 3.9: Scheduling example and maximum busy windows for a task τi on a single-core
processor under SPP scheduling and IPCP shared resource arbitration.
the critical instance when released simultaneously to an activation of task τhpl but just
after the lower priority local task has locked a shared resource and raised its priority
accordingly. When the lower priority local task releases the shared resource the tasks
with the highest priority will start executing.
Note that, in comparison to uniprocessor SPP scheduling, the critical instant under
uniprocessor SPNP scheduling does not change when secondary resources are involved.
This is because tasks exclusively access shared resources as part of their non-preemptive
core local execution.
6 Priority ceiling based protocols assign statically a priority ceiling to each semaphore such that this is
equal to the highest priority task that may use that semaphore. Under IPCP a task which locks a
semaphore inherits immediately the priority ceiling of that semaphore. In case of the classic PCP a
task which locks a semaphore inherits the ceiling priority only when another task attempts to lock
the semaphore. The worst-case blocking time is the same under both implementation variants.
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Calculation of the maximum busy window and worst-case response time.
The response time of a task τi on a single-core processor is given by the largest response
time of any of the q (q = 1, 2, . . . Qi), Qi ∈ N+ task activations (i.e. jobs) that lie within
the maximum level-i busy window, denoted Li .
Assuming the critical instant scenario, the maximum level-i busy window of a task
τi mapped on a single-core processor with shared resources is classically determined by
considering (i) the so called initial blocking time due to the non-preemptive execution in
case of SPNP scheduling; (ii) the tasks own execution (i.e. worst-case execution times
of its jobs activated in the busy window); (iii) the maximum amount of time the task
can be kept from executing due to preemptions by higher priority local tasks, called
higher priority interference and (iv) the blocking time in case tasks access secondary
shared resources under SPP scheduling. The right hand side of equation (3.1) captures
the above four terms, where the blocking time terms mentioned above at (i) and (iv)
are captured by a single element BTi and the tasks’ workload is captured by the sum
factor 7.
Ln+1i = BTi +
∑
∀τj∈hep(i)
η+j (L
n
i ) · Cj (3.1)
Thus, BTi is the blocking due to the lower priority tasks that may execute non preemp-
tively when τi becomes ready for execution, hep(i) is the set of tasks with priority higher
than or equal to i, i.e. hep(i) = τi
⋃
hpl(i), and η+j (L
n
i ) is the maximum amount of jobs
of task τj in a time window of size L
n
i and Cj represents their worst-case execution times.
The maximum blocking time BTi caused by the lower priority local tasks is given by:
BTi =

max
∀τj∈lpl(i)
(Cj) ; if SPNP scheduling
max
∀τj∈lpl(i)
(ωLRj ) ; if SPP scheduling
(3.2)
The clauses in (3.2) capture the blocking time depending on the scheduling policy.
Whereas in case of SPNP scheduling the blocking time is given by the lower priority local
task with the largest worst-case execution time, in case of SPP scheduling the blocking
time is given only by the longest critical section of one of the lower priority local tasks.
Remeber that critical sections are modeled as part of the tasks’ core execution times.
A solution of equation (3.1) can be computed iteratively, because the right hand side
represents a monotonic non-decreasing function which in each iteration either increases
by at least Cj or remains unchanged. The recurrence starts with an initial value L
0
i = Ci,
and finishes when Ln+1i = L
n
i (i.e. two consecutive iterations provide identical results).
The recurrence relation is guaranteed to converge if the resource utilization is less than
100% [42].
The number of task instances that have to be considered when computing the worst-
case response time of task τi is given by:
Qi = η
+
i (Li) (3.3)
7Equation (3.1) can be rewritten as: Ln+1i = BTi + η
+
i (L
n
i ) · Ci +
∑
∀τj∈hpl(i)
η+j (L
n
i ) · Cj
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To determine the worst-case response time of any task τi, it is necessary to calculate
the response time for each task instance q (q = 1 . . . Qi, Qi ∈ N+) within the maximum
level-i busy window. The response time of the q-th activation of task τi is generally
given by the difference between the busy window length wi(q) and the moment when
this activation was initiated relative to the beginning of the busy interval. This is given
by δ−i (q), i.e. the minimum distance between q activations, with δ
−(1) being set to 0.
The equations used for computing the busy windows and the response times of in-
dividual task instances differ depending on the core local scheduling policy. Thus, for
arbitrarily activated tasks under uniprocessor SPP scheduling we have:
Ri = max
q=1...Qi
(wi(q)− δ−i (q)) (3.4)
where the maximum busy window wi(q) of the q-th activation is computed with
wn+1i (q) = q · Ci +BTi +
∑
∀τj∈hpl(i)
η+j (w
n
i (q)) · Cj (3.5)
For arbitrarily activated tasks under uniprocessor SPNP scheduling we have:
Ri = max
q=1...Qi
(wi(q) + Ci − δ−i (q)) (3.6)
where the maximum busy window wi(q) of the (q−1)-th activation (i.e the queueing
delay of the q-th activation) is computed with
wn+1i (q) = (q − 1) · Ci +BTi +
∑
∀τj∈hpl(i)
η+j (w
n
i (q)) · Cj (3.7)
The difference in the equations above (i.e. (3.4) vs. (3.6) and (3.5) vs. (3.7)) is given
by the way the execution of the analyzed task instances is considered. In case of SPNP
scheduling, the busy window of an instance q of a task τi captures separately (i) the
queueing delay (i.e. time interval in which the instance q cannot start executing) caused
by the execution of the previous q − 1 instances of τi and by the interference the q − 1
instances of τi suffer due to the maximum workload of higher priority local tasks and
(ii) the non-preemptive execution of the q-th instance. In comparison to SPNP, in case
of SPP the q-th instance is preemptable, fact that leads to the minor differences in the
computation procedure.
The recurrence relations (3.5) and (3.7) start e.g. with a value of w0i (q) = BTi and
stop when wn+1i (q) = w
n
i (q), or when the value w
n
i (q) at some iteration point is so large
that the obtained response time Ri(q) with (3.4) or (3.6) for the current considered
activation q already exceeds τi’s deadline Di, in which case the task is unschedulable.
Finally, if worst-case response time values have been obtained for all tasks in the
system, the schedulability test consists of checking whether the condition Ri ≤ Di holds
for every task τi.
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3.5.2 Extending Uniprocessor Scheduling Theory
From single-core processors to partitioned multi-core processors. The theory
discussed above holds for single-core processors, however, in order to extend it for analyz-
ing multi-core systems with shared resources several aspects have to be addressed. While
in uniprocessor systems the blocking time (i.e. the BT term in (3.5) and (3.7)) depends
only on tasks mapped on the same core processor, in multi-core processor systems this
also depends on the amount of load imposed on the shared resources by tasks mapped
on the other cores in the system. Therefore, the derivation of the blocking times of each
task τi has to take into account system-wide dependencies, dependencies that must be
captured during the investigated busy window wi(q). Furthermore, as shared resource
accesses introduce dependencies between the execution of tasks on different cores, the
local analysis of one core now depends on the shared resource interference caused by
other cores. Therefore, the critical instant scenario and therewith the computation of
the maximum level-i busy window wi(q) have to be revisited in case of multi-core systems
with shared resources.
As already mentioned in Section 2.3, three problems have to be addressed in order to
calculate response-times of tasks in multi-core systems with shared resources:
1. Shared resource load derivation. First, the load imposed by tasks on shared
resources has to be determined.
2. Blocking-time analysis. Second, this information has to be used to derive the
maximum blocking time that a task may experience.
3. Response-time analyis. Third, the obtained blocking times need to be inte-
grated in the worst-case response time. This step couples local scheduling analysis
with the analysis of the shared resource arbitration, i.e. the blocking time analysis.
As shown earlier in this section the critical instant scenarios and therewith the busy
windows depend on the core local scheduling policy. Also, the blocking scenarios and
therewith the blocking times of tasks in multi-core setups depends on the employed
arbitration decisions (see Section 3.4). Therefore, the critical instance scenarios, the
blocking time derivation and the computation of the busy windows and of the response-
times, i.e. steps 2 and 3 above, will be addressed in Sections 3.7 to 3.9 for specific
processor scheduling policies and shared resource arbitration mechanisms. Common to
all multi-core analysis procedures is the derivation of the load imposed by tasks on shared
resources, i.e. step 1 above, which is addressed in Section 3.6.
3.6 Derivation of the Shared Resource Load
Lock-based synchronization protocols that ensure mutual exclusion for shared resources
accesses are the default choice for guaranteeing safe sharing of data and resources in
single-core and multi-core real-time systems. In single-core processor systems, lock-based
synchronization mechanisms, as for example the PCP employed by the OSEK OS [100],
ensure that a task may be blocked by a lower priority task only once. Such a bound
is not so easy to obtain in multi-core processor systems where several tasks execute in
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parallel on different cores and through prioritized requests are able to repeatedly lock the
required shared resources [90, 93]. In multi-core setups, in a worst-case scenario, each
time a task tries to access a shared resource this may be already blocked by another
task. Assuming this worst-case scenario for deriving timing bounds is valid but may be
really pessimistic. For example, consider the scheduling and resource access example in
Figure 3.10 for task τ1 and τ4 in the multi-core system in Figure 3.1. Imagine, task τ1 on
GR1
τ4 stalled
τ4 accessing GR1
τ1 accessing GR1
Task executing
Request for GR1
τ4
τ1
)(~1 t
t
23.09.2011
-
2
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)(~1 t
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τ4 accessing GR1
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Figure 3.10: Load imposed by task τ1 on the shared resource GR1.
Core 1 is trying to access the global shared resource GR1 that is also used by task τ4 on
Core 2 as depicted in Figure 3.10. The resource arbitration is based on priorities, such
that τ1 receives a higher priority on the resource and thus conflicts are resolved in its
favor. Now, assume τ1 and τ4 try to access the resource 4 times during their execution.
Depending on the timing of tasks’ accesses the blocking experienced by task τ4 differ. If
all requests of τ1 occur at the beginning of its execution (Figure 3.10a), this may cause
τ4 to be blocked each time it tries to access GR1. If however, τ1’s requests are further
separated in time (Figure 3.10b), during τ4’s execution, only one conflict may actually
occur. It is therefore advisable, to take a closer look at how the requests are timed.
The necessity to investigate the timing of the shared resource accesses was identified
earlier, load models and the quantification of the dynamic load imposed on the shared
resources at runtime being addressed in several publications. Load event models were
addressed in [141, 129, 3], these models being later used to derive the runtime load
imposed on the shared resources and thereby to perform the analysis of shared resource
delays as for example in [135, 134]. Such shared resource delays were also included in
the worst-case response time analysis approaches of dynamically scheduled tasks [135,
90, 130, 133, 88], some of these approaches being an important part of this thesis.
The timing of the shared resource load was also addressed in [105, 137]. There, the
shared resource load is characterized by event models, however, the analysis approaches
assume a constrained preemption model and time-driven superblock scheduling. More
exactly, the structures to be scheduled are considered superblocks within which dedicated
phases are assigned for local execution and shared resource accesses, the shared resources
being arbitrated according to a TDMA schedule.
For the scope of this thesis, we are interested in a general shared resource load model
that suits real-life applications, as for example in automotive, where the timing of the
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tasks and of their shared resource accesses are highly dynamic and not constrained or
isolated by orthogonalization measures as e.g. in [102, 17, 7].
Thus, as shown in Figure 2.2 and Figure 3.10, to capture the shared resource load we
rely on the event model concept used to model task activations. The shared resource
request bound of a task τi, as defined in Definition 2.4 can be straight-forwardly bounded
as follows. Let task τi be activated by events bounded by event model η
+
i (∆t), have a
worst-case response time Ri, and perform at most ni accesses to a shared resource per
activation. The shared resource request bound η˜+i (∆t) of such a task in a time interval
∆t is then given by:
η˜+i (∆t) = η
+
i (∆t+Ri) · ni (3.8)
Note that (3.8) features the η+i -function shifted by the task’s worst-case response
time Ri to account for the requests of jobs that are unfinished at the beginning of the
investigated time interval. This is required because: (i) the worst-case response time
for each task identifies the largest time interval over which the requests of each instance
may be distributed and (ii) in multi-core setups, shared resource requests (spread across
the response-times) of tasks mapped on different cores may alternate in an unfortunate
way and thus maximally block requests of the analyzed tasks.
Regarding the maximum number ni of shared resource accesses per task instance, this
can be obtained by investigating the task’s internal control flow. As already mentioned,
we assume shared resources which require serialized access and which are explicitly
addressed through special instructions in the source code. For example, a task may
fetch data each time it executes a for-loop that is repeated several times. By counting
the loop iterations per task instance, a bound on the memory accesses can be derived.
Focusing on the worst-case execution time problem, previous research provided methods
to find the longest execution path and the path with the maximum number of requests
(which may not necessarily be the path with the maximum execution time) through a
program description [158].
However, depending on the actual system configuration, relying only on the upper
bound on the number of requests per task instance may not be sufficiently accurate. In
the analysis of the shared resource contention, this may translate into an assumed burst
of requests (see Figure 3.10) that may not occur in reality and which finally will result
in an overestimated shared resource load. Improved bounds on the resource requests
can be derived by measurement, as for example in [135], or, more reliably, by closely
investigating the task’s internal control flow as in [129] and [3]. The basic assumption of
the formal solutions is that for each basic block the execution time is either constant or a
minimum execution time and a maximum number of shared resource requests is known.
Through program path analysis (i.e. identification of linear execution sequences, jumps,
and conditional statements) and knowledge about the task’s external activation pattern,
distances between multiple requests of a task can be derived. For example, a task that
makes an access to a shared resource within a loop, will produce a request sequence that
contains several accesses (one per loop) separated by the loop execution time, and the
overall pattern repeating with each activation of the task.
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If, for any task τi a minimum distance dsrr between any two shared resource requests
is known, the shared resource request bound can be computed for example with:
η˜+i (∆t) = d∆t/dsrre (3.9)
In comparison to (3.8), the bound calculated with (3.9) has the advantage that it does
not require the knowledge of the tasks’ worst-case response times, which for some tasks
may be unknown at the beginning of the system-level iterative analysis procedure [130].
However, as discussed in Section 2.3 when introducing the compositional system-level
performance analysis for multi-core systems with shared resources and the corresponding
fixed-point iterative procedure, and as we will see in detail in Section 3.10, the interde-
pendent analysis parameters can be computed through iteration as long as all analysis
parameters are monotonic.
Because shared resource accesses are modeled as part of the tasks’ core execution
times, the distance between two requests can take only certain values. As an example,
consider that each job of task τ1 on Core 1 performs three equally long and non-nestable
8
accesses to the global shared resource GR1 (each of size ωGR1i ) during its worst-case
execution time C1 and there is no interference from other tasks in the system. Under
these assumptions Figure 3.11a) and b) illustrate the distance between any two requests
for GR1 when these are as close as possible to each other and as far as possible to each
other within the core execution time C1.
Figure 3.11: Example: minimum and maximum possible distance between two requests
for the global resource GR1 within the core execution time C1.
In general, depending on the number and the size of the global critical sections per
task instance, dsrr is delimited as follows:
∀ gcs c among the nGi gcs’s executed by a job Ji,
min (cωGRi ) ≤ dsrr ≤
Ci−
nGi∑
c=1
cωGRi
nGi − 1
+ min (cωGRi ) (3.10)
min (cωGRi ) represents the shortest global critical section c among all n
G
i global critical
sections executed by any task instance Ji. Note that (3.10) also considers the case where
8Note that both, literature [116] and industrial practice [12] recommend avoiding nesting.
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global critical sections are of different sizes, in which case assuming always the shortest
global critical sections, i.e. min (cωGRi ), is conservative but pessimistic. However, more
exact inter-request distance derivation would require more detailed information, i.e. the
order of the critical sections within the worst-case execution time Ci.
Information regarding the minimum distance between two requests in one task instance
together with information about the tasks scheduling policy and the tasks activating
event models (see η+, δ− in Section 2.2.2) can be used to reduce the pessimism of the
shared resource load bound in (3.8). Further details on deriving η˜(∆t) are however
beyond the scope of this thesis, but can be found in [134] or in Chapter 5 of [132].
3.7 Response-Time Analysis for Partitioned Static Priority
Preemptive Scheduling in Multi-Core Systems with Shared
Resources
Based on the shared resource load derivation in Section 3.6, in the following we con-
sider the Multiprocessor Priority Ceiling Protocol (MPCP) [116] and introduce an im-
proved blocking time analysis for task sets with arbitrary activation patterns (event
models). After that, in Section 3.7.2, the blocking time equations will be integrated in
the response-time analysis procedure for partitioned multi-core SPP scheduling.
3.7.1 Blocking Time Analysis for MPCP
Since task deadlines can be larger than their periods, the blocking time analysis has
to consider the possible influence of overlapping job execution. This influence can be
captured by analysing the execution of tasks during their busy window, as discussed
in Section 3.5.1 for uniprocessor scheduling (see e.g. (3.5) and (3.7)). The calculation
of the maximum busy-window for partitioned SPP multiprocessor scheduling will be
introduced in detail in Section 3.7.2. For now assume that we are interested in the
blocking time of a task τi that accesses local and global resources and is activated q
times in a time window of size wi(q).
3.7.1.1 Specifications of the MPCP
MPCP is a deadlock free protocol which relies on the following assumptions:
• A task τi can access local and global resources; a critical section guarded by a
semaphore and protecting a global or a local resource is called global critical section
(gcs) or local critical section (lcs).
• Priority ceilings are assigned to critical sections;
– Local critical sections are assigned priority ceilings according to the unipro-
cessor PCP, thus a local critical section will receive a priority ceiling equal to
the highest priority of the tasks accessing the respective local shared resource.
– Global critical sections are assigned priority ceilings that are higher than the
priority of any other task in the system [116], and there exists an ordering of
the priority ceilings of the global critical sections.
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Assuming PH to be highest priority of any task in the system, MPCP imposes
for each GR a static base priority ceiling, denoted with BCP , which is higher
than the priority of any task in the system, i.e. BCP = PH +1. As we assume
the task with the highest possible priority to have the lowest possible index
we calculate BCP in the negative domain with BCP = −(PL + 1) where PL is
the task with the lowest possible priority in the system. The normal execution
priority CP of each gcs of a GRi when accessed by a task τi - denoted with
CP (GRi) - is given by: CP (GRi) = BCP + max{j|τj uses GR}, where j is
the priority of any of the tasks τj that access the same global resource GR
with τi but execute on another core.
• During execution, tasks are suspended when they try to access a locked gcs; when
a higher priority task is blocked on a global critical section local tasks can be
executed and may even try a lock on local or global critical sections.
• Global critical sections are not allowed to be nested in other critical sections (local
or global) and vice-versa; if tasks perform nested accesses to global critical sections,
an explicit partial ordering of global resources has to be used to prevent deadlocks.
All these specifications make MPCP deadlock free and allow to bound the blocking
duration of a job as a function of the duration of critical sections of other
jobs and not as a function of the duration of non-critical code.
3.7.1.2 Derivation of Blocking Times
The blocking time of a task τi in a multi-core system with shared resources arbitrated
by the MPCP consists of up to five types of blocking. In what follows we extend the five
blocking factors of the classical MPCP analysis to consider the influence of multiple job
activations and the load imposed on the shared resources. Note that the blocking time
equations use the terminology summarized in Table 3.1.
(1) Local blocking time. According to the uniprocessor priority ceiling protocol
(PCP), each job Ji of a task τi may be blocked once by a job Jj of a lower priority local
task τj ∈ lpl(i). In the occurrence of overlapping activations of task τi, a lower priority
local job Jj will block only the first job of the task τi (once Jj exits the critical section
which blocks Ji it cannot execute anymore before all jobs of τi are finished).
Additionally, in the multiprocessor protocol, each time a job Ji tries to lock a global
semaphore, it can potentially suspend, letting lower priority jobs execute on the local
processor. This reproduces the situation presented above where jobs of lower priority
tasks can lock local resources each time Ji attempts to enter a global critical section
and suspends. These low priority jobs can lock local semaphores and block Ji when it
resumes its execution. Therefore, the local blocking time of a job Ji is bounded by:
Bi1(wi(q)) = [1 + q · nGi ] · max∀τj∈lpl(i)(ω
LR
j ) (3.11)
(2) & (3) Direct blocking times. Each time a job Ji tries to enter a global critical
section, it can find that this is currently held by a lower priority job on a different
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processor. Thus, the blocking time due to lower priority remote tasks which share the
same global resources with Ji (jobs of tasks in the set θi,j) is bounded by:
Bi2(wi(q)) = q · nGi · max∀τj∈θi,j(ω
GR
j ) (3.12)
Similar, each job Ji can be blocked by higher priority remote jobs that request the
same global resource as Ji (jobs of tasks in the set Θi,j). As opposed to lower priority
remote jobs, higher priority remote jobs may be served multiple times.
Bi3(wi(q)) =
∑
∀τj∈Θi,j
(η˜+j (wi(q)) · ωGRj ) (3.13)
(4) Indirect preemption delay. Consider now the processors on which tasks that
can directly block task τi (tasks in θi,j and Θi,j
9) are mapped. Each of these processors
may contain other tasks that access global resources with higher priority ceilings than
the priority ceiling of the resources accessed by tasks directly blocking τi. We denote the
set of these tasks with Ψi,j . If tasks on these processors, i.e. tasks in Ψi,j , access global
resources with higher priority ceilings than the priority ceilings of the resources accessed
by tasks directly blocking τi, each of them can preempt the global critical sections of
tasks directly blocking τi. Their influence on the blocking time can be captured by:
Bi4(wi(q)) =
∑
∀τj∈Ψi,j
(η˜+j (wi(q)) · ωGRj ) (3.14)
(5) Local preemption delay. Each time a job Ji of task τi tries to access a global
resource, it can potentially suspend, letting jobs of lower priority local tasks execute
on its local processor. If these jobs require access to global resources (jobs of tasks
τj ∈ lpl(i)G), they can lock or queue up on the global resources and can therefore
preempt Ji when it executes non-critical code. Within the investigated time interval
wi(q) there are at most q jobs of task τi and each of these jobs can issue maximal
nGi requests to global resources. In addition, when Ji begins its execution on its local
processor, a lower priority job can have an outstanding request for a global semaphore.
Hence, in the analyzed time interval, task τi can be blocked for at most q ·nGi + 1 global
critical sections of tasks in lpl(i)G. But, lower priority local tasks that require access to
global resources can issue at most η˜+j (wi(q)) requests to global resources within wi(q).
As a result, only the minimum of these two bounds may actually occur.
Bi5(wi(q)) =
∑
∀τj∈lpl(i)G
min(q · nGi + 1, η˜+j (wi(q))) · ωGRj (3.15)
The worst-case blocking time that a task τi can encounter in a time window wi(q) is
given by the sum of the five blocking factors Bi1 to Bi5 in (3.11) in (3.15).
BTi(wi(q)) =
∑
k=1...5
Bik(wi(q)) (3.16)
9Jobs of the tasks in θi,j and Θi,j are jobs which directly block jobs of task τi.
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For each task τi, this blocking time equation is part of the busy-window iterative
computation that have to be solved in order to bound the task’s worst-case response
time under partitioned multi-core SPP scheduling.
3.7.2 Response Time Analysis for Partitioned Multi-Core SPP Scheduling
In this section, we introduce the schedulability condition for arbitrarily activated tasks
scheduled according to the partitioned multiprocessor static priority preemptive schedul-
ing and which share resources according to the MPCP arbitration policy. For this, we
extend the classical busy window approach introduced in Section 3.5.1 for arbitrarily
activated tasks under single-core static priority preemptive scheduling. In a first step,
this requires revisiting the critical instant scenario (exemplified in Figure 3.8) in Sec-
tion 3.5.1) and therewith the computation of the maximum level-i busy window, on
which the classical response-time analysis procedure rely.
3.7.2.1 Critical Instant and Maximum Level-i Busy Window for Multi-Core Setups
From the single-core processor theory we know that the worst-case response time of a
task τi is given by the largest response time of any of the q (q = 1 . . . Qi, Qi ∈ N+) task
activations that lie within the maximum level-i busy window Li (see (3.1) and (3.3) in
Section 3.5.1):
Ln+1i = BTi + η
+
i (L
n
i ) · Ci +
∑
∀τj∈hpl(i)
η+j (L
n
i ) · Cj
Two important aspects need to be considered in order to extend the busy window
analysis equation above for multi-core setups.
Firstly, in case of multi-core setups the blocking time BTi of a task τi is a function of
a window size Lni during which shared resource requests are issued for local and global
shared resources.
Secondly, because of the existing inter-core blocking scenarios one can not rely on the
classical critical instance scenario anymore. In [116] it was shown that the use of global
shared resources under a suspension-based blocking strategy and rate-monotonic schedul-
ing may lead to deferred tasks’ executions, which counters the assumptions regarding
the critical instant scenario on which the classical response time analysis approach rely.
This means that a job can suspend itself when waiting for a global semaphore to be
released and resume and complete its execution to just meet its deadline at the end of
the period. In this way higher priority tasks inflict “back-to-back hits” on lower priority
tasks [116]. Thus, the busy window of a task τi consists not only of the time interval
during which task τi or a higher priority local task τj is continuously executing, but more
generally the time interval during which at least one invocation of τj is not finished due
to remote blocking. This leads to an increased interference for τi, which includes also
unfinished invocations of τj that have started before the investigated busy window. This
is covered by shifting τj ’s activation function η
+
j (L
n
i ) by its worst-case response time Rj .
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Thus, the maximum level-i busy window Li of a task τi in partitioned multi-core
systems under SPP scheduling can be calculated with the following recurrence relation:
Ln+1i = BTi(L
n
i ) + η
+
i (L
n
i ) · Ci +
∑
∀τj∈hpl(i)
η+j (L
n
i +Rj) · Cj (3.17)
In comparison to (3.1) for single-core processors, equation (3.17) contains new com-
ponents, i.e. the response time values Rj of the higher priority tasks and the blocking
time derivation BTi(L
n
i ), which challenge the classical iterative calculation procedure.
The dependency of the maximum level-i busy window, and therewith of the response
time Ri, of a task τi on the response times Rj of higher priority local tasks τj (τj ∈ hpl(i))
can be tackled by computing all response times and implicitly all busy windows in a top-
down fashion, starting with the highest-priority task.
More difficult in the given setup is the fact that blocking factors Bi3, Bi4, and Bi5
(in (3.13), (3.14) and (3.15)) and therewith the blocking time BTi(L
n
i ) in (3.17) rely
on the resource request bound η˜j
+ in (3.8) and thus indirectly on the response time of
potentially lower priority remote tasks. This leads to a cyclic dependency. In [116], this
problem is tackled with an extension of the resource arbitration protocol by a so called
period enforcer, which spreads the shared resource accesses over time. The solution we
propose in this chapter does not require such modification. The request bound in (3.8)
can be computed through iteration as long as all analysis parameters are monotonic or,
it can be replaced by the bound in (3.9) that is independent of the tasks’ response times.
As presented in [130] and as will be detailed in Section 3.10 all components of equa-
tion (3.17) grow monotonically with respect to the window size and therefore allow the
iterative calculation of a solution. The recurrence relation (3.17) starts with an initial
value L0i = Ci, and finishes when L
n+1
i = L
n
i (i.e. two consecutive iterations provide
identical results).
3.7.2.2 Derivation of the Worst-Case Response Times
Similar to the analysis approach for single-core processors, the number of task instances
that have to be considered when computing the worst-case response time of a task τi
under partitioned multiprocessor SPP scheduling is given by Qi = η
+
i (Li), with Li
obtained with (3.17) above.
Thus, the worst-case response time of a task τi is given by the largest response time
of any of the q (q = 1 . . . Qi, Qi ∈ N+) task activations that lie within the busy window
wi(q) as follows:
Ri = max
q=1...Qi
ri(q) (3.18)
ri(q) = wi(q)− δ−i (q)
The maximum busy window wi(q) of the q-th activation is computed with:
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wn+1i (q) = q · Ci +
∑
∀τj∈hpl(i)
η+j (w
n
i (q) +Rj) · Cj +BTi(wni (q)) (3.19)
where q · Ci represents the maximum workload of q activations of task τi; hpl(i) is the
set of local tasks with higher priority than τi; η
+
j (w
n
i (q) +Rj) is the maximum amount
of unfinished jobs of τj in a time window of size w
n
i (q); and BTi(w
n
i (q)) is the maximum
blocking time computed with (3.16) as presented in the previous section.
Similar to equation (3.17), the recurrence relation (3.19) can be solved by iteration,
because all components grow with the window size (for more details and proofs see
Section 3.10). The recurrence starts with a value of w0i (q) = q · Ci and ends when
wn+1i (q) = w
n
i (q), or when the value w
n
i (q) at some iteration point is so large that the
obtained response time for the current considered activation q, i.e ri(q) = wi(q)− δ−i (q),
already exceeds τi’s deadline, in which case the task is unschedulable.
Finally, if worst-case response time values Ri have been obtained for all the tasks in
the multi-core system, the schedulability test consists of checking whether the condition
Ri ≤ Di holds for every task τi.
3.8 Response-Time Analysis for Partitioned Static Priority
Non-Preemptive Scheduling in Multi-Core Systems with
Shared Resources
The new multi-core extensions of the AUTOSAR automotive standard - the dominating
automotive software architecture worldwide - uses a combination of partitioned fixed-
priority scheduling strategies with preemptive and non-preemptive execution and (po-
tentially) arbitrary deadlines. Since multi-core systems in general use shared resources,
this leads to the problem of analyzing preemptive and non-preemptive multiprocessor
scheduling with shared resources. While preemptive scheduling has been well investi-
gated in this setup, non-preemptive scheduling analysis is still open and cannot simply
be derived. In this section, we address this subject and present an analysis method which
allows the calculation of response-times for tasks with arbitrary activations and dead-
lines which share resources in multi-core systems scheduled according to the partitioned
fixed-priority non-preemptive scheduling. Therewith, the contribution of this section
provides an essential building block for the analysis of upcoming multi-core real-time
applications where both preemptive and non-preemptive scheduling coexist.
This section addresses non-preemptive multi-core scheduling in two steps. Section 3.8.1
addresses the AUTOSAR mechanism [12] (i.e. spinlock-based) for inter-core task syn-
chronization in the context of fixed-priority non-preemptive multi-core scheduling and
presents the derivation of the corresponding blocking time bounds. After that, Sec-
tion 3.8.2 introduces the response-time analysis procedure for tasks with arbitrary ac-
tivations and deadlines which share resources in multi-core systems scheduled using
partitioned fixed-priority non-preemptive scheduling.
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3.8.1 Blocking Time Analysis for Multi-Core SPNP Scheduling
It is well known that the overhead due to synchronization mechanisms can be neglected
in case of single-processor non-preemptive scheduling. This is ensured by the intrinsic
behavior of the non-preemptive scheduling, which in case of single-core processors keeps
the execution of the tasks exclusive and therewith also the requests for shared resources.
In multi-core setups, this is not the case anymore. Accesses initiated by tasks executing
on different cores may interfere as depicted in Figure 3.12 where jobs of the tasks τ1 and
τ5 in the multi-core system in Figure 3.1b) are blocking each other when requesting the
same global shared resource.
1
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τ5Core 
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Figure 3.12: Conflicting accesses from tasks mapped on different cores.
As there is no synchronization mechanism for shared resources in multi-core systems
which explicitly considers the static priority non-preemptive scheduling, we next intro-
duce a dedicated resource arbitration solution. For this, we consider that a spinlock-
based mechanism is used exclusively for inter-core synchronization (as proposed in the
current AUTOSAR specification [12]) and exploit it in the context of static priority non-
preemptive scheduling. This step is needed not only to highlight the impact of sharing
resources among cores when assuming non-preemptive scheduling, but also to ensure the
premises for deriving bounded task blocking times and therewith a predictable timing
behavior of multi-core systems in this setting.
We call the arbitration protocol Multi-core Locking Protocol for Non-Preemptive
scheduling and use further the abbreviation MLP-NP.
3.8.1.1 Specification of the MLP-NP Arbitration Policy for Shared Resources in
Multi-Core Non-Preemptive Systems
• Task priorities. Under static priority non-preemptive scheduling, a job Ji of a
task τi which starts executing on its host core will run until completion without any
preemption by other local tasks independent of the associated priorities. As tasks under
non-preemptive scheduling execute exclusively, priority inversion situations or deadlocks
can not occur if nested calls for global resources are forbidden or if a global unique
ordering is defined (see below). This makes the use of priority ceilings superfluous.
Therefore, a job Ji which locks a shared resource (global or local) will execute the
associated critical section at the assigned priority.
• Arbitration of local shared resources. As a consequence of the local scheduling
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policy, during the execution of a job Ji there will be no pending shared resource requests
initiated by other local jobs with Ji. Thus, an executing task τi will always occupy the
requested local resources without any blocking by other tasks.
• Arbitration of global shared resources. During execution, a job Ji of a task
τi which tries to lock a global resource will lock the resource if that is currently not
occupied by another remote job. If the requested resource is occupied, the job which
has initiated the request will actively wait (spin) until the required resource is released.
This means the processor is stalled, and independent of the execution priority no other
task mapped on the same core with τi is allowed to execute. This is imposed by the
local non-preemptive scheduler. An example is depicted in Figure 3.12 where a job of
task τ2, which in this case has higher priority than task τ5, may not start executing until
the active job of task τ5 completely finishes its execution.
Note that, the AUTOSAR spinlock mechanisms [12] does not explicitly consider the
underlying scheduling policy and specify that a higher priority task (e.g. τ2) could
preempt a lower priority task (e.g. τ5) during spinning. The non-preemptive scheduling
counters this assumption and imposes larger blocking times on the higher priority tasks.
In case of coinciding requests for a global resource GRi, initiated by jobs of different
tasks mapped on different cores, the highest priority job requesting GRi will lock that
resource.
• Nested calls for shared resources. In order to avoid deadlocks, nested accesses
to global resources are not allowed. A job Ji which already holds a global resource is
not allowed to request another global resource before the previously locked resource has
been released 10. Nested calls with respect to local resources are permitted. Thus, a job
holding one global resource may perform calls for local resources and vice-versa, a job
holding one or more local resources may perform a call for one global resource.
The MLP-NP arbitration protocol represents a basic solution proposed with the goal
of maintaining the compatibility with the non-preemptive scheduling behavior. In the
following, we will derive upper bounds on the blocking times that tasks can experi-
ence under MLP-NP. Demonstrating that the blocking time is bounded under all cir-
cumstances, we implicitly show that deadlocks are not possible and therewith that the
protocol is safe.
10Other design decisions could be employed for the nesting of global shared resources and for the ar-
bitration of the global shared resources (e.g. FIFO queues for coinciding requests on global shared
resources or suspension-based blocking using priority ceilings [116]). If global shared resources shall
be nested, an explicit partial ordering of calls for shared resources has to be predefined oﬄine in
order to avoid deadlocks and potentially starvation situations (recommended in both, literature [116]
and industrial practice [12]). An extended discussion and an evaluation of the trade-offs between
the different design decisions regarding the synchronization mechanisms is beyond the scope of this
thesis. However, the framework we present in this thesis can be extended to consider other shared
resource arbitration schemes, thus making a future comparison possible.
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3.8.1.2 Derivation of Blocking Time
Similar to the blocking time analysis for MPCP in Section 3.7.1 the blocking time terms
corresponding to the MLP-NP have to capture the overlapping jobs execution during
their busy windows (see e.g. (3.5) and (3.7) in Section 3.5.1). The calculation of the
maximum busy-window for partitioned SPNP multiprocessor scheduling will be intro-
duced in detail in Section 3.8.2. For now assume that we are interested in the blocking
time of a task τi that accesses local and global resources and is activated q times in
a time window of size wi(q). Note that the blocking time equations introduced next
use the parameters summarized in Table 3.1 and the shared resource load derivation in
Section 3.6.
The blocking time of a job Ji in a multi-core non-preemptive system consists of the
following two blocking factors.
(1) & (2) Direct blocking times. When a job Ji of a task τi requests a global
shared resource, this can be locked by a lower priority job Jj of a task mapped on a
different core than τi, i.e. τj ∈ lpr(i). In the worst-case scenario, each time when Ji
attempts to lock a global shared resource, it may find that this is currently locked by
another lower priority job on another core (i.e. by one of the jobs Jj of the tasks in θi,j).
Thus, a job Ji is blocked at least for the duration of the longest global critical section
ωGRj as follows:
DBi,lpr(wi(q)) = q · nGi · max∀τj∈θi,j(ω
GR
j )
However, if the jobs Jj perform nested calls for local shared resources the maximum
sum of nested critical sections (i.e. one global and potentially multiple local) sizes has
to be calculated with:
Sj = max
c=1...nGj
(cωGRj +
N
N(c)
j∑
l=1
clωLRj ), ∀τj ∈ θi,j (3.20)
Thus, the blocking time due to lower priority remote tasks which share the same global
resources with Ji can be generally calculated with:
DBi,lpr(wi(q)) = q · nGi · max∀τj∈θi,j(Sj) (3.21)
Similar to the previous blocking factor, each job Ji can be blocked by higher priority
remote jobs that request the same global resource as Ji (i.e. jobs of tasks in the set Θi,j).
The largest sum of the durations of the nested critical sections has to be calculated with
(3.20). As opposed to lower priority remote jobs, higher priority remote jobs may be
served multiple times before the job Ji will be able to lock the requested global shared
resource.
DBi,hpr(wi(q)) =
∑
∀τj∈Θi,j
(η˜+j (wi(q)) · Sj) (3.22)
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Note that, in case the nesting of global shared resources would be allowed and an
explicit partial ordering of the calls for the global shared resources has been defined,
the blocking factors Bi1 and Bi2 above should consider a sum, similar to (3.20), over
all critical sections (global and local) that have been defined as nestable. In this case,
the responsibility of the deadlock- and starvation-freedom lies with the oﬄine configured
ordering of the calls for shared resources.
The worst-case blocking time BTi(wi(q)) that a task τi can encounter in a time window
wi(q) is given by the sum of the two direct blocking factors DBi,lpr in (3.21) and DBi,hpr
in (3.22).
BTi(wi(q)) = DBi,lpr(wi(q)) +DBi,hpr(wi(q)) (3.23)
For each task τi, the blocking time equation (3.23) is part of the busy-window iterative
computation that have to be solved in order to bound the task’s worst-case response time
under partitioned multi-core SPNP scheduling.
3.8.2 Response Time Analysis for Partitioned Multi-Core SPNP Scheduling
Relying on the system model introduced in Section 3.3 and on the background pro-
vided by the analysis approach for single-core non-preemptive systems discussed in Sec-
tion 3.5.1, in this section we introduce the response time analysis approach for arbitrar-
ily activated tasks scheduled non-preemptively in partitioned multi-core systems with
shared resources.
For this, two important aspects need to be considered. Firstly, in single-core non-
preemptive setups the influence of sharing resources can be neglected due to the intrinsic
behavior of the non-preemptive scheduler which avoids the synchronization overhead due
to resource sharing mechanisms (see Section 3.5.1). In multi-core systems this is not the
case anymore. The blocking times that tasks will experience due to conflicting accesses
(see Figure 3.12 in Section 3.8.1) for shared resources have to be computed and considered
when deriving response times bounds.
Secondly, the critical instant scenario (see Figure 3.8b) in Section 3.5.1), on which the
classical response-time analysis procedure rely, must be revisited. It is known that the
use of global shared resources may lead to suspension of tasks which possibly defers the
task execution times and thus counters the assumptions regarding the critical instant
scenario on which the classical response time analysis approach rely (see [116]). This
aspect, which was identified in case of sharing resources under multiprocessor static-
priority preemptive scheduling, will be now investigated for the case of sharing resources
under multiprocessor static-priority non-preemptive scheduling.
3.8.2.1 Critical Instant
If global resources are not shared between tasks mapped on different cores, the response
time analysis problem reduces to the classical approach discussed in Section 3.5.1. There,
a task τi experiences the critical instant scenario, which leads to the worst-case response
time, when it is released (i) at the time moment just after a job of a lower priority local
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task τj ∈ lpl(i) has started its local execution and (ii) simultaneously with jobs of all
higher priority local tasks (tasks ∈ hpl(i)).
These arguments also hold when resources are shared between tasks mapped on dif-
ferent cores. Relying on the resource arbitration policy introduced in Section 3.8.1 a
task which has an outstanding request for a shared resource will actively wait for that
resource without any preemption by other local tasks. This means that the blocking
times due to the waiting for shared resources represent an extension of the task’s core
execution time. Thus, in case of inter-core synchronization mechanisms and core local
non-preemptive scheduling, for any job Ji there can not be any higher priority local
job that can suspend itself when waiting for a global shared resource. Therefore the
effect of deferred execution [116], identified in case of suspension based shared resource
arbitration, does not counter the assumptions regarding the critical instant scenario in
case of spinning based resource arbitration and non-preemptive core scheduling.
A job Jj of a task τj with lower priority than τi will start its execution on its host
core and will possibly request and even lock required shared resources only when there
is no other previously released and unfinished job of a task with priority higher than τj .
Thus, a task τj can delay the execution of a higher priority local task τi only if it starts
executing before the release time of task τi and before the release of any other local task
with priority higher than i.
From the perspective of the higher priority local tasks, similar to the single-core analy-
sis approach, these will cause the largest possible delay for a local task τi if they are
released simultaneously with task τi.
The critical instant for a task τi under partitioned SPNP multi-core scheduling is
represented in Figure 3.13 where task τi is activated at the same moment with the
higher priority tasks τhp1 and τhp2 just after the lower priority task τlp has started its
execution. The terms BT in Figure 3.13 represent the blocking times that different jobs
running on a core may experience when the requested global shared resources are locked
by jobs of the remote tasks.
3.8.2.2 Derivation of the Maximum Level-i Busy Window
Similar to the analysis for uni-processor static priority non-preemptive scheduling the
worst-case response time of a task τi non-preemptively scheduled in multi-core sys-
tems with shared resources is given by the largest response time of any of the q (q =
1 . . . Qi, Qi ∈ N+) task activations that lie within the maximum level-i busy window.
Assuming the critical instant scenario under non-preemptive scheduling in a multi-core
setup, the maximum level-i busy window wi(q) of a task τi consists not only of the time
intervals during which the tasks contributing to the busy window execute but also of the
time intervals these tasks are blocked and have to wait for the required global shared
resources (see Figure 3.13). According to the blocking time analysis introduced in Sec-
tion 3.8.1 the blocking time of a task in multi-core systems with global shared resources
is a function of the window size wi(q) during which the task initiates requests to the
required shared resources. Thus, the length of the level-i busy window of a task τi in a
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Figure 3.13: Critical instant and busy window for a task τi in a partitioned multi-core
system with cores individually scheduled according to the SPNP scheduling.
multi-core system is composed of:
1. the longest possible initial blocking (denoted with LBi) caused by one instance of
a lower priority local task due to the non-preemptive scheduling behavior. In case
of multi-core setups under SPNP scheduling, the initial blocking time caused by
one of the lower priority local tasks is composed of the task’s core execution time
plus the blocking time when waiting for global shared resources. This is given by:
LBi(wi(q)) = max∀τj∈lpl(i)
(Cj +BTj(wi(q))) (3.24)
where BTj(wi(q)) is the blocking time of a job of task τj in a time window wi(q)
(see (3.23) in Section 3.8.1). This is given by :
2. the execution of jobs of task τi and of the tasks with priority higher than the
priority of task τi, i.e. jobs Jj of tasks τj ∈ hep(i) where hep(i) = τi
⋃
hpl(i) 11,
plus the blocking time these jobs will suffer when accessing global shared resources.
This is given by : ∑
∀τj∈hep(i)
(η+j (wi(q)) · Cj +BTj(wi(q))) (3.25)
The maximum level-i busy window Li of a task τi in partitioned multi-core systems
under SPNP scheduling can be calculated with the following recurrence relation:
11Tasks have unique priorities (see Section 3.3).
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Ln+1i = LBi(L
n
i ) +
∑
∀τj∈hep(i)
(η+j (L
n
i ) · Cj +BTj(Lni )) (3.26)
In comparison to equation (3.1) for single-core processors, equation (3.26) contains
new components, i.e. the blocking time derivation, which challenge the classical iter-
ative calculation procedure. As presented in [130] and [88] and as will be detailed in
Section 3.10 all components of equation (3.26) grow monotonically with respect to the
window size and therefore allow the iterative calculation of a solution for (3.26).
The recurrence relation (3.26) starts with an initial value L0i = Ci, and finishes when
Ln+1i = L
n
i (i.e. two consecutive iterations provide identical results). The recurrence
relation in the uni-processor analysis was guaranteed to converge if the resource uti-
lization was less than 100%. In comparison to single-core systems, in multi-core setups
under SPNP scheduling the utilization of each individual core is a function not only
of the tasks’ core execution times but also of the blocking times. Thus, the iterative
calculation has to be stopped if the “effective” core utilization level (composed of the
core execution times and blocking times of the tasks) exceeds 100% at some iteration
point. In that case the task set is considered unschedulable.
3.8.2.3 Derivation of the Worst-Case Response Times
Similar to the analysis approach for single-core processors, the number of task instances
that have to be considered when computing the worst-case response time of a task τi
under partitioned multiprocessor SPNP scheduling is given by Qi = η
+
i (Li), with Li
obtained with (3.26) above.
Thus, the worst-case response time of a task τi is given by the largest response time
of any of the q (q = 1 . . . Qi, Qi ∈ N+) task activations that lie within the busy window
wi(q) as follows:
Ri = max
q=1...Qi
ri(q) (3.27)
ri(q) = wi(q) + Ci − δ−i (q)
where the maximum level-i busy window wi(q) of the (q−1)-th activation (i.e the queue-
ing delay of the q-th activation) is generally computed with (3.7), which is:
wn+1i (q) = (q − 1) · Ci +BTi +
∑
∀τj∈hpl(i)
η+j (w
n
i (q)) · Cj
Because in multi-core systems the blocking time term BTi is a function of the busy-
window and comprises multiple blocking factors, the equation above can be rewritten
for partitioned multi-core systems under SPNP scheduling and MLP-NP shared resource
arbitration as
wn+1i (q) = (q − 1) · Ci + LBi(wni (q)) +BTi(wni (q))
+
∑
∀τj∈hpl(i)
(η+j (w
n
i (q)) · Cj +BTj(wni (q))) (3.28)
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where LBi(w
n
i (q)) is the initial local blocking time (computed with (3.24)) caused by
the lower priority tasks that may be executed when τi becomes ready for execution;
BTi(w
n
i (q)) is the direct blocking time (given by (3.23)) of task τi when waiting for the
required global shared resources; hpl(i) is the set of tasks with priority higher than i;
η+j (w
n
i (q)) is the maximum amount of jobs of task τj in a time window of size w
n
i (q);
and BTj(w
n
i (q)) is the direct blocking time (also given by (3.23)) that jobs of task τj
will experience in the analysed time window wni (q).
Similar to equation (3.26), the recurrence relation (3.28) can be solved by iteration,
because all components grow with the window size [130, 88]. The recurrence starts with a
value of w0i (q) = q ·Ci and ends when wn+1i (q) = wni (q), or when the value wni (q) at some
iteration point is so large that the obtained response time ri for the current considered
activation q already exceeds τi’s deadline, in which case the task is unschedulable.
Finally, if worst-case response time values Ri have been obtained for all the tasks in
the multi-core system, the schedulability test consists of checking whether the condition
Ri ≤ Di holds for every task τi.
3.9 Response-Time Analysis for AUTOSAR conform
Multi-Core ECUs
The previous two sections independently addressed the timing analysis of partitioned
multi-core setups with shared resources under SPP (Section 3.7) and SPNP (Section 3.8)
scheduling. Nevertheless, the combination of both is of particular relevance for the
next generation of AUTOSAR conform automotive multi-core ECUs where preemptive
and non-preemptive scheduling will co-exist on each core. This section addresses this
subject and presents a novel analysis method which allows the calculation of response-
times for tasks with arbitrary activations and deadlines which share resources in multi-
core systems scheduled according to the partitioned fixed-priority AUTOSAR OS [12].
With this we cover the current and foreseeable automotive practice regarding standards
(OSEK, AUTOSAR), priority assignments (static and often manually assigned), and
inter-task synchronization (through a lock-based mechanism).
In order to introduce the AUTOSAR OS aware timing analysis solution, in Sec-
tion 3.9.1 we first extend the multi-core system model from Section 3.3 with automotive
specific elements and introduce the complete scheduling model of automotive applica-
tions. After that, in Section 3.9.2 we address the the AUTOSAR spinlock-based resource
arbitration mechanism in the context of multi-core AUTOSAR OS scheduling. Further,
based on the shared resource load derivation in Section 3.6 we introduce the correspond-
ing blocking-time analysis. Finally, in Section 3.9.3, the blocking time equations will be
integrated in the response-time analysis procedure for AUTOSAR conform multi-core
systems scheduled according to the partitioned fixed-priority AUTOSAR OS.
3.9.1 Extended Multi-Core System and Scheduling Model
According to the system model introduced in Section 3.3 we consider a set of real-time
applications statically mapped on a set of m (m ≥ 2) processor cores. Each application
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Figure 3.14: Example of a task instance with two equally long runnables, each performing
two requests for GRs.
is composed of one or multiple arbitrarily activated tasks, each instance (job) of a task
being considered activated by an internal or external system event.
In automotive applications, tasks are usually composed of multiple so called runnables
(can be seen as subtasks). This means that each job Ji of a task τi may be composed
of multiple runnables rki , k = 1 . . .Ki,Ki ∈ N+, with Ki being the maximum number
of runnables of each job Ji of a task τi. Each runnable r
k
i is characterized by its worst-
case execution time Cri . For convenience we assume all runnables of a task instance
to be of equal size 12. Thus, the worst-case execution time of each job Ji of a task τi
is Ci = Ki ∗ Cri . Runnables inherit the tasks activation pattern and are executed in
order 13, i.e. r1i , r
2
i , . . . r
k
i . In other words, each time a job Ji is activated one has a burst
of Ki activations of the job’s runnables.
During execution, each job can perform multiple accesses to local (LRs) and global
resources (GRs). Shared resources, which are visible to users and addressable through
system calls 14, are assumed to be objects that require serialized access. Each of these
accesses is considered a critical section guarded by a semaphore and protecting a LR or a
GR. We differentiate between local critical sections (lcs) or global critical sections (gcs).
As jobs are composed of one or multiple runnables, each of these runnables is assumed
to perform accesses to LRs and GRs. In this case we model the number and the size of
critical sections per runnable similar to an usual job Ji. Thus, for each runnable r
k
i the
maximum number of gcs is nGri . As all runnables of a task are assumed identical, for any
job Ji, comprising k runnables r
k
i , we have the maximum number of gcs n
G
i = k ∗ nGri .
An example of an instance of task τ1 composed of two equally long runnables, each
performing two requests for GRs is depicted in Figure 3.14.
12This assumption does not constrain the analysis capabilities. If runnables of different sizes would be
modelled, the analysis equations should always consider the delays and the blocking caused by the
largest runnable of each task. This would lead to pessimistic but conservative results.
13In practice, some of the runnables might not be activated when the task is activated, the order of those
activated being preserved. However, in this thesis we are exclusively interested in the worst-possible
scenario, i.e. when all runnables of each task are always activated.
14The API calls getResource/releaseResource are used for addressing LRs [100]. GRs are addressed
through the API calls getSpinlock/releaseSpinlock [12].
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Scheduling Model.
On each core of the multi-core ECU resides an independent OSEK/AUTOSAR sched-
uler according to which tasks are locally scheduled. The OSEK OS [100] and therewith
the AUTOSAR OS [12] allows three types of scheduling: fully preemptive, fully non-
preemptive and mixed-preemptive. The OSEK mixed-preemptive scheduling supports a
mixture of preemptive, non-preemptive and cooperative scheduling and is de facto imple-
mented in the current automotive ECUs [100].
More exactly:
• The default scheduling procedure on an ECU is preemptive scheduling.
• Beside this, the operating system allows tasks to combine aspects of preemptive and
non-preemptive scheduling by defining groups of tasks. In order to schedule tasks
non-preemptively the automotive standards OSEK and AUTOSAR allow tasks to
be arranged in groups. This means that several tasks on each core can be grouped
together such that they share a group internal resource (one virtual/logical, not
necessarily physical resource per group). Tasks within a group behave as non-
preemptive to each other. Group internal resources are arbitrated according to
the PCP [100], are not accessible to the user and can therefore not be addressed
but are strictly managed internally. Multiple groups can be defined per core where
each group is composed of tasks with adjacent priorities, i.e. there is no task that
has lower priority than a task of a group and higher priority than another task of
a group without being itself part of that group.
• Additionally, tasks within a group can be scheduled cooperatively, i.e. they are by
default non-preemptive to each other but, by explicitly calling the RESCHEDULE
interface [100] at specific scheduling points, usually at runnables borders 15, the
running task releases the group’s internal resource. Therewith it allows the highest
priority task in the group, which is ready for execution, to lock the internal resource
and further execute non-preemptively. Note that, all tasks in a group are configured
either as non-preemptable or as cooperative. In other words, inside a group of tasks
there cannot be a mixture of non-preemptive and cooperative scheduling.
Tasks that are not part of any group can always preempt lower priority tasks, even
those that are part of a group. Similarly, tasks in different independent groups can
always preempt each other based on their priorities.
For the arbitration of shared resource accesses we consider: for LRs the Priority Ceiling
Protocol (PCP) specified in the OSEK standard [100] 16 and for GRs the AUTOSAR
spinlock-based mechanism [12].
15In the automotive applications the rescheduling points are usually at the runnables borders. Further
details on this are beyond the scope of this thesis.
16The implementation version of the Priority Ceiling Protocol [116] specified in the OSEK standard is
known in literature as the Immediate Priority Ceiling Protocol (IPCP).
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Example of Multi-Core ECU.
An example dual-core ECU system is depicted in Figure 3.15. Each core is running five
tasks that are numbered in the order of their priority. The tasks are locally scheduled
according to AUTOSAR scheduling policy as follows:
• on Core 1 task τ1 has the higher priority and may preempt any of the lower priority
local task; the tasks in the two groups - the first group comprising the tasks τ4 and
τ6 and the second group comprising τ7 and τ9 - are scheduled non-preemptively
or cooperatively. However, the tasks τ4 and τ6 may preempt the execution of the
tasks τ7 and τ9;
• on Core 2 task τ2 has the higher priority and may preempt any of the lower priority
local tasks; τ3, τ5 and τ8 are arranged in a group and thus are non-preemptive or
cooperative to each other; task τ10 has the lowest priority and can be preempted
by any of the higher priority local tasks.
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14.08.2013
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Figure 3.15: Dual-core ECU with tasks accessing local and global shared resources.
The local shared resources are LR1 and LR3 for Core 1 and LR2 for Core 2. The
shared resources which are used by tasks mapped to different cores are the three global
shared resources GR1, GR2 and GR3.
The task activating event models are denoted with η1 to η10, where the index identifies
the activated task. The corresponding loads imposed on the shared resources are denoted
with η˜, e.g. with η˜1.
The difference between fully non-preemptive and cooperative scheduling inside a task
group is illustrated in Figure 3.16a) where τ4 is blocked by the size of the τ6’s core
execution time (i.e. by all runnables) and Figure 3.16b) where τ4 preempts the execution
of τ6 after the completion of its first runnable. Figure 3.16 illustrates an scheduling
example for tasks τ1, τ4 and τ6 on Core 1 under the assumption they are not requesting
any shared resource and the other tasks on the core are not activated.
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Figure 3.16: Scheduling example on Core 1 where tasks τ4 and τ6 a) are fully non-
preemptive and b) are cooperative to each other.
3.9.2 Blocking Time Analysis for AUTOSAR conform Multi-Core ECUs
In the following we consider the AUTOSAR specific arbitration policies for shared re-
sources (i.e. the PCP and the spinlock-based mechanisms) in the context of partitioned
AUTOSAR conform multi-core scheduling (i.e. preemptive, non-preemptive and cooper-
ative) and introduce the corresponding blocking time analysis for task sets with arbitrary
activation patterns (event models).
3.9.2.1 Specification of the AUTOSAR Shared Resource Arbitration Policy
• Arbitration of local shared resources. For the arbitration of local resources
the AUTOSAR OS uses on individual cores the priority ceiling protocol PCP inherited
from the single-core OSEK OS [100]. According to PCP specified in the OSEK standard
each semaphore associated to a LR is allocated oﬄine a static priority ceiling which is
equal to the highest priority of all tasks which access that LR. At runtime, when a a
job Ji of a task τi locks the semaphore corresponding to LR it immediately inherits its
associated priority ceiling. Thus, the lcs corresponding to the locked LR is executed
at the level of the oﬄine assigned priority ceiling. This implementation version of the
Priority Ceiling Protocol is known as Immediate Priority Ceiling Protocol (IPCP).
• Arbitration of global shared resources. For the arbitration of GRs the
AUTOSAR OS uses a spinlock-based arbitration mechanism [12] as follows: during
execution, a task τi may request a certain GR
17 and will actively wait (spin) if this is
17by using one of the APIs TryToGetSpinlock() or GetSpinlock() [12].
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occupied by a remote task; during active waiting a task may be preempted by higher
priority local tasks, but lower priority local tasks cannot start executing; if a task locks
a GR it suspends all interrupts 18 on his host core and thus it becomes non-preemptable.
As AUTOSAR does not provide implementation details of the APIs for addressing re-
sources and disabling interrupts we assume that interrupts will be atomically disabled
as part of the software construct for the lock acquisition.
Following the principle Cooperate on standards, compete on implementation the
AUTOSAR specifications does not contain further implementation details regarding the
multi-core synchronization protocol. In particular, AUTOSAR does not specify any se-
mantic for the case of coinciding requests initiated by multiple jobs running on diffent
cores for a certain GR. However, from Section 3.4 we know that the order of grant-
ing the locks is one essential design decision that must be specified in order to ensure
predictable upper bounds on the tasks timing behavior. Therefore, for the purpose of
this thesis we assume the following implementation considerations: associated with each
global semaphore is a priority-ordered queue of tasks that busy-wait on the semaphore.
If a task needs to lock a global resource and this is currently held by another task, the
task queues itself on the semaphore queue. Thus, in case of multiple coinciding requests
for a certain global shared resource, the highest priority job requesting it will get the lock
on the associated semaphore 19. If a task is preempted while busy-waiting its request is
cancelled and will be removed from the semaphore queue. This task will queue up again
for the required resource when scheduled again on the host processor core 20.
• Nested calls for shared resources. In order to avoid deadlocks, nested accesses
to shared resources are not allowed 21.
3.9.2.2 Derivation of Blocking Time
The blocking time derivation for the AUTOSAR spinlock-based synchronisation mecha-
nism follows the blocking time derivation for the MPCP protocol under SPP multiproces-
sor scheduling in Section 3.7.1 and for the MLP-NP protocol under SPNP multiprocessor
scheduling in Section 3.8.1. Thus, the blocking time equations we introduce next capture
the blocking scenarios for each task τi that accesses local and global resources and is
activated q times in a time window of size wi(q), i.e. in the maximum level-i busy win-
dow. The calculation of the maximum level-i busy window for the AUTOSAR conform
multiprocessor scheduling will be discussed in Section 3.9.3.
18with the API SuspendAllInterrupts() [12].
19As priority based execution is state-of-the art in the automotive design, for the purpose of this thesis
we assume that locks are assigned based on tasks priorities and thus maintain the compatibility with
the priority based scheduling on the individual cores. An evaluation of other design options of the
arbitration protocol, e.g. FIFO based resource locking, is beyond the scope of this thesis.
20If the requests of the preempted tasks would remain in the priority-queue associated to the semaphores,
the interference of the preempting tasks shall be reflected in the blocking time of other remote tasks
trying to access the same shared resource. In that case, the blocking time would be a function of the
normal task execution and not a function of their critical sections.
21If nesting is required, an explicit partial ordering of calls for GRs has to be predefined oﬄine in order
to avoid deadlocks and potential starvation situations.
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In order to introduce the blocking factors, we refine the list of the parameters and the
terminology in Table 3.1. We previously defined lpl(i) and hpl(i) as the sets of tasks
mapped on the same core as τi which have lower and higher priority than τi. In case of
AUTOSAR scheduling setups we have:
• the set lpl(i) which comprises the set of the lower priority local preemptable tasks
lplP (i), the set of the lower priority non-preemptable tasks lplNP (i) and the set
of the lower priority local cooperative tasks lplC(i).
• the set hpl(i) which comprises the sets of the higher priority local tasks to which
τi is preemptable hplP (i), non-preemptable hplNP (i) and cooperative hplC(i).
• the set Ψ(i) which contains higher priority local tasks to τi, except those to which
τi is non-preemptable, i.e. Ψ(i) = hpl(i) \ hplNP (i).
Under AUTOSAR scheduling and AUTOSAR shared resource arbitration four block-
ing scenarios have to be considered for each analyzed task:
1. Direct remote blocking - each task τi can be blocked when trying to access a
GR if this has already been locked by a remote task with lower or higher priority.
2. Indirect blocking - in case a task τi is preempted by higher priority local tasks
and these are blocked by remote tasks, the blocking time of the higher priority
tasks prolongs the blocking of task τi.
3. Blocking when re-initiating cancelled requests for global resources - in
case a task τi or the higher priority local tasks to τi are preempted by other higher
priority local tasks while busy-waiting, these tasks will re-initiate the cancelled
requests for the required shared resource after being rescheduled on the core. Each
of the re-initiated requests can be blocked by a request of a remote task.
4. Local blocking - each task τi can be blocked by a lower priority local task if
this can temporarily be non-preemptive. Therefore, under AUTOSAR OS it is
key to differentiate between the different types of lower priority local tasks, i.e.
preemptive, non-preemptive and cooperative.
Analysis equations for deriving the blocking times that a job Ji of a task τi can
experience in the above enumerated blocking scenarios will be introduced next.
1. Direct Blocking Time. According to the AUTOSAR specification a task that
tries to access a GR can either lock it, if the resource is available, or it will start “busy-
waiting” (i.e. spinning) until the resource becomes available. As the GR can be accessed
by multiple tasks running on the remote processor cores it is important to explicitly dis-
tinguish between dual-core (i.e. m = 2) and multi-core (i.e. m > 2) architectures.
Depending on the multi-core applications and on their mapping, the differentiation be-
tween dual-core and multi-core setups helps ruling out some blocking scenarios which
leads to reduced blocking times.
1.1. Direct Blocking Time in Multi-Core Systems. When a job Ji of a task
τi requests a GR this can be locked by a lower priority job Jj of a task mapped on a
different core than τi. In the worst-case scenario, each time when Ji attempts to lock
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a GR, it may find that this is currently locked by a lower priority job on another core
(i.e. by one of the jobs Jj of the tasks in θi,j). Thus, each request for a global shared
resource of a job Ji can be blocked for the duration of the longest global critical sections
ωGRj of a lower priority remote job.
The blocking time due to lpr tasks which share the same global resources with Ji can
be generally calculated with:
DBMCi,lpr(wi(q)) = q · nGi · max∀τj∈θi,j(ω
GR
j ) (3.29)
Similar to the previous blocking factor, each job Ji can be blocked by higher priority
remote jobs that request the same global resource as Ji (i.e. jobs of tasks in the set
Θi,j). As opposed to lower priority remote jobs, higher priority remote jobs may be
served multiple times before jobs of task τi will be able to lock the requested GRs.
DBMCi,hpr(wi(q)) =
∑
∀τj∈Θi,j
(η˜+j (wi(q)) · ωGRj ) (3.30)
The worst-case direct blocking time DBMCi (wi(q)) a task τi can encounter in a time
window wi(q), when executing on a multi-core system with m (m > 2) cores, is given by
the sum of the two blocking factors in (3.29) and (3.30):
DBMCi (wi(q)) = DB
MC
i,lpr(wi(q)) +DB
MC
i,hpr(wi(q)) (3.31)
1.2. Direct Blocking Time in Dual-Core Systems. While in multi-core setups
with more than two cores several tasks can compete for the same GR, in a dual-core
system only two tasks mapped on different cores can simultaneously compete for a GR.
Thus, in the worst-case each request of a job Ji of a task τi for a GR will be blocked by
a remote task with higher or lower priority than Ji. In comparison to multi-core setups,
in a dual-core system the waiting job Ji will lock the required GR as soon as this is
released by the remote task. The worst-case blocking time DBDCi (wi(q)) a task τi can
encounter in a time window wi(q) when executing on a dual-core system (i.e. m = 2
cores) can be calculated with:
DBDCi (wi(q)) = q · nGi · max∀τj∈θi,j ⋃Θi,j
(
ωGRj
)
(3.32)
2. Indirect Blocking Time. In case a task τi is preempted by a hpl task and this
gets blocked, the blocking time of the hpl task prolongs the delay of task τi. According
to the AUTOSAR specification a task keeps spinning for the requested GR until the
resource becomes available or a hpl task preempts it. Thus, a preempted task τi cannot
execute for the time hpl tasks are blocked 22. However, not all of the hpl tasks can
22Of course a preempted task cannot execute not only for the time higher priority local tasks are busy-
waiting but also for the time these tasks are normally executing. However, the normal execution of
higher priority tasks is captured in the response-time analysis as higher priority interference and not
as blocking time (see Section 3.9.3).
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preempt task τi. If task τi is part of a group, only tasks not being within that group and
those belonging to that group but specified as cooperative can preempt τi, i.e. tasks in
Ψ(i). All these aspects have to be considered when deriving the terms for the indirect
blocking. Furthermore, similar to the direct blocking time, the indirect blocking time
depends on the number of cores in the system.
2.1. Indirect Blocking Time in Multi-Core Systems. As already known from
the direct blocking scenarios considered above (see 1.1.), in case of multi-core architec-
tures with m > 2 a task can be blocked several times by multiple remote tasks. This
holds not only for the analyzed task τi but also for the higher priority local tasks which
can preempt τi, i.e. τk ∈ Ψ(i), during its execution outside critical sections or during
busy-waiting. Similar to τi, requests for global resources of each job Jk of hpl tasks
τk ∈ Ψ(i) can be directly blocked by remote tasks with lower or higher priority, i.e. by
tasks τj ∈ θk,j
⋃
Θk,j . Thus, the indirect blocking time a task τi will experience in a
multi-core setup due to the direct blocking of the hpl tasks τk ∈ Ψ(i) can be derived
with an equation similar to (3.31) as follows:
IBMCi (wi(q)) =
∑
∀τk∈Ψ(i)
DBMCk (wi(q)) (3.33)
=
∑
∀τk∈Ψ(i)
(DBMCk,lpr(wi(q)) +DB
MC
k,hpr(wi(q)))
=
∑
∀τk∈Ψ(i)
(η+k (wi(q)) · nGk · max∀τj∈θk,j(ω
GR
j ) +
∑
∀τj∈Θk,j
(η˜+j (wi(q)) · ωGRj ))
In other words, the indirect blocking time of a task τi is given by the direct blocking
times of the higher priority local tasks that can preempt the analyzed task τi.
2.2. Indirect Blocking Time in Dual-Core Systems. In comparison to setups
with more than 2 processor cores, in dual-core setups, each request for a global resource
of each job Jk of hpl tasks that may preempt task τi (i.e. τk ∈ Ψ(i)) can be blocked by
only one remote request of a task with either lower or higher priority, i.e. by only one
job of a task τj ∈ θk,j
⋃
Θk,j . As each job Jk performs n
G
k requests for global resources
and in a time window wi(q) there can be at most η
+
k (wi(q)) jobs of task τk, the indirect
blocking time a task τi will experience in a dual-core setup can be calculated with:
IBDCi (wi(q)) =
∑
∀τk∈Ψ(i)
η+k (wi(q)) · nGk · max∀τj∈θk,j ⋃Θk,j
(
ωGRj
)
(3.34)
3. Blocking when re-initiating cancelled Requests for Global Resources.
Each time a job Ji of the analyzed task τi is preempted while busy-waiting, its request
for the global resource is cancelled. At the moment when Ji is re-scheduled and re-
initiates the request for the global resource, it may be blocked by a remote job that
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could acquire the lock while Ji was preempted. Two aspects have to be considered in
order to find an upper bound for this blocking type, namely (i) the maximum number
of requests a task τi can re-initiate and (ii) the maximum time each of the re-initiated
requests can be blocked:
(i) Regarding the maximum number of re-initiated requests of a task τi this is given by
the maximum number of preemptions this task can experience during its busy window
wi(q). Because in the context of AUTOSAR scheduling τi may not be preemptable
to all higher priority local tasks, one has to consider only those higher priority tasks
that can preempt τi, i.e. τk ∈ Ψ(i). However, cooperatively scheduled tasks, if any
configured in the system, permit preemptions only at their runnables borders but not
during busy-waiting. Therefore, preemptions by the higher priority local tasks to which
τi is cooperative (i.e. tasks in hplC(i)) don’t have to be considered in this blocking
factor. Thus, the maximum number of preemptions during busy waiting of jobs of task
τi in a time window wi(q) is given only by tasks in hplP (i) as follows:∑
∀τk∈hplP (i)
η+k (wi(q))
(ii) Regarding the maximum time each of the re-initiated requests can be blocked one
has to identify the tasks that cause this blocking. In general, requests for global shared
resources can be blocked by lower and higher priority remote tasks. As known from
the direct blocking scenario, the influence of the remote tasks depends of the number of
cores in the system.
3.1. Blocking Time due to re-initiated Requests in Multi-Core Systems.
In multi-core setups each request for a global shared resource can be blocked once by
one global critical section of a lower priority remote task and multiple times by global
critical sections of higher priority remote tasks.
In a worst-case scheduling scenario, each re-initiated request of task τi or of the tasks
that can preempt τi (i.e. τk ∈ hplP (i)) can be blocked once by a lower priority remote
task in the sets θi,j or θk,j
23 for the duration of the longest global critical section
max
∀τj∈θi,j
⋃
θk,j
(
ωGRj
)
.
The influence of the higher priority remote tasks on task τi and on its higher priority
local tasks τk ∈ hplP (i) is safely upper bounded in the direct blocking time - see (3.30)
- and in the indirect blocking time (i.e. in the direct blocking time of the higher priority
local tasks) - see right hand side term in (3.33) - independent on the number of re-
initiated requests.
23In order to reduce a potential overestimation, the highest priority task that can preempt τi has to
be excluded from the set θk,j . This is because the highest priority task in hplP (i) can preempt the
execution of τi but its requests won’t be re-initiated and thus not additionally blocked by a lower
priority remote task.
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Thus, the maximum possible blocking time of a task τi that results from τi or its
higher priority local tasks being preempted while busy-waiting is captured by:
CRBMCi (wi(q)) =
∑
∀τk∈hplP (i)
η+k (wi(q)) · max∀τj∈θi,j ⋃ θk,j
(
ωGRj
)
(3.35)
3.2. Blocking Time due to re-initiated Requests in Dual-Core Systems. In
comparison to setups with more than 2 processor cores, in dual-core setups, each request
for a global resource of each job of task τi and of the higher priority tasks τk ∈ hplP (i) can
be blocked by only one remote request of a task with either lower or higher priority, i.e.
by only one critical section of a task τj ∈ θi,j
⋃
Θi,j
⋃
θk,j
⋃
Θk,j . Thus, the maximum
possible blocking time of a task τi that results from τi or its higher priority local tasks
being preempted while busy-waiting is captured by:
CRBDCi (wi(q)) =
∑
∀τk∈hplP (i)
η+k (wi(q)) · max∀τj∈θi,j ⋃Θi,j ⋃ θk,j ⋃Θk,j
(
ωGRj
)
(3.36)
4. Local Blocking Time. According to the uniprocessor priority ceiling protocol
(PCP) a job Ji of a task τi can be blocked once by a lpl job Jk (i.e. τk ∈ lpl(i)) if this
can be temporarily non-preemptive. Under AUTOSAR OS it is essential to differentiate
between the different types of lpl tasks, i.e. preemptive, non-preemptive and cooperative.
4.1. Local Blocking Time due to Preemptive Tasks. A lpl task τk is preempt-
able for a task τi if τk is not part of the same group as τi. Such a lpl task can block task
τi for the duration of a lcs or gcs it locks, i.e. ω
LR
k or ω
GR
k . Thus, the local blocking
time LBPi (wi(q)) of a task τi due to preemptive lpl tasks, i.e. τk ∈ lplP (i) is given by
the maximum length of a local or of a global critical section as follows:
LBPi (wi(q)) = max∀τk∈lplP (i)
{
ωLRk , ω
GR
k
}
(3.37)
In case of overlapping activations of task τi, a lower priority local preemptable job Jk
will block only the first job of task τi. As tasks under AUTOSAR OS do not suspend
when waiting for GRs, once Jk exits the critical section which blocks τi it won’t execute
anymore before all activated jobs of τi are finished.
4.2. Local Blocking Time due to Non-Preemptive Tasks. Lower priority local
tasks within the same group as τi, configured as non-preemptive (i.e. tasks in lplNP (i)),
can not be preempted by τi at any point. Consequently a task τk ∈ lplNP (i) blocks τi
only once with its whole WCET Ck plus the time it is directly blocked by other tasks
on other cores during the time interval Ck.
LBNPi (wi(q)) = max∀τk∈lplNP (i)
{Ck +DBk(Ck)} (3.38)
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where DBk(Ck) depends on the number of cores in the system according to (3.31) or
(3.32), i.e.:
DBk(Ck) =
{
DBMCk,lpr(Ck) +DB
MC
k,hpr(Ck); if m > 2
DBDCk (Ck); if m = 2
As only one job of a lower priority local non-preemptable task can delay the execution
of the analyzed task τi the equations above can be rewritten as
DBk(Ck) =

1 · nGk · max∀τj∈θk,j(ω
GR
j ) +
∑
∀τj∈Θk,j
(η˜+j (Ck) · ωGRj )); if m > 2
1 · nGk · max∀τj∈θk,j ⋃Θk,j(ωGRj ); if m = 2
(3.39)
and integrated in (3.38) depending on the investigated multi-core setup.
4.3. Local Blocking Time due to Cooperative Tasks. If a lpl task τj is scheduled
cooperatively with τi, a job Jk of task τk may use the RESCHEDULE interface at specific
scheduling points, i.e. at runnables borders (see Section 3.9.1). Thus, a job Jk of a
cooperative task τk ∈ lplC(i) can block task τi only for the length of the non-preemptive
section (i.e. often for the length of one runnable denoted here with Crk) plus the time
the job Jk is directly blocked by remote tasks during the time interval Crk .
To provide a conservative upper bound on the local blocking time due to cooperative
lpl tasks the maximum length of non-preemptive sections inside Ck, i.e. the length Crk
of one runnable, plus the maximum blocking time during the time interval Crk has to
be considered as follows:
LBCi (wi(q)) = max∀τk∈lplC(i)
{(Crk +DBk(Crk))} (3.40)
where DBj(Crk) is given by (3.39) with the observation that the number of shared
resource accesses that are issued by Jk are limited to one runnable, i.e. n
G
rk
(remember
that according to the system model in Section 3.9.1 nGk = k · nGrk).
Since on any core only one task can execute at a time, only one of the three blocking
scenarios due to lower priority local tasks can actually occur. Therefore the maximum
possible impact of lpl tasks is given by the maximum value of the three blocking time
values in (3.37), (3.38) and (3.40). Thus, the local blocking time LBi(wi(q)) of a task
τi due to any of the lpl tasks is given by:
LBi(wi(q)) = max
{
LBPi , LB
NP
i , LB
C
i
}
(3.41)
5. Overall Blocking Time in AUTOSAR conform Multi-Core ECUs. The
worst-case blocking time BTi(wi(q)) that a task τi can encounter in a time window wi(q)
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is given by the sum of the direct blocking time (given by (3.31) in case of m > 2 or
by (3.32) in case m = 2) the indirect blocking time (given by (3.33) in case of m > 2
or by (3.34) in case m = 2), the blocking time due to cancelled and re-initiated
requests (given by (3.35) in case of m > 2 or by (3.36) in case m = 2) and the local
blocking time LBi(wi(q)) in (3.41):
BTi(wi(q)) =
{
DBMCi (wi(q)) + IB
MC
i (wi(q)) + CRB
MC
i (wi(q)) + LBi(wi(q)); m > 2
DBDCi (wi(q)) + IB
DC
i (wi(q)) + CRB
DC
i (wi(q)) + LBi(wi(q)); m = 2
(3.42)
3.9.3 Response Time Analysis for Partitioned AUTOSAR Scheduling
In this section, we introduce a response-time analysis approach for tasks with arbitrary
activations and deadlines which share resources in AUTOSAR conform partitioned multi-
core systems. For this, we rely on the background provided by the analysis approaches for
multi-core preemptive and non-preemptive systems presented in Section 3.7.2 and 3.8.2,
respectively. The response-time analysis solutions for partitioned preemptive and non-
preemptive multi-core setups rely on single-core processor theory, which however can not
be directly applied. More exactly, two elements, the critical instant scenario (exemplified
in Figure 3.8 in Section 3.5.1) and therewith the computation of the maximum level-i
busy window, on which the classical response-time analysis procedure rely, have to be
revisited in case of multi-core systems with shared resources.
3.9.3.1 Critical Instant in AUTOSAR conform Multi-Core Systems
It is known that the use of global shared resources may lead to the suspension of tasks
which possibly defers the execution time of the tasks and thus counters the assumptions
regarding the critical instant scenario on which the classical response time analysis ap-
proach rely [116]. In Section 3.7.2 the critical instant scenario was revisited for multi-core
setups where shared resources are arbitrated according to the MPCP [116] policy and
applications are scheduled according to partitioned SPP scheduling. Correspondingly,
the computation of the maximum level-i busy windows and therewith of the worst-case
response times were adapted.
However, in Section 3.8.2 it was shown that the possible deferred execution of tasks
identified under MPCP shared resource arbitration and partitioned SPP scheduling does
not occur in case of AUTOSAR spinlock-based resource arbitration and partitioned
SPNP scheduling. This is actually ensured alone by the AUTOSAR shared resource
arbitration strategy which imposes that any job which has an outstanding request for
a shared resource is actively waiting for that resource without suspending itself. This
means that a task which is spinning does not allow lower priority local tasks execute,
fact that avoids the deferred execution issue [116].
Therefore, in case of AUTOSAR spinlock-based arbitration the classical critical in-
stant scenario remains valid. However, in comparison to the previous approaches that
address either preemptive or non-preemptive scheduling, the critical instant scenario
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under AUTOSAR OS depends on the different types of tasks, i.e. preemptive, non-
preemptive and cooperative, as follows:
Definition 3.2 A task τi on an AUTOSAR conform multi-core system with shared re-
sources experiences the critical instant scenario, which leads to the worst-case response
time, when it is released:
1. at the time moment just after a job Jj of a lower priority local task τj ∈ lpl(i)
has started its local execution and where Jj is the job that maximally delays the
execution of τi through either its non-preemptable execution or the critical sections
executed at a higher priority than τi, i.e. according to the local blocking time factor
in (3.41)
and
2. simultaneously with jobs of all higher priority local tasks in hpl(i).
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Figure 3.17: Critical instant example for task τ6 in the multi-core system in Figure 3.15.
An example of a critical instant for task τ6 in the multi-core system in Figure 3.15
is represented in Figure 3.17. There, task τ6 is activated at the same moment with the
higher priority tasks τ1 and τ4 just after the lower priority task τ9 started its execution
and locked the global resource GR3. According to the AUTOSAR specification (see
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Section 3.9.2) τ9 will disable all interrupts for the time it holds the global resource GR3
and thus it delays (blocks) the execution of all other tasks on Core 1. After τ9 releases
GR3 the higher priority tasks τ1 and τ4 can execute and their execution represents
preemption time for τ6. The terms DB in Figure 3.17 represent the direct blocking
times that different jobs running on Core 1 may experience when the requested GRs are
locked by jobs of the remote tasks. Thus, the direct blocking times of tasks τ1 and τ4
prolong the preemption time of task τ6. Finally, when τ6 starts executing it will run
until completion without any preemption by the hpl task τ4 (as this is in the same non-
preemptively scheduled group with τ6) even if τ6 will experience direct blocking through
remote tasks.
This example clearly highlights the individual influence of the core local scheduling
policy and of the shared resource arbitration policy. According to the spinlock-based
arbitration mechanism task τ4 could preempt the lower priority task τ6 when this per-
forms busy waiting. However, the non-preemptive execution of τ6 against τ4 is enforced
through their membership to the same (non-preemptive) group of tasks.
3.9.3.2 Derivation of the Maximum Level-i Busy Window
Similar to the analysis approaches in Section 3.7.2 and 3.8.2 the worst-case response
time of a task τi on an AUTOSAR conform multi-core system with shared resources is
given by the largest response time of any of the q (q = 1 . . . Qi, Qi ∈ N+) task activations
that lie within the maximum level-i busy window.
Assuming the critical instant scenario under partitioned AUTOSAR scheduling in a
multi-core setup, the maximum level-i busy window of a task τi consists not only of the
time intervals during which the tasks contributing to the busy window execute but also
of the time intervals these tasks are blocked and have to wait for the required GRs (see
Figure 3.17). According to the blocking time analysis introduced in Section 3.9.2 the
blocking time of a task in multi-core systems is a function of the window size during
which the task initiates requests to the required shared resources. Thus, the maximum
level-i busy window Li of a task τi in an AUTOSAR conform multi-core system can be
calculated with the following recurrence relation:
Ln+1i = BT i(L
n
i ) + η
+
i (L
n
i ) · Ci +
∑
∀τj∈hpl(i)
η+j (L
n
i ) · Cj (3.43)
where BTi(L
n
i ) represents the blocking time of task τi in the busy window L
n
i given by
(3.42); η+i (L
n
i ) · Ci represents the maximum workload of task τi in the busy window Lni
and η+j (L
n
i ) ·Cj represents the maximum workload of the tasks with higher priority than
τi in the busy window L
n
i .
Similar to (3.17) in Section 3.7.2 and (3.26) in Section 3.8.2 all components of (3.43)
grow monotonically with respect to the window size. This allows the iterative calculation
of a solution. The recurrence relation (3.43) starts with an initial value L0i = Ci, and
finishes when Ln+1i = L
n
i . (i.e. two consecutive iterations provide identical results).
The recurrence relation is guaranteed to converge if the resource utilization is less than
100%. Because in multi-core setups with spinlock-based shared resource arbitration the
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utilization of each individual core is a function not only of the tasks’ core execution
times but also of the blocking times, the iterative calculation has to be stopped if the
“effective” core utilization level (composed of the tasks’ core execution times and the
spinning times) exceeds 100% at some iteration point. In that case the task set is
considered unschedulable.
3.9.3.3 Derivation of the Worst-Case Response Times
To determine the WCRT of any task τi, it is necessary to calculate the response time
for all jobs which occur in the maximum level-i busy window, i.e. for each task instance
q (q = 1 . . . Qi, Qi ∈ N+) and Qi = η+i (Li)) with Li obtained with (3.43).
In comparison to previous work, which independently handled one scheduling policy
at once (i.e. either SPP or SPNP), the response time derivation in case of partitioned
AUTOSAR multi-core scheduling has to consider the different types of tasks that can
execute on a core. In what follows we introduce the equations for the response-time
analysis that covers all possible types of scheduling, i.e. preemptive, non-preemptive
and mixed-preemptive scheduling (see Section 3.9.1). Response time equations for fully
preemptive and non-preemptive partitioned multi-core scheduling were introduced in
Section 3.7.2 and 3.8.2 but will be briefly refined here in order to introduce specific re-
sponse time equations for the more complex case of mixed-preemptive scheduling under
partitioned AUTOSAR scheduling and spinlock-based shared resource arbitration.
1. Response-time procedure for preemptable tasks.
For any task τi that is fully preemptable, i.e. is not part of any group of tasks (e.g.
τ1, τ2 and τ10 in Figure 3.15), or if τi is the highest priority task in any group of tasks
(e.g. τ3, τ4 and τ7 in Figure 3.15) the WCRT is given by the largest response time of
any of the q (q = 1, . . . Qi, Qi ∈ N+) task activations that lie within the maximum busy
window wi(q) as follows (see also Section 3.7.2)
Ri = max
q=1...Qi
(wi(q)− δ−i (q)) (3.44)
where the busy window wi(q) of the q-th activation is obtained by iteratively solving:
wn+1i (q) =q · Ci +BTi(wni (q))
+
∑
∀τj∈hplP(i)
η+j (w
n
i (q)) · Cj
which can be rewritten as
wn+1i (q) =q · Ci + LBi(wni (q)) +DBi(wni (q)) + CRBi(wni (q))
+
∑
∀τj∈hplP(i)
(η+j (w
n
i (q)) · Cj + DB j(wni (q))) (3.45)
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Depending on the number of processor cores in the system, the direct blocking terms
DB are given by (3.31) or (3.32) and the blocking term CRB by (3.35) or (3.36). The
maximum workload due to higher priority local tasks is prolonged by the time these tasks
can be directly blocked by remote tasks. Capturing this effect with the sum over all tasks
in hplP (i) the indirect blocking time of task τi is implicitly considered. Furthermore, the
local blocking time, the direct blocking time and the blocking time due to re-initiated
cancelled requests of τi are added.
2. Response-time procedure for non-preemptable tasks. A task τi is fully
non-preemptable in case all tasks on τi’s host core are part of the same group of non-
cooperatively scheduled tasks or if τi is part of a non-preemptable group and there is
no other task with higher priority than τi which is not in τi’s group. These setups
are not covered in the system example in Figure 3.15, however, examples of fully non-
preemptable tasks would be τ3 and τ4 if τ1 and τ2 would not be mapped on Core 1 and
Core 2 or if they would be in the same group with τ3 and τ4.
The WCRT of a fully non-preemptable tasks is given by the largest response time of
any of the q (q = 1, . . . Qi, Qi ∈ N+) task activations that lie within the busy window
wi(q) as follows (see also Section 3.8.2):
Ri = max
q=1...Qi
(wi(q) + Ci − δ−i (q)) (3.46)
where the busy window wi(q) of the (q−1)-th activation (i.e the queueing delay of the
q-th activation) is computed with:
wn+1i (q) =(q − 1) · Ci + LBi(wni (q)) +DBi(wni (q))
+
∑
∀τj∈hplNP(i)
(η+j (w
n
i (q)) · Cj + DB j(wni (q))) (3.47)
The terms in (3.46) and (3.47) are similar to the ones introduced above for the analysis
of fully preemptable tasks, with the difference that the considered higher priority tasks
are in the set hplNP .
The main difference when handling preemptive and non-preemptive tasks is given
by the way the terms wi(q) and Ri are calculated. In case of fully preemptable tasks
wi(q) represents the level-i busy window, whereas in case of non-preemptable tasks wi(q)
represents the queueing delay. As already known from the single-processor and multipro-
cessor scheduling theory [42, 88] in order to obtain the response time of a task τi under
non-preemptive scheduling the core execution time Ci has to be added to the queueing
delay wi(q) - see (3.46) vs. (3.44). Furthermore, in case all tasks on a processor core
are non-preemptive, the blocking time CRBi due to re-initiated cancelled requests for
global resources is 0 and therefore omitted here - see (3.47) vs. (3.45).
3. Response-time procedure for mixed-preemptable tasks. In case of mixed-
preemptive tasks one has to jointly consider the maximum workload caused by the higher
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priority local tasks to which τi is both preemptable and non-preemptable. Furthermore,
one has to handle the cases where tasks in a group are non-preemptive or cooperative.
3.1 Tasks in a group are non-preemptable to each other. For the case tasks
in a group are configured as fully non-preemptable, the response time Ri is computed
with
Ri = max
q=1...Qi
(wi(q) + Ci − δ−i (q))
which is the same as (3.46). However, for the computation of wi(q) for the q-th activation
of a mixed-preemptable task τi we refine the equations above to cover the different types
of higher priority tasks as follows:
wn+1i (q) =(q − 1) · Ci
+LBi(w
n
i (q) + Ci) +DBi(w
n
i (q) + Ci) + CRBi(w
n
i (q) + Ci)
+
∑
∀τj∈hplP(i)
(η+j (w
n
i (q) + Ci) · Cj + DB j(wni (q) + Ci))
+
∑
∀τj∈hplNP(i)
(η+j (w
n
i (q)) · Cj + DB j(wni (q)))
(3.48)
The key idea when computing wi(q) for mixed-preemptable tasks is to differentiate
between the time intervals where task τi can be preempted and where not. Therefore,
the clauses in (3.48) compute: (i) the queueing delay of the q-th activation of task τi due
to its previously executed instances; (ii) the local blocking time, the direct blocking time
and the blocking time due to re-initiated cancelled requests in a time interval wi(q)+Ci,
i.e. we consider not only the blocking of the q−1 activations but also the blocking the q-
th activation will experience; (iii) the interference all activations, including the analyzed
one q, of task τi will experience due to the higher priority tasks that can preempt τi;
(iv) the interference all activations, up to the analyzed one, of task τi will experience
due to the higher priority tasks that cannot preempt τi. Similar to the classical SPNP
scheduling analysis (see also 3.9.3.3 - 2 above) the execution of the q-th activation is
considered in the response-time equation (3.46).
3.2 Tasks in a group are cooperative to each other. For the case tasks in a
group are configured as cooperative, the analysis procedure is similar to the one for fully
non-preemptable tasks inside a group, with the difference that instead of handling the
jobs Ji of the tasks in a group one has to consider the execution of their runnables ri.
More exactly, this means that for each activation q of a job Ji composed of Ki identical
runnables ri of size Cri we have q
′ = q ∗ Ki runnable instances. In other words, as
all runnables of a tasks are identical for each activation q of a job Ji one can consider
q′ = q∗Ki activations of a runnable. Inside a group the execution of runnables belonging
to different jobs are scheduled according to the SPNP scheduling. Thus, with the busy
window and response time equations we have to capture:
(i) the scheduling of runnables according to the group internal policy
(ii) the scheduling of jobs of higher priority tasks that are not in the group.
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Therefore, the worst-case response time R′i(q
′) of any of the q′ mixed-preemptable
runnables ri of a task τi is given by
R′i(q
′) = w′i(q
′) + Cri − δ−i (d
q′
Ki
e), ∀q ′ = 1 . . .Ki ∗Qi (3.49)
where δ−i (d q
′
Ki
e) actually captures the minimum distance relative to the activation q of
the analyzed task τi, i.e. δ
−
i (d q
′
Ki
e) = δ−(q), and w′i(q′) for the q′-th activation of a
mixed-preemptable runnable ri is computed with
w′ n+1i (q
′) =(q′ − 1) · Cri
+LBi(w
′ n
i (q
′) + Cri ) + DBi(w ′ ni (q
′) + Cri ) + CRBi(w ′ ni (q
′) + Cri )
+
∑
∀τj∈hplP(i)
(η+j (w
′ n
i (q
′) + Cri )·Cj + DBj (w ′ ni (q ′)+Cri ))
+
∑
∀τj∈hplC (i)
(η+j (w
′ n
i (q
′)) ·Kj ·Crj + DBj (w ′ ni (q ′)))
(3.50)
The key idea when computing w′i(q
′) for mixed-preemptable runnables is to differentiate
between the time intervals where a runnable ri of a task τi can be preempted and
where not. Therefore, the clauses in (3.50) compute: (i) the queueing delay of the
q′-th activation of runnable ri due to its previously executed runnable instances; (ii)
the local and direct blocking time and the blocking time due to re-initiated cancelled
requests in a time interval w′i(q
′)+Cri , i.e. we consider not only the blocking of the q ′−1
activations but also the blocking the q′-th activation will experience; (iii) the interference
all runnables ri, including the analyzed one q
′, will experience due to the higher priority
tasks that can preempt τi. Tasks τj ∈ hplP(i) that are not in the same group with τi
may preempt each runnable ri; (iv) the interference all runnables ri, up to the analyzed
one, will experience due to the higher priority runnables, i.e. runnables rj of tasks
τj ∈ hplC (i) that cannot preempt but delay runnables ri of τi. Similar to the classic
SPNP scheduling analysis (see also 3.9.3.3 - 2 and 3.9.3.3 - 3.1 above) the execution of
the q′-th runnable activation is considered in the response-time equation (3.49).
With equation (3.49) and (3.50) we obtain the response times for each of the q′
runnable activations of any task τi . As we are interested in the worst-case response-time
of the task τi, we have to consider the obtained response times for the last runnable of
each job Ji, i.e. runnable Ki. As there can be Qi jobs of the tasks τi in the busy window,
we have to consider the response times of Ki, 2 · Ki, . . . Qi · Ki. Thus, the worst-case
response time of a cooperatively scheduled task τi is given by:
Ri = max
q=1...Qi
R′i(q ·Ki)) = max
q′=1...Ki∗Qi
R′i(q
′)) (3.51)
with R′i obtained with (3.49).
Finally, if worst-case response time values Ri have been obtained for all the tasks in the
multi-core system, with (3.44) for preemptable tasks, with (3.46) for non-preemptable
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tasks and with (3.48) and (3.51) in case of mixed-preemptable tasks, the schedulability
test consists of checking whether the condition Ri ≤ Di holds for every task τi.
3.10 System-Level Analysis Integration
Section 2.3.1 introduced the general compositional system-level analysis procedure for
multi-core systems with shared resources and Section 2.3.2 established general conditions
for this to converge towards a fixed-point. Next, we address the integration of the
blocking- and response-time analyses, introduced across the previous sections of this
chapter, in the system-level analysis procedure and show that all analysis elements fulfill
the conditions of Corollary 2.2.
From Section 2.3.1 we know that the compositional system-level analysis procedure
consists of an iterative analysis flow (i) in which separate local component analyses (in
our case response-time analysis based on the busy-window technique per core and bus)
are interleaved with the propagation of event models and (ii) which is repeated until a
system-wide convergence. Furthermore, we know (see Section 2.3.1 and Section 3.5.2)
that in order to derive timing bounds of multi-core applications which share secondary
resources the local timing analysis procedures are extended with additional steps, namely
the shared resource load derivation, the blocking time analysis and finally the integration
of the derived blocking times in the worst-case response times (see also Figure 2.5).
The analysis elements introduced in this chapter for computing worst-case timing
bounds of partitioned multi-core setups are integrated in the compositional system-level
iterative analysis flow as follows:
1. Given a set of task activating event models η+ for each task in the system, a set
of shared resource access event models η˜+ is derived with equation (3.8) or (3.9).
2. Based on the shared resource access event models, the shared resource access delays
(i.e. the blocking times) are calculated for each task depending on the arbitration
strategy with:
• equation (3.16) in Section 3.7.1 for the MPCP arbitration strategy under SPP
core local scheduling;
• equation (3.23) in Section 3.8.1 for the MLP-NP arbitration strategy under
SPNP core local scheduling;
• equation (3.42) in Section 3.9.2 for the AUTOSAR spinlock-based resource
arbitration strategy under AUTOSAR conform core local scheduling.
3. The respective blocking times then become part of the response time analysis of
each task on each core, following:
• the equations in Section 3.7.2 for partitioned multi-core SPP scheduling;
• the equations in Section 3.8.2 (especially in 3.8.2.3) for partitioned multi-core
SPNP scheduling;
• the equations in Section 3.9.3 (especially in 3.9.3.3) for partitioned AUTOSAR
conform multi-core scheduling.
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Based on the obtained response time values updated output event models η
′
(see
Figure 2.5) can be derived e.g. by converting the results of (2.6) and (2.7) 24.
The process is repeated as long as any event model estimate has been refined. This
procedure is conceived to be appropriate not only for time-triggered task activations but
also for event driven task activations. In multi-core and multiprocessor systems tasks’
activations may be the result of other tasks finishing or data arriving over a bus such
that tasks’ activating event models may not initially. In such cases the compositional
analysis approach starts with initial estimates (i.e. starting point generation) which are
refined through iteration [119, 121, 64].
However, the system-level analysis procedure faces additional challenges when applied
to multi-core systems with shared resources. These are given by the various mutual
dependencies between the task activating event models η+, the shared resource delays
η˜+, and the task response times. More exactly, the response time Ri of a task τi on a
core is a function of the activating event model ηi. But, as can be observed from the
various equations in the previous sections - e.g. (3.43), (3.45), (3.47), (3.48), (3.50) and
(3.8) - and as illustrated in Figure 3.18 - the length of the busy windows and the tasks’
response times in multi-core systems with shared resources depend also on the delay
caused by the use of shared resources, i.e. the response time Ri is a function of blocking
time Bi. This delay in turn depends on the amount of traffic imposed on the shared
resources by other tasks on other processors η˜j (as can be seen in the blocking time
equations in Sections 3.7.1, 3.8.1 and 3.9.2), which in turn is a function of the respective
local load ηj . This translates into a dependency cycle between the local response time
analysis on the different cores, challenging the entire response time analysis procedure
for multi-core systems.
jη~Task τi  on core 1
iη~
jηiη iR jRiB jB
Task τj  on core 2
Figure 3.18: Dependencies in the response-time analysis procedure.
In order to avoid these dependencies, the shared resource request bound in (3.8) can
be replaced by the bound in (3.9) which is independent of the task’s response time, or
it can be computed through iteration (started with an initial value Rj = 0, ∀τj mapped
on remote cores) as long as all analysis parameters are monotonic (or their sets form a
complete partial order CPO - see Section 2.3.2).
Furthermore, the response times of tasks in a multi-core system with voluntary suspen-
sion (as handled in Section 3.7.2) can not be calculated in an arbitrary sequence, because
24Remember that the functions η and δ are pseudo-inverse to each other (see Figure 2.1).
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(3.19) requires the knowledge of the response times of higher priority local tasks. To
tackle this dependency the response times on each core can be calculated top-down,
starting with the highest-priority task.
The iterative system-level analysis procedure represents a fixed-point problem, which
can be solved only if the conditions of Corollary 2.2 are fulfilled for each local analysis
procedure and each analysis parameter. The conditions demand that the analysis func-
tions are order preserving with respect to their input parameters and that the set of the
analysis results forms a complete partial order.
Order Preservation on Complete Partially Ordered Sets.
The building blocks of the system-level analysis procedure are the local response-time
analyses (for SPP, SPNP and AUTOSAR conform scheduling) based on the busy window
approach [154]. Thus, the response-time and the busy window analysis functions for the
different scheduling policies considered in this thesis represent the central elements of
the system-level approach and must adhere to the conditions of Corollary 2.2.
Depending on the scheduling policy the response time Ri of a task τi and the maximum
busy window wi(q) of q activations of τi are given by equations:
• (3.18) and (3.19) for static-priority preemptive scheduling and suspension based
shared resource arbitration;
• (3.27) and (3.28) for static-priority non-preemptive scheduling and spinlock-based
shared resource arbitration;
• (3.44) and (3.45) for AUTOSAR conform preemptive scheduling, (3.46) and (3.47)
for AUTOSAR conform non-preemptive scheduling and (3.46), (3.48), (3.49) and
(3.50) for AUTOSAR conform mixed-preemptive scheduling, all these under
AUTOSAR conform spinlock-based shared resource arbitration.
In what follows, we won’t address all these equations, but exemplary focus on the
analysis equations for SPP scheduling and suspension based blocking according to the
MPCP algorithm in Section 3.7.2. Due to similarities between the analysis procedures
the general argumentation provided next applies also for the other algorithms provided
in this chapter.
Theorem 3.1 The response-time analysis and the busy window analysis of tasks sched-
uled under partitioned multiprocessor static-priority preemptive scheduling which share
secondary resources according to the MPCP strategy is order preserving.
Proof: We have to show that for each analysis state achieved by iteration the response
time analysis delivers increasing worst-case response time values. More exactly, we have
to show that for two successive parametrizations j and j + 1 of the event model EMi
associated to task τi (see Definition 2.7 and (2.9) and (2.10)), i.e. for the event model
estimate EM ji of task τi in the analysis state asj and the event model estimate EM
j+1
i
of task τi in a successive analysis state asj+1 we have:
EM ji ≤ EM j+1i ⇒ Ri(EM ji ) ≤ Ri(EM j+1i )
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Under static priority preemptive scheduling and MPCP conform suspension based
blocking, the worst-case response time of a task τi is given by the largest response time
of any of the q (q = 1 . . . Qi, Qi ∈ N+) task activations that lie within the maximum
busy window wi(q) according to (3.18) which is:
Ri = max
q=1...Qi
(wi(q)− δ−i (q)) (1)
and (3.19) which is:
wi(q) = q · Ci +
∑
∀τj∈hpl(i)
η+j (wi(q) +Rj) · Cj +BTi(wi(q)) (2)
The relation ≤ between two event model estimates have to be read with “more
generic”, which means “no less events in any time interval” [130]. Formally, an event
model EM ji of a task τi is more generic than another EM
j+1
i , if
EM ji ≤ EM j+1i ⇒
∀q : δj,−i (q) ≥ δj+1,−i (q)⇒ ∀ ∆t ≥ 0 : ηj,+i (∆t) ≤ η+,j+1i (∆t) (3)
which means that whereas the minimum distances between any q task activations
may only decrease or remain unchanged the maximum number of task activations may
only increase or remain unchanged. The order on event model estimates was proved in
Chapter 3 in [142].
From (3) we know that δ−i (q) in relation (1) above may only decrease or remain
unchanged, thus, in order for the response time function (1) to be order preserving we
need to prove that the busy window function in relation (2) above is order preserving.
(2) is order preserving if all its elements are order preserving with respect to the
analysis states. As the addition and multiplication operators are order preserving, we
need to show that each individual factor in (2) is order preserving:
• The first factor q ·Ci captures the task own execution during the investigated time
interval and is composed of the constant factor Ci and the number of considered
task activations q which can only increase or remain unchanged.
• The second factor is a sum over all higher priority tasks mapped on the same
resource as τi which considers the function η
+ and the constant factor Cj . The
function η+j , which return the maximum number of events in a time interval,
remains order preserving if the response time Rj of the higher-priority tasks is
order preserving. As the response times on each local analysis are computed top
down, for the tasks with the highest priority the term Rj is omitted and for the
rest Rj will be order preserving if the response time function for the previously
analyzed tasks is order preserving.
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• The third factor BTi(wi(q)) in (2) corresponds to (3.16), each blocking term of
(3.16) being a function of the load η˜+j (wi(q)) imposed by other tasks τj in the
system on the shared resources and of other parameters. These parameters are
either constant, such as the size of the critical sections ωLRj , ω
GR
j or the number of
shared resource accesses per task instance nGi , or are order preserving such that the
number of considered task activations q. Thus, the blocking time analysis is order
preserving if the shared resource request bound function η˜+j is order preserving.
This however, is inherent to (3.8) where a specific event model estimate η+ is scaled
by a constant factor or (3.9) where the number of issued shared resource requests
increases with the size of the investigated time window, which is always divided
by the constant factor dsrr.
As all individual factors on the right hand side of (2) are order preserving the busy
window analysis function is order preserving. Therewith, all functions of the local re-
sponse time analysis procedure are order preserving and all their input parameters are
either constant or become more generic with each iteration, i.e. form a complete partial
order set. Theorem 3.1 follows. 
As all elements (i.e. functions and parameters) of the analysis procedures for SPNP
scheduling and AUTOSAR conform scheduling are similar to those of the analysis for
SPP scheduling handled above, the argumentation in Theorem 3.1 holds for all of them.
Corollary 3.2 The response-time analyses and the busy window analyses of tasks sched-
uled under static-priority preemptive, static-priority non-preemptive and mixed-preemptive
scheduling as introduced in Section 3.7.2, 3.8.2 and 3.9.3 are order preserving and the
set of each input parameter forms a complete partial order.
Based on this knowledge we can conclude that the two conditions of Corollary 2.2
are fulfilled for all components of the system-level analysis procedure (i.e. for the local
analysis functions) and therewith for the global analysis function itself (according to
Corollary 2.1).
Given the order-preservingness of the extended system-level analysis procedure the
analysis will either converge (i.e. all task activating event models η+ and all shared
resource request bounds η˜+ have not changed after an iteration and lead to identical
response-time analysis results) towards a fixed point, which represent a conservative
solution, or the event model estimates grow to infinity, in which case the analysis will
be stopped as soon as a real-time constraint (e.g. deadline of a task) is violated.
3.11 Experimental evaluation
In this section we present the evaluation of the analysis approaches introduced in the
previous sections of this chapter and show their applicability to different multi-core
use-cases. For evaluation we mainly consider the multi-core setup in Figure 3.1b).
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3.11.1 Evaluation of Multi-Core Setups under Partitioned SPP Scheduling
and MPCP Shared Resource Arbitration
3.11.1.1 Benefits of using an enhanced Model for the Shared Resource Load
Derivation
In a first experiment we compare our response-time analysis method introduced in Sec-
tion 3.7 with the analysis presented in [116]. As the cited method is only applicable to
periodic systems, we assume that all tasks in the system in Figure 3.1 are stimulated
periodically with the parameters given in Table 3.2.
Table 3.2: Particular configuration of the parameters for the system in Figure 3.1b under
partitioned SPP scheduling and MPCP shared resource arbitration.
Mapping Task Event Priority Period Core Execution Global Resource Local Resource
Name Stream Ti (ms) Time Ci (ms) Accesses n
G
i ∗ ωGi Accesses nLi ∗ ωLi
Core 1 τ1 η1 1 500 [30,30] 1 * 2 to GR1 1 * 2 to LR1
Core 1 τ3 η3 3 1000 [500,500] 9 * 2 to GR2 1 * 2 to LR1
Core 2 τ4 η4 4 75 [30,30] 2 * 2 to GR1 1 * 2 to LR2
Core 2 τ6 η6 6 150 [10,10] 1 * 2 to GR2 1 * 2 to LR2
Core 3 τ2 η2 2 90 [10,10] 1 * 2 to GR2 1 * 2 to LR3
Core 3 τ5 η5 5 1000 [20,20] 3 * 2 to GR2 1 * 2 to LR3
1 * 2 to GR1
For this particular setup, which was manually determined, both analysis approaches
deliver the same worst-case response times for all tasks in the system, e.g. as illustrated
in Figure 3.19 WCRT (τ4) = 64ms, WCRT (τ5) = 108ms and WCRT (τ6) = 130ms.
This is not the case anymore when we take advantage of the improved shared resource
models. To investigate the benefit, we assume that task τ3 performs some local compu-
tation between the shared resource requests. Thus, the shared resource request bound
of τ3 considers that requests initiated by τ3 for shared resources, which represent direct
remote blocking of tasks τ5 and τ6, are separated by a minimum distance of dsrr. This
is captured by the function η˜3(∆t) = d∆t/dsrre (see (3.9)). The larger this distance
becomes, the lower is the load imposed on the shared resource. Figure 3.19a and 3.19b
show that the reduced load allows task τ5 and τ6 on the other processor to finish faster,
because less shared resource accesses by τ3 can fall into the response time of task τ5
and τ6. Indirectly, the faster execution draws less local interference on the individual
cores, causing an additional benefit not only for the response time of task τ5 and τ6 but,
as illustrated in Figure 3.19c, also for the response time of τ4. With increasing request
distances, the benefit of using our approach increases, being for dsrr = 46 around 43%
more accurate in case of task τ5, 34% in case of task τ6 and 29% in case of task τ4.
3.11.1.2 Response-Time Analysis applied to randomly generated Multi-Core Setups
In this set of experiments we demonstrate the applicability of the approach presented in
Section 3.7 by analysing the timing behavior of a set of pseudo-randomly generated test
cases for the multi-core system in Figure 3.1b.
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Figure 3.19: Benefit of using the minimum distance between requests dsrr in the shared
resource request derivation on the tasks’ worst-case response times:
- “classic” - response times obtained with the analysis in [116]
- “improved” - response times obtained with the new analysis in Section 3.7.
Basic Configuration Parameters.
The activation period, the activation jitter, and the worst-case execution time (WCET)
per task are generated according to the UUnifast algorithm [19] as follows: the utilization
on each core is assumed to be Ucore = 50%; based on the assumed core utilization each
task on a core is assigned a random utilization Ui such that the sum of all task utiliza-
tions on that core equals the total core utilization (∀τi mapped on core :
∑
Ui = Ucore);
tasks’ activation periods Pi are generated randomly between 100ms and 1000ms; based
on the chosen periods the tasks WCETs Ci are assigned to match the task utilization Ui.
Furthermore, in order to deviate from the periodic assumptions, each task can be ran-
domly assigned an input jitter from the interval [0, 2 · Pi] (i.e. each task can potentially
be activated by a maximum burst of 3 simultaneous activations).
The number of critical sections per task is assumed to be constant 4 for all tasks
in the system. Thus, each task in the system Figure 3.1b is assumed to perform two
accesses to each local shared resource and two accesses to the global shared resources as
indicated in Table 3.3. Critical sections are considered not nestable. The size of each
critical section is generated as follows: the total size of critical sections per task instance
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Table 3.3: Accesses to the shared resources for the task in Figure 3.1b.
Task Accesses to Global Resources nGi ∗ ωGi Accesses to Local Resources nLi ∗ ωLi
τ1 2 to GR1 2 to LR1
τ3 2 to GR2 2 to LR1
τ4 2 to GR1 2 to LR2
τ6 2 to GR2 2 to LR2
τ2 2 to GR2 2 to LR3
τ5 1 to GR2 and 1 to GR1 2 to LR3
CStotal is generated randomly to be a percentage value x% (x ∈ N) of its WCET, i.e.
CStotal = x% · Ci, ∀τi; then, the total size of critical sections is equally split among the
maximum number of critical sections per task instance, in our case this being 4.
Evaluation.
In a first set of experiments we randomly generated system configurations for the multi-
core setup as follows. In a first step the activation period and the worst-case execution
time of each task were randomly generated as described above, whereas the activation
jitter was always considered 0 (i.e. we generated only periodic task activations). In the
second step, the total size of critical sections per task instance was iteratively varied
between x% = 1% . . . 25% (x ∈ N) of its WCET. The length of each individual critical
section of a task was obtained by equally splitting the total length of critical sections
among the maximum number of critical sections per task instance. The minimum dis-
tance between requests dsrr in (3.9) was set up to be dsrr = (Ci − ωGRi )/(nGi + nLi − 1)
25, i.e. accesses for shared resources are equally spread across Ci.
With this procedure we generated multiple test cases to which we applied the response-
time analysis method for partitioned SPP scheduling and MPCP shared resource arbi-
tration until we got 1000 schedulable configurations.
In the next set of experiments we generated and analyzed system configurations similar
to the ones in the first set, with the difference that for each test case we randomly assigned
an input jitter from the interval [0, 2 · Pi] to each task in the system.
Figure 3.20a and 3.20b depict the worst-case response times (WCRTs) depending on
the critical sections length for systems with strict periodic tasks and for systems with
bursty task activations. For each task the average WCRT over the 1000 setups per
critical section length is given.
As expected, increasing the size of the critical sections led to increased blocking times
and thus to increased response time values. From the perspective of each task, the
increased critical sections length causes an increased delay not only on its own execution
but also on the execution of the lower and of the higher priority local tasks. These delays
are also parts of the tasks worst-case response times. As illustrated in Figure 3.20b in
case of bursty task activations there is an over-proportional growth of the WCRTs. The
growth is more evident for the tasks with the lowest priorities on each core, i.e. tasks
τ3, τ5 and τ6, these tasks being strongly affected by the bursty activations of the higher
25This is equivalent to the right hand size of equation (3.10). See also Figure 3.11b.
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Figure 3.20: Worst-case response time depending on the critical sections length for the
tasks in the system Figure 3.1b) under partitioned SPP scheduling and
MPCP shared resource arbitration.
priority local tasks. Depending on the tasks deadlines such an increase may eventually
lead to deadline misses.
3.11.2 Evaluation of Multi-Core Setups under Partitioned SPNP Scheduling
and MLP-NP Shared Resource Arbitration
3.11.2.1 Response-Time Analysis applied to randomly generated Multi-Core Setups
In this section we demonstrate the applicability of the analysis approach introduced in
Section 3.8 by analyzing the timing behavior of a set of pseudo-randomly generated test
cases for the multi-core system in Figure 3.1b under partitioned SPNP scheduling and
MLP-NP shared resource arbitration (see Section 3.8.1.1).
Basic Configuration Parameters.
The configuration of the system parameters was performed similar to Section 3.11.1.2.
The activation period, the activation jitter, and the worst-case execution time (WCET)
per task were generated according to the UUnifast algorithm [19]. The utilization on
each core was assumed 50%; each task on a core was assigned a random utilization that
all add to 50%; the periods of the tasks were generated randomly between 100ms and
1000ms and each task was randomly assigned an input jitter from the interval [0, 2 ·Pi];
based on the chosen periods the tasks’ worst-case execution times (WCETs) Ci were
calculated to match their utilizations.
However, the local shared resources were assumed this time as exclusively used by the
tasks mapped on the same core (this is the case under SPNP scheduling) and therefore
the time that tasks spend executing local critical sections was considered part of the
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WCETs. The number of global critical sections remained constant for all tasks, being
in this case 2. Therewith, we focused on the impact of the length of the global critical
sections on the timing behavior of the individual cores.
The minimum distance between requests dsrr (see (3.9)) of each task τi was set up to
be dsrr = (Ci − ωglobali ), i.e. tasks access the global shared resources at the beginning
and at the end of their WCETs Ci.
Evaluation.
We applied the response-time analysis method for partitioned SPNP scheduling and
MLP-NP shared resource arbitration to multiple test cases until we got 1000 schedulable
configurations for two setups namely, a) where tasks are activated strictly periodically
and b) for the case that tasks activations can experience a jitter. For each generated test
case the total length of the global critical sections per task instance was varied iteratively
from 1% to 25% of the WCET.
Figure 3.21a) and b) depicts the worst-case response times depending on the global
critical sections’ length for systems with strict periodic task activations and for systems
with bursty task activations. For each task the average WCRT over the 1000 setups per
critical section length is given.
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Figure 3.21: Worst-case response time depending on the critical sections length for the
tasks in the system Figure 3.1b) under partitioned SPNP scheduling and
MLP-NP shared resource arbitration.
As can be seen in the diagrams of Figure 3.21, the results of these evaluations confirm
the ones in Figure 3.20. Also in this case, increasing the size of the critical sections led
to increased blocking times and thus to increased response time values, the impact of
non-preemptive scheduling and blocking being significant for all tasks in the system. The
over-proportional growth of the WCRTs in case of bursty task activations is in this case
even more obvious for the lowest priority tasks in the system, i.e. τ5 and τ6. These are
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strongly affected by the bursty activations of the higher priority local tasks. Depending
on the tasks’ deadlines such an increase may eventually lead to deadline misses.
3.11.2.2 Invidual Contribution of different Factors to the WCRTs and Impact of
Non-Preemptive Blocking on the Processor Core Utilization
In order to highlight the individual contribution of different factors to the tasks worst-
case response times we provide in Figure 3.22a) the results for one particular test case
configuration (see Table 3.4) and the critical sections setups for 5%, 15%, and 25% of
the tasks WCETs.
Table 3.4: Particular configuration of the parameters for the system in Figure 3.1b under
partitioned SPNP scheduling and MLP-NP shared resource arbitration.
Mapping Task Priority Period Core Execution Global Resource CS
Name Ti (ms) Time Ci (ms) Accesses n
G
i ∗ ωGi 25% · Ci
Core 1 τ1 1 300 75 2 * 9.375 to GR1 18.75
Core 1 τ3 3 188 47 2 * 5.875 to GR2 11.75
Core 2 τ4 4 280 70 2 * 8.75 to GR1 17.5
Core 2 τ6 6 200 50 2 * 6.25 to GR2 12.5
Core 3 τ2 2 108 27 2 * 3.375 to GR2 6.75
Core 3 τ5 5 440 110 1 * 13.75 to GR1 27.5
1 * 13.75 to GR2
Figure 3.22: a) Worst-case response time of the individual tasks and b) utilization of the
individual cores depending on the critical sections length.
Worth to mention here is the influence of the blocking times on the cores’ utilization
levels. In case of non-preemptive scheduling the blocking times behave like an extension
of the tasks’ execution times and thus contribute to the core utilization. But the blocking
times of a task actually depend on the execution of other tasks mapped on other cores
using the same shared resources. This makes the core utilization a function of the critical
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section lengths of the other tasks on the other cores. As depicted in Figure 3.22b) the
“effective” utilization level of the cores increases with the length of the critical sections
being at least 10% higher than the core default utilization (i.e. 50%) when the length of
the critical sections is 5% of the tasks WCETs, and rising up to 96% in case of Core 2
when the critical sections are 25% of the tasks WCETs.
In single-core non-preemptive setups the influence of sharing resources could be ne-
glected due to the intrinsic behavior of the non-preemptive scheduler which avoids the
synchronization overhead due to resource sharing mechanisms (see Section 3.5.1). But,
when implementing non-preemptive scheduling on multi-core systems the effect of shar-
ing resources on the response times of the tasks and on the utilization levels of the
processor cores can not be neglected anymore. While in single-core implementations
non-preemptive scheduling policies are advantageous by reducing context switching cost
where response times are not critical, multi-core setups show an increased load which
threatens schedulability beyond deadline violations. This effect constrains the migration
of non-preemptive task sets from single-core to multi-core systems. As demonstrated in
this evaluation section, the analysis solution presented in Section 3.8 allows the deriva-
tion of task blocking and response times which can be used to guide the decisions of the
designers regarding the implementation and the mapping of real-time applications on
non-preemptively scheduled multi-core systems.
3.11.3 Evaluation of AUTOSAR conform Multi-Core Setups
In this section we present the evaluation of the analysis approach introduced in Sec-
tion 3.9 and show its applicability to AUTOSAR conform automotive multi-core sys-
tems. For evaluation we consider the analysis of the timing behavior of a set of pseudo-
generated test cases for two multi-core setups namely, the dual-core system in Figure 3.15
and the multi-core system in Figure 3.23.
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Figure 3.23: Multi-core ECU with tasks accessing local and global shared resources.
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Our goal is to investigate the timing behavior (i.e. response-times) of these two setups
under AUTOSAR spinlock-based synchronization mechanism in combination with differ-
ent AUTOSAR OS conform core local scheduling policies, namely: (i) fully preemptive
(FP), (ii) cooperative (Coop), iii) mixed-preemptive (MP) and (iv) fully non-preemptive
(FNP). Fully preemptive means that on each core there is no group of tasks and the
scheduling policy is static-priority preemptive. Cooperative corresponds to the setups
depicted in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.23 where tasks in each group are scheduled co-
operatively to each other (i.e. are preemptable at runnables border among each other
and everywhere preemptable for tasks with higher priorities which are not in the same
group). Mixed-preemptive corresponds to the setups depicted in Figure 3.15 and Fig-
ure 3.23 where tasks in each group are scheduled non-preemptively to each other and
preemptively to the other tasks. Finally, fully non-preemptive means that on each core
there is one group containing all tasks and the scheduling policy is static-priority non-
preemptive.
Basic Configuration Parameters.
Beside the number of cores, the difference between the two setups is given by the
mapping of tasks and therewith by the load on the individual cores. Thus, in both
setups we considered the same tasks with the same priorities, same number of equally
long runnables, accessed local and global shared resources and OSEK-group membership.
Table 3.5 summarizes the key configuration parameters of the tasks in the two system
setups.
Table 3.5: Particular configuration for the systems in Figure 3.15 and Figure 3.23
Task(1,2 OSEK Group GR Accesses LR Accesses Mapping(3
nGi / runnable n
L
i / runnable
τ1 - 2 to GR1 2 to LR1 Core1
τ2 - 2 to GR1 2 to LR2 Core2
τ3 with τ5, τ8 2 to GR2 2 to LR2 Core2
τ4 with τ6 2 to GR1 2 to LR3 Core1/Core3
τ5 with τ3, τ8 - 2 to LR2 Core2
τ6 with τ4 2 to GR2 2 to LR3 Core1/Core3
τ7 with τ9 2 to GR2 2 to LR1 Core1
τ8 with τ3, τ5 2 to GR3 - Core2
τ9 with τ7 2 to GR3 2 to LR1 Core1
τ10 - 2 to GR3 - Core2/Core3
(1 - Priority indicated by task index, lower index means higher priority.
(2 - Each task comprises three equally long runnables.
(3 - Load per Core is 75% in DC setup and 50% in MC setup.
Similar to Section 3.11.1.2 and 3.11.2.1, the activation period, the activation jitter, and
the worst-case execution time (WCET) per task were generated according to the UUni-
fast algorithm [19] as follows: the utilization on each core was assumed to be Ucore = 75%
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in the dual-core setup in Figure 3.15 and Ucore = 50% in the multi-core setup in Fig-
ure 3.23; based on the assumed core utilization each task on a core was assigned a
random utilization Ui such that the sum of all task utilizations on that core equals the
total core utilization (∀τi mapped on core :
∑
Ui = Ucore); tasks’ activation periods Pi
were generated randomly between 100ms and 1000ms; each task was randomly assigned
an input jitter from the interval [0, 2 ·Pi] (i.e. each task could potentially be activated by
a maximum burst of 3 simultaneous activations); based on the chosen periods the tasks
WCETs Ci were assigned to match the task utilization Ui. For each task, its WCET
was equally split among the three comprised runnables. The size of critical sections were
generated as will be described below for the individual experimental evaluations.
Experiment 1. For the first evaluation we randomly generated system configuration
for the dual-core (DC) and multi-core (MC) setups as follows. In a first step the acti-
vation period, the activation jitter, and the worst-case execution time of each task and
each runnable was generated as described above. In the second step, the size of each
critical section was generated as follows: the total size of critical sections per task CStotal
was generated randomly to be a percentage value x% (x ∈ N) between 1% and 90% of
the shortest WCETs among all tasks in the system, i.e. CStotal = x% · min(Ci),∀τi;
then, the total size of critical sections was equally split among the maximum number
of critical sections per task instance, in our system setup in Table 3.5 this being 12
(three runnables with maximum four critical sections per runnable). Thus, the size
of each critical section of each task τi was randomly obtained with ω
GR
i = ω
LR
i =
x% ·min(Cj)/(3 ·max(nGk +nLk )), where the different indices i, j, k indicate the fact that
for a certain system configuration the size of the critical sections potentially depends on
the parameters of other tasks in the system 26. In this way we ensure that the sum of
the critical sections per runnable never exceeds the size Cri of the runnable.
The minimum distance between requests dsrr in (3.9) was applied at runnable level,
i.e. for each runnable dsrr was set up to be dsrr = (Cri − ωGRi )/(nGi + nLi − 1), i.e.
accesses for shared resources are equally spread across Cri .
With this procedure we generated system parameters until we got 5000 schedula-
ble system configurations in the dual-core (DC) and multi-core (MC) setups, each un-
der fully preemptive (FP), cooperative (Coop), mixed-preemptive (MP) and fully non-
preemptive (FNP) AUTOSAR OS. The worst-case response times (WCRTs) of the tasks,
parametrized randomly as discussed above, are illustrated in Figure 3.24a) to f). The
WCRTs are given as mean values over the 5000 configurations.
The first aspect that can be observed when looking at the obtained analysis results
in Figure 3.24a) to f) is that the distribution of the load across multiple cores generally
leads to lower task WCRTs, i.e. task WCRTs in the multi-core setup are in general
lower when compared to the WCRTs in the dual-core setup. The only exception can
be observed in case of the highest priority task τ1 on Core 1 which, in the multi-core
26Example for τ5: Assume C5 = 11, x = 10%, min(Cj) = C8 = 10ms and 3 · max(nGk + nLk ) =
3 · (nG1 + nL1 ) = 3 · 4 = 12. Thus, ωGRi = ωLRi = 0.083ms, ∀τi and therewith ωGR5 = ωLR5 = 0.083ms.
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Figure 3.24: WCRTs under fully preemptive (FP), cooperative (Coop), mixed-
preemptive (MP) and fully non-preemptive (FNP) scheduling for randomly
generated parameter for the dual-core (DC) and multi-core (MC) setups in
Fig 3.15 and Figure 3.23.
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setup under FP, Coop and MP scheduling, experiences slightly increased WCRTs (see
Figure 3.24c), d) and e)). This is not a surprising result. In the multi-core setup, task
τ1 is additionally directly blocked by the remote task τ4, in comparison to the dual-core
setup where τ4 was a lower priority local task. As τ1 has the highest priority in the system
and is not part of any group under FP, Coop and MP scheduling it is less influenced by
the core local scheduling policy, but more by the blocking effects. However, under FNP
scheduling, the core local scheduling effects dominate the blocking effects and thus the
WCRT of τ1 in the multi-core setup is lower than in the dual-core setup
These aspects, observed for task τ1, do not occur for task τ2, the highest priority task
on Core 2. For task τ2, independent of setup, task τ4 is always a directly blocking remote
task and thus, τ2 generally takes advantage of the reduced core load in the multi-core
setup. For the rest of the tasks, independent on scheduling policy the multi-core setup
enables reduced WCRTs, the improvement going up to 65% for task τ10 and 67% for
task τ9 (see e.g. Figure 3.24f).
When comparing the scheduling policies in the dual-core and multi-core setups (see
Figure 3.24a and b), one can see that FNP is never the best system-wide option. Under
FP, Coop and MP scheduling, the WCRTs of the tasks with the highest priorities in
the system, i.e. τ1 and τ2, are just slightly varying. Being always able to preempt the
other tasks on their cores, the small differences between the FP, Coop and MP setups are
essentially given by the blocking times τ1 and τ2 experience under different combinations
of core local scheduling and regions with disabled interrupts (see Section 3.9.2.1) under
AUTOSAR spinlock-based arbitration.
For the tasks τ3, τ4, τ5, τ6, τ7, τ8 and τ9, which under Coop and MP scheduling are
clustered in groups and scheduled either cooperatively or non-preemptively to each other,
the impact of the core local scheduling policy can be clearly observed in Figure 3.24a and
b). For example, in both setups the WCRT of task τ4 under Coop and MP scheduling
increases in comparison to FP scheduling because of the non-preemptive regions of the
lower priority task τ6. Under Coop scheduling τ6 is preemptable to τ4 only at runnables
borders and under MP scheduling the execution of τ6 is completely non-preemptive to τ4.
Therefore, whereas the WCRTs of τ4 obviously increase under Coop and MP scheduling,
task τ6 takes advantage of the non-preemptive execution against τ4 in the sense that its
WCRT is lower or only slightly increases in comparison to the FP scheduling. The same
behavior can be observed for the group comprising the tasks τ7 and τ9 on Core 1 and
for the group comprising the tasks τ3, τ5 and τ8 on Core 2. Whereas the WCRTs of the
tasks τ3, τ5 and τ7 are clearly larger under Coop and MP scheduling in comparison to FP
scheduling, the WCRTs of the lower priority tasks τ8 and τ9 do not significantly change.
Finally, for task τ10, the lowest priority task in the system, the WCRTs in the four
investigated setups are just slightly varying, the differences being actually given by the
system-wide blocking scenarios and not by the core local scheduling policies.
From all these results, one can also see that on each core the WCRTs of the tasks are
raising while the priorities decrease, behavior that corresponds to the expectations of
the automotive priority based design.
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Experiment 2. In a next experiment we generated configurations similar to exper-
iment 1, with the difference that for each test case we varied the length of the critical
sections from 1% to 25% of the tasks’ worst-case execution times (WCET). This means
that we didn’t search for the shortest WCET but for each task τi we individually gen-
erated the size of critical sections depending on its randomly generated WCET Ci. We
applied the response-time analysis methods to multiple test cases until we got 1000
schedulable configurations 27 for the dual-core (DC) and multi-core (MC) setups, each
under fully preemptive (FP), cooperative (Coop), mixed-preemptive (MP) and fully
non-preemptive (FNP) scheduling.
The eight diagrams in Figure 3.25 depict the worst-case response times (WCRTs) of
the tasks depending on the critical sections’ length for the DC and MC setups under the
four scheduling options. The WCRTs are given as mean values over 1000 configurations.
As expected, increasing the size of the critical sections led to increased blocking times
and thus to increased response time values. From the perspective of each task, the
increased critical sections length causes an increased delay not only on its own execution
but also on the execution of the lower and of the higher priority local tasks. These delays
are also parts of the tasks’ WCRTs.
As can be seen in the diagrams of Figure 3.25 the results of the second evaluation
confirm the results of the first one. This means, the tasks with the highest priorities, τ1
and τ2, are in general less influenced by the scheduling strategy and by the number of
cores, their WCRTs slightly increasing with the size of critical sections. The tasks with
intermediate priorities, i.e. τ3, τ4, τ5, τ6 and τ7, which under Coop and MP scheduling
are clustered in scheduling groups, experience lower WCRTs in the MC setups when
compared to the DC setups, their WCRTs linearly increasing with the size of critical
sections in all setups and under all scheduling policies. The tasks with the lowest prior-
ities on all cores, i.e. τ9 and τ10 in the DC setups and τ8, τ9 and τ10 in the MC setups,
are the most impacted tasks, their WCRTs significantly raising with the increase of the
critical sections size. Depending on the tasks’ deadlines such an increase may eventually
lead to deadline misses. However, similar to the other tasks, the lower priority tasks ex-
perience lower WCRTs in the MC setups in comparison to the DC setups. Once again,
FNP scheduling is never a good system-wide option.
The lower WCRTs obtained in the multi-core setups, in the first and the second
experiment, confirm the expected and the desired benefit of distributing the load across
multiple cores.
The tests (non-optimized code) for the first and the second experiments were per-
formed on an Intel Core i7-3517U 1.90 GHz CPU, 10GB RAM, 64bit Windows and took
in average 125ms for one analyzed configuration.
272 setups x 4 scheduling options x 25 CS setups x 1000 schedulable configurations means 200000
successfully analyzed system setups.
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Figure 3.25: WCRTs depending on the critical sections length in the dual-core (DC) and
multi-core (MC) setups under fully preemptive (FP), cooperative (Coop),
mixed-preemptive (MP) and fully non-preemptive (FNP) AUTOSAR
scheduling. (Note the difference between the scale range in case of DC and
MC analysis results).
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3.12 Summary
This chapter addressed the timing behavior of multi-core systems with shared resources.
First, key components of a safe synchronization algorithm for shared resources in multi-
core systems were discussed and the interdependence between design decisions regarding
task scheduling and shared resource arbitration was emphasized. These highlight the
fact that only a complete specification of the arbitration and scheduling policies enable
a reliable and predictable timing behavior of multi-core systems.
Further, novel worst-case blocking-time and response-time analysis methods for real-
time applications mapped on partitioned multi-core setups with shared resources were
proposed. These methods support different processor scheduling policies and shared
resource arbitration strategies, proposed by academia and industry, consider realistic
applications models with tasks that exhibit arbitrary activations and deadlines, and rely
on an enhanced model to capture the load imposed on shared units. More exactly, a
timing analysis solution was proposed first for partitioned multi-core setups where pro-
cessor cores are individually scheduled according to the static-priority preemptive (SPP)
policy and shared resources are arbitrated according to the Multiprocessor Priority Ceil-
ing Protocol (MPCP) [116]. In a next step, partitioned static priority non-preemptive
(SPNP) scheduling was addressed in the context of multi-core setups in combination
with a spinlock-based synchronization mechanisms and a corresponding timing analysis
approach was introduced. These two steps paved the way for a timing analysis method
that apply to automotive AUTOSAR conform multi-core processors. For such setups,
the combination of partitioned fixed-priority AUTOSAR OS scheduling, which spec-
ify preemptive, non-preemptive and cooperative core local scheduling, and lock-based
shared resource synchronization using the Priority Ceiling Protocol [100] for core lo-
cal shared resources and a spinlock-based arbitration mechanism for inter-core shared
resources [12] was handled.
In order to tackle the contention of tasks on the processor cores and on the shared
resources, the blocking-time and response-time analysis equations were integrated in
the iterative analysis procedure of the compositional system-level performance analysis
methodology discussed in Chapter 2. Section 3.10 showed that all analysis elements
comply with the conditions of the fixed-point theory regarding the convergence of it-
erative analysis procedures, fact that enables the calculation of conservative (i.e. safe)
analysis results. The experimental part demonstrates the applicability and usefulness of
the proposed analysis solutions.
Note that, following the principle “Cooperate on standards, compete on implementa-
tion” AUTOSAR mandates the availability of spinlocks for inter-core synchronization,
but doesn’t specify implementation details on the execution of conflicting critical sec-
tions. The order of granting the locks is one essential design decision for obtaining
predictable timing behavior. For the purpose of this thesis spinlocks were assumed as-
signed based on tasks priorities. This decision was taken to maintain the compatibility
with the state-of-the art priority based scheduling in the automotive design, however,
the proposed analysis framework is conceived to be adapted to other design decisions.
4 Timing Analysis of Multi-Mode
Applications on Multi-Core Systems
4.1 Introduction
Acting in an complex environment that consists of diverse physical elements (e.g. nat-
ural environment, infrastructure, transportation, telecommunication, energy systems)
and often of humans participants, many real-time embedded systems are required to
change their functionality over time and execute in different operational modes. Safety-
critical avionic and automotive control systems or multimedia smart devices, are just
few examples of real-time systems that may have to adapt their behavior during runtime
to changing conditions in the environment, to switch to an emergency state or to change
their resource usage. Such systems are called multi-mode systems and the applications
running on them are called multi-mode applications [118].
Besides the implicit need for an adaptive behavior of some real-time systems, another
important reason for implementing different operational modes is to save costs by in-
tegrating an increasing amount of applications on a reduced number of computational
resources. In this case multiple operational modes have to be defined and configured
to exclusively make use of the available resources in order to limit the maximum load
on the systems. An example, also from the automotive domain, are the driving mode
features (e.g. Economy Mode, Comfort Mode, Sport Mode, Offroad Mode) that are
implemented in current generation of passenger cars for example from BMW, Daimler
or VW 1. Changes between such operational modes are not the result of environmental
changes, but the result of explicit commands of the drivers. As switching between such
operational modes are occurring not only when the cars are standing but also while
driving, and because such switches imply simultaneous changes of multiple car param-
eters (e.g. steering, gearbox, accelerator and brake pedal, and engine parameters) the
transition between modes has to be realized in a safe and fast manner.
To properly handle mode transitions, operational modes and mode change protocols
which control the transition between the modes have to be defined. Each mode is
characterized by a different behavior and is associated with a specific set of tasks together
with its timing properties, e.g. task execution times, priorities and deadlines. During the
transition between modes, some tasks can be stopped or simply aborted, new tasks can be
activated or, in case there are multiple processing resources (i.e. processors), some tasks
can be migrated. Additionally, there can be tasks which are present in multiple modes
1When using the online car configurator on the car manufacturers website, such features can be iden-
tified as part of the default configurations or as an extra feature that can be selected by customers.
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and execute independent of the transition. The combined execution of all these types of
tasks might lead to an increased workload on the processors and therewith to potential
deadline misses of some task. Therefore, when a multi-mode system is part of a hard
real-time embedded system it is imperative to guarantee that timing constraints are not
violated at any moment of the systems execution, i.e. neither in the individual modes,
nor during the transition phases between modes [118, 65, 145, 89]. Consequently, it is
essential to provide designers of multi-mode real-time systems with appropriate methods
for the verification of timing constraints. In addition to the verification procedures, new
design solutions are required in order to enable fast (e.g. within few milliseconds) and
at the same time controlled and safe transitions between modes.
Furthermore, as highlighted in the previous chapters, multi-core architectures emerge
as the preferred platform for embedded real-time applications. For the automotive
domain, this trend is confirmed by the increasing offer of multi-core processor solu-
tions [66, 50] and by the AUTOSAR standard which introduced support for partitioned
multi-core OS [12]. In the meantime the AUTOSAR standard also introduced guide-
lines for mode management [10, 13]. Both can co-exist, so the problem of designing and
analyzing multi-mode systems has to be handled in the context of multi-core systems.
Appropriate mechanisms that jointly handle the (i) mode management, (ii) multi-core
scheduling and (iii) shared resource arbitration are required in order to ensure correct
system functionality. Consequently, proper timing analysis methods are needed for the
prediction of the timing behavior of multi-mode applications on multi-core systems.
Related work addressing one of the three topics, i.e. mode management, multi-core
scheduling and shared resource arbitration, is already available.
Several mode change protocols and dedicated timing analysis methods have been de-
veloped for handling mode transitions in multi-mode single-processor [139, 153, 103,
118, 145] and multi-processor systems [95, 161]. Most of the existing solutions consider
only applications without communicating tasks, i.e. assume only independent tasks and
neglect communication precedence relations between them. However, many real-time
systems are composed of multiple processors and accommodate distributed applications
which consist of multiple communicating tasks. The research presented in [65] showed
that in such systems, the initiation of a mode change has not only a local effect on one
processor but also impacts the timing of tasks executing on other processors. Transient
overload situations, caused by a mode change, can recurrently propagate as “waves”
between the components of a system (i.e. busses and processors) and thus challenge
the real-time behavior of the entire system. The common assumption of all existing
approaches, including the one developed in [65], is that a transition between two modes
can be initiated only when the system is running in a steady state corresponding to one
operational mode, i.e. the overlap of multiple mode changes is not allowed. However,
the duration of the transition phase, called “settling time of a mode change” or “mode
change transition latency”, has to be bounded in order to guarantee that a system has
reached a steady state after a mode change. Solving this problem is key in order to
enhance the predictability of real-time systems’ behavior, e.g. in the automotive and
avionics domain. Providing an analysis approach that can be used for computing upper
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bounds on the mode change transition latencies for distributed applications is therefore
one of the main contributions of this chapter.
With respect to timing analysis solutions for multi-core scheduling and shared re-
source arbitration, Chapter 3 highlighted a large amount of related work on these topics.
However, despite the practical relevance for real-life applications, none of the existing
solutions addresses the complex setup consisting of multi-mode applications that share
resources on multi-core systems. Therefore, the second main contribution of this chap-
ter consists of approaches for safely handling shared resources across mode changes in
multi-core setups and of corresponding timing analysis methods.
In what follows, Section 4.2 discusses related work on multi-mode systems. Section 4.3
introduces a general system and mode change model. Section 4.4 discusses challenges
in predicting the timing behavior of multi-mode distributed systems and introduces a
solution for bounding mode change settling times (i.e. mode change transition laten-
cies). Further, Section 4.5 presents approaches for handling shared resources across
mode changes in multi-core systems with shared resources and introduces corresponding
blocking-time and response-time analysis methods. Experiments introduced at the end
of Section 4.4 and 4.5 demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approaches.
4.2 Related Work
The problem of scheduling multi-mode systems and of analyzing their timing behavior
across mode changes has been addressed previously. A comprehensive survey of mode
change protocols and associated analysis methods is provided in [118].
In literature, the tasks executing in a multi-mode system are categorized depending
on their behavior when a Mode Change Request (MCR) occurs. Thus, there are: (i) old-
mode tasks, which are immediately aborted when a MCR occurs (ii) old-mode finished
or completed tasks, which are present in the old execution mode, but not in the new
one. In order to ensure data consistency or correctness of future executions these tasks
are allowed to finish their execution during the transition phase which follows the MCR;
(iii) new-mode or added tasks, which are either introduced for the first time after the
MCR or represent a modified version of old tasks, e.g tasks that change their parameters
- execution time or activating event model; (iv) unchanged tasks which are present in
both configurations and remain unchanged in their parameters in each operational mode
and during the transitions between them.
With respect to the way in which periodically activated unchanged tasks are executed
during transitions, two types of protocols were defined, namely: with periodicity, where
their activation pattern is preserved independent of the mode change in progress and
without periodicity where the perioridicity may be altered during the transitions.
Depending on whether new-mode and old-mode tasks may coexist during the transi-
tion phase which follows a MCR, mode change protocols are categorized in synchronous
protocols and asynchronous protocols. Synchronous protocols do not allow new mode
tasks to be released until all finished tasks have completed their last activation corre-
sponding to the old mode. In this way, synchronous protocols ensure isolation between
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the execution of mode specific functionalities. These protocols are generally simple and
do not require specific schedulability analysis for the transition phase. However, they
are not very prompt and delaying the start of the new mode tasks is not always suitable,
e.g. when switching to an emergency mode where new mode tasks must be performed
as soon as possible. Alternatively, asynchronous protocols overcome this limitation by
allowing new-mode tasks execute in parallel to the old-mode tasks. However, the overlap
of old and new mode tasks generates an increased workload during the transition phase
and can potentially lead to timing violations [104, 118, 65]. Therefore, asynchronous
protocols require specific schedulability analysis.
Note that the AUTOSAR specifications related to the mode management topic indi-
cate the support for synchronous as well as asynchronous mode change protocols [10, 13].
Corresponding to the different mode change protocols, several timing analysis solutions
were proposed starting 1989. In [139] an analysis approach is proposed for mode changes
on single-processor systems scheduled according to the rate-monotonic scheduling policy.
In [153], the authors show that the analysis in [139] is not sufficient, because the test may
pass a task set that is unschedulable. They improve the previous analysis and propose
a new one which considers deadline monotonic scheduling.
A new model for mode changes which avoids overload situations by considering off-
sets when performing mode transitions is introduced in [104] and [103]. However, an
algorithm for offset calculation is not provided. Another mode change protocol and an
algorithm for computing the offsets required to delay the initiation of mode transitions
in order to avoid overload situations is introduced in [118]. All these solutions are limited
to strictly periodic task activations. An analysis method for multi-mode single-processor
systems which consider fixed-priority and EDF scheduling and arbitrary task activation
patterns is presented in [145]. For systems that are initially proven not schedulable dur-
ing the transition phase, the approach in [145] derives offsets for delaying the start of
transition between two modes in order to make the system schedulable.
In [108] the authors introduce a framework for the compositional analysis of real-
time systems which execute multiple-mode applications concurrently under a hierarchi-
cal scheduling policy on a single processing resource. A semantic framework for the
specification and analysis of mode change protocols was presented in [107].
Mode changes in the context of hierarchical component-based design was addressed
in [159, 160]. [159] proposed a mode switch logic that ensures that multiple components
of a multi-mode system can perform a mode change in a synchronized and coordinated
manner such that the entire system is in a consistent state after switching modes. This
logic assumes that the execution of each component is immediately aborted when a
mode switch is triggered. This logic was extended in [160] to support for atomic compo-
nent execution, i.e. for systems where atomic components and atomic execution groups
(comprising multiple components) cannot be interrupted by a mode switch and have to
complete any ongoing execution before reconfiguration for the new mode. As a solution
to avoid conflicts between multiple mode change requests, the mode change logic can
discard a new MCR or delay it until the completion of an ongoing mode change. In
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order to do that the mode change timing is required. A very basic mode change timing
analysis was also proposed in [160]. This assumes the timing of each mode change step
represented by a known constant value (e.g. the transition time of each component) and
neglect issues related to scheduling and data transmission.
All related work mentioned above assumes only independent tasks or neglects commu-
nication precedence relations between them. However, many real-time systems provide
complex functionalities by accommodating distributed applications mapped across mul-
tiple processing units.
An approach for handling mode changes in the context of pre-runtime scheduling for
time-triggered distributed hard real-time system was presented in [48]. The approach
essentially supports mode changes at runtime by switching through a series of off-line
calculated transition schedules, that prepare for the new mode. In case of a mode change
requests, it is checked whether discontinuing the currently running schedule (old-mode
schedule) and immediately starting the transition is feasible, i.e. if stopping activities
of current (old) mode frees enough CPU-time for the activities related to the transition
schedule. If this is not the case, the mode change is performed after the old-mode sched-
ule has completed execution. The maximal delay is considered in the oﬄine construction
of the schedules [48].
Further solutions addressing the problem of mode changes in distributed real-time
system were presented in [103, 65, 144, 89]. The analysis approaches presented in [103]
do not consider communication precedence relations between tasks when reasoning about
the timing of the tasks during transition phases. Timing implications of mode changes
in distributed real-time systems with communicating tasks were discussed in [65, 144]
and [89]. Firstly, [65] proposed a method for computing the WCRTs of tasks during the
transition phases between two modes of a distributed system. Further [65] showed that in
case of distributed applications, the initiation of a mode change has not only a local effect
but also impacts the timing of tasks executing on other processors. The mode change
leads to a change in the execution and communication demand on a processor. As there
are tasks which communicate across the processors, the transient timing behavior of tasks
on a processor during the transition phase will propagate to the interconnected tasks and
will impact the timing of other processors. This transient effect, initiated on a processor
may occur on other processors long time after the mode change was performed. The main
issue is that most existing solutions, including the one in [65], assume that a mode change
requests can be served only when a system executes in a steady state corresponding
to one operational mode, however, without indicating when a system executes in a
steady state. Therefore, computing only the WCRTs in each individual mode and during
every transition between two modes is not enough. The duration of the transition
phases has to be computed and considered at design time. The latency of a mode
change for single-processor and distributed systems was addressed in [103], however,
without considering the recurrent effect of a mode change that occurs in setups where
tasks communicate across cores. [89] proposed the first analysis algorithm which gives
a maximum bound on each mode change transition latency of multi-mode distributed
applications thereby overcoming limitations of previous work. The contribution of [89]
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is subject of Section 4.4.
Mode change protocols and analysis solutions were proposed also for multiprocessor
platforms under global and partitioned multiprocessor scheduling. In [95] a synchronous
and an asynchronous mode-transition protocol without periodicity (i.e. does not con-
sider unchanged/mode-independent tasks) were introduced for identical multiprocessor
systems under global preemptive and fixed job-level priority scheduling. These protocols
were extended to uniform multiprocessor platforms in [162]. A mode-change protocol
and a corresponding analysis for multi-mode multiprocessor systems with periodicity
(i.e. considers mode-independent tasks) under global EDF scheduling was presented
in [94]. The problem of changing modes under multiprocessor partitioned EDF schedul-
ing on identical multiprocessor platforms was addressed in [57]. For such setups, two
methods were proposed for handling mode changes in the context of a synchronous mode
change protocol with periodicity. The first method consists in computing an oﬄine static
allocation of tasks on processors such that synchronous mode changes can be safely per-
formed. The second method proposes sufficient conditions for verifying whether online
task allocation leads to feasible schedules and satisfies task transition deadlines [57].
As in the case of single processor systems, related work on multi-mode multiprocessor
systems mainly assumes applications consisting of independent tasks, i.e. tasks which
don’t communicate or without precedence constraints between them. However, pro-
viding support for handling shared resources in multi-mode setups is essential for the
design process of real-life embedded real-time applications, as for example for the next
generation AUTOSAR conform automotive multi-mode multi-core applications 2.
The problem of sharing resources by multi-mode applications was studied in [139,
153, 118] but only for single-processor systems. For asynchronous mode change proto-
cols [118], where new mode tasks may interfere with old mode tasks, it was shown that
the classic Priority Ceiling Protocol (PCP) (in its original form or in the form of the
Immediate PCP) which is based on static task priorities and on a procedure of dynami-
cally adjusting shared resource priority ceilings, is not directly applicable [139, 153, 118]
and counter the safe system functionality.
The main issues concern the procedure of adjustment of the shared resources ceilings
across asynchronous mode changes [118] 3. When switching from an old operational
mode to a new operational mode as a consequence of a mode change request (MCR),
asynchronous mode change protocols allow new mode tasks to be released before all old
mode tasks have completed their last activation corresponding to the old mode. Depend-
ing on the tasks priorities and therewith on the share resource ceilings two problems can
occur: (1) if ceilings have to be raised but are adjusted too late then a new mode task
may inherit an old mode ceiling which is lower than the current task priority. This vio-
lates the ceiling based protocols, as ceilings must never be lower than the priority of any
2The AUTOSAR standard introduced independent guidelines for mode management [10, 13] or sharing
resources in multi-core setups [11].
3In case of synchronous mode change protocols, sharing resources does not introduce problems since
old-mode (finished) tasks and new-mode (added) tasks are executed separately and ceiling priorities
can be adjusted after finishing the old-mode tasks and starting the new-mode tasks [118].
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task using the resource; (2) if ceilings have to be lowered but are adjusted to early then
an old mode task may inherit the new mode lower priority ceiling. Thus, activations
of the old mode tasks, executed after the MCR, could experience increased blocking in
comparison to the activations executed before the MCR. Both situations invalidate the
blocking time analysis.
[139] proposed a set of strict rules to determine when new-mode tasks can be added
to the system and when ceiling priorities can be adjusted. The rules for raising and
lowering priority ceilings ensure that a task cannot be blocked more than once by a
lower priority task. However, these rules combined with the scheduling rules for starting
new-mode tasks reduce the overall system responsiveness to the mode change requests.
Furthermore, [153] showed that the protocol and the corresponding analysis in [139] are
insufficient and may allow unfeasible systems pass the schedulability analysis.
A general solution proposed in literature for avoiding the problem caused by the need
to dynamically adjusting ceiling priorities in single-processor systems is to define for
each semaphore which protects a shared resource one priority ceiling, called “ceiling of
ceilings”, which is valid for all operating modes [139, 153, 118]. Using this protocol, any
semaphore receives a priority ceiling equal to the highest priority of any task accessing it
before or after the mode change. As these priority ceilings remain unchanged through the
applications lifetime, the problem of dynamically adjusting them during mode changes is
avoided. The disadvantage of this solution is that it can easily lead to excessive blocking
times. By simultaneously considering all possible operational modes of a systems, the
ceiling priorities will be often set too high [139, 153, 118] for individual mode and thus
generate unnecessary blocking scenarios.
Although the problems and the mentioned solution for handling shared resources in
multi-mode setups are stated in the context of single-processor systems, they are also
valid for multi-mode multi-core systems. However, the complex setup consisting of multi-
mode applications that share resources when executing on multi-core systems was ne-
glected until recently. The need for appropriate mechanisms that jointly handle the (i)
mode management, (ii) multi-core scheduling and (iii) shared resource arbitration was
identified in [91] and [92]. To fill the existing gap, [92] proposed an approach for safely
handling inter-core and intra-core shared resources across asynchronous mode changes
and a corresponding blocking- and response-time analysis approach. The contribution
of [91] and [92] is subject of Section 4.5.
4.3 System and Mode Change Model
Relying on the general system model in Section 2.2 this section introduces model elements
of a multi-mode system which provide basis for the timing analysis solutions described
in the following sections of this chapter.
According to the general system model in Section 2.2 a real-time system is assumed
composed of a set of computation and communication tasks T = {τ1, . . . τn} which
are statically mapped and executed according to an arbitration strategy on a set of
processing (CPUs) and communication (Buses) platform elements (resources).
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Such a system may execute in different operational modes specified by a finite set
M = {M1,M2, . . .Mz} (z ∈ N). Each mode Mi ∈ M is characterized by a different
behavior and is associated with a specific set of tasks (a subset of T ) that are active in
that mode. The possible transitions between two modes in M are specified by a finite
set Φ = {ΦM2M1, . . . ,ΦMzMy}. A transition between two modes is initiated by a mode change
request (MCR) triggered by the environment or by system internal requirements. The
MCR is assumed as an global atomic event which may be triggered at any moment tMCR
during runtime. In order to exclude interference of multiple mode changes, a new MCR
can be served only if the system is not executing a transition between two modes as a
result of a previous MCR. The execution of a mode change as a consequence of the MCR
is controlled by a mode change protocol 4. In this thesis we focus on asynchronous mode
change protocols [118, 13] and consider during transitions the following types of tasks:
• finished tasks (denoted τiF ) whose jobs/instances activated before tMCR are al-
lowed to finish after the occurrence of the MCR;
• added tasks (denoted τiA), which are activated with an offset φτiA after the MCR
(i.e. at tMCR + φτiA) and thus execute only in the new mode. The offset φτiA is
assumed to be a constant value known for each added task τiA;
• unchanged tasks (denoted τiU ), which execute in both modes without any change
in parameters.
The first index associated to the task τiF , τiA or τiU stands for priority and the second
indicate its type, i.e. finished, added and unchanged, respectively.
For illustrative purpose consider the example in Figure 4.1, which depicts a multi-
mode distributed system in a steady mode M1, during the transition phase from the
(old) mode M1 to a (new) mode M2 and finally in the steady mode M2.
CPU1
τ1F
CPU2
τ5U
τ6Aτ2A
τ3A
τ4U
CPU3
τ7U
1 5
2
4
CPU1
τ1
CPU2
τ5
τ4
CPU3
τ7
1 5
4
CPU1 CPU2
τ5
τ6τ2
τ3
τ4
CPU3
τ7
5
2
4
tMCR
t
M1 M2
Transition 
between M1 and M2
tMCR + 
Figure 4.1: Distributed system performing a transition between two modes M1 and M2.
During the transition phase tasks of both modes execute on the system.
4For the purpose of this thesis, the overhead involved with the execution of the mode change protocols
is assumed negligible.
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The real-time system is assumed to be composed of three CPUs which accommodate
different applications depending on the operational mode. It is assumed that a mode
change request MCR occurs at time tMCR and imposes a mode change from M1 to M2
that consists in removing task τ1F from CPU1 and adding tasks τ2A, τ3A on CPU1, and
τ6A on CPU2. The rest of the tasks τ4U , τ5U and τ7U represent unchanged tasks and
execute independent of the mode change. Because the transition between M1 and M2
is controlled by an asynchronous mode change protocol all seven tasks can (during the
transition phase) simultaneously execute on the three CPUs of the system. It is further
assumed that after a time interval Ψ after tMCR task τ1F is not executing anymore on
CPU1 and the entire system executes in the steady mode M2.
For such a system we are interested in bounding the duration of the transition phase
and therewith in indicating the moment when the system reaches the steady state corre-
sponding to the targeted operational mode (i.e. M2). This is key for guaranteeing that
the system can safely initiate a further transition (e.g. from M2 to M3) without the risk
of overlapping with tasks on M1.
For the purpose of this chapter the arbitration on the processing units is assumed to
be performed according to the static-priority preemptive (SPP) policy. The tasks are
ordered according to their priority, where τ1 has the highest priority.
Each instance of a task τi, called a job and denoted with Ji, is activated by an event,
which can be either external (such as interrupts) as in case of tasks τ1, τ2, τ4 and τ5
in Figure 4.1, or the result of another task or bus communication being finished (in
which case there is a partial order between the possible task activations) as in case of
task τ3, τ6 and τ7. Tasks communicate via buffers. We assume that the task graph
which describes the functional and timing dependencies between tasks does not contain
cyclic dependencies. Functional dependencies are those dependencies given by the task
graph (i.e. along the communication paths) and non-functional dependencies are those
which arise from the local scheduling on a processor. As an example, a cyclic functional
dependency in the system in Figure 4.1 would occur in case task τ3A would trigger the
execution of task τ2A in addition to the external input. A cyclic timing dependency
would occur in case task τ2 and τ3 would change positions.
Corresponding to the timing model in Section 2.2.2 task activation patterns are ex-
pressed with event streams using the upper and lower event arrival function η+i (∆t)
and η−i (∆t) and the functions δ
+
i (n) and δ
−
i (n) which provide the maximum and the
minimum number of events that occur in an event stream during any time interval of
length ∆t (see Figure 2.1). Each job of a task τi is further characterized by its worst-case
execution time Ci and its (relative) deadline Di, which may be smaller, equal, or larger
than the distance to the successive activation. Jobs are executed in order, i.e. a new
activated job will not execute before the previous job finishes.
For simplifying the explanations in the next sections, in Figure 4.1 tasks executing on
the bus are not represented and will also not be further explicitly referred. However,
the analysis method we contribute next accounts for the mode change effect on the
communication medium whenever this is modelled similar to the processing units.
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4.4 Bounding Mode Change Transition Latencies for
Multi-Mode Real-Time Distributed Applications
4.4.1 The Mode Change Recurrent Effect: Problem Statement and
Analysis Concepts
For the following explanations we consider the multi-mode system example depicted
in Figure 4.1, where it is assumed that a mode change request (MCR) has imposed a
configuration change on CPU1 and CPU2. In order to reason about specific points in
time during the transition phase, we name the important points in time during a mode
change and introduce metrics over time starting at the corresponding MCR.
As an example, we focus on the timing behavior of task τ4U which has the lowest
priority on CPU1. Figure 4.2a) depicts worst-case response time (WCRT) diagrams,
which show the WCRT of tasks as a function of time after the temporal occurrence of
the MCR. The upper diagram illustrates the transition effect on the timing behavior of
task τ4U . From the moment when the added tasks τ2A and τ3A are released on CPU1, i.e.
at tMCR+φ, task τ4U will experience additional interference and its WCRT will increase
in comparison to the steady state before the MCR, i.e. WCRT τ4UM1 < WCRT
τ4U
Transition.
After task τ1F finishes its execution corresponding to the activations released in the
old mode it ceases to interfere the other lower priority local tasks, i.e. τ2A, τ3A and
τ4U . Thus, the WCRT of task τ4U will decrease in comparison to the transition phase
WCRT τ4UTransition ≥WCRT τ4UM2 .
The WCRT values WCRT τiM1 and WCRT
τi
M2 for all tasks τi executing in the mutual
exclusive execution modes M1 and M2 can be computed using existing analysis tech-
niques as for example proposed in [154] and [65]. The WCRT during one transition
phase, i.e. WCRT τiTransition, can also be computed by assuming a compound system that
includes all tasks executing in both operational modes, i.e. all unchanged, finished and
new tasks in M1 and M2, as it was proposed in [65].
For the purpose of this chapter it is assumed that for all the tasks in a multi-mode
system, the WCRT values for each individual mode and for each transition between two
modes have been computed and are lower than the tasks deadlines such that the system
is confirmed schedulable. Although this constitutes a conservative approximation of the
system’s behavior before, after and during the transition phase between two modes,
it does not constitute a feasible approach if multiple mode changes (i.e. transition
phases), for example from M1 to M2 and from M2 to M3, can overlap. In order to
safely initiate another transition (e.g. from M2 to M3) the system must execute in the
steady state corresponding to M2. If a MCR that triggers the transition to a mode M3
would be accepted before the previously initiated transition phase (i.e from M1 to M2)
is finished, all the tasks in the system shall meet their deadlines in case of a compound
system comprising tasks of three modes, e.g. M1, M2 and M3. However, as illustrated
with dashed line in Figure 4.2a), the WCRT of τ4U would increase due to additional
interference and thus τ4U could miss it’s deadline. Therefore, it is not enough to confirm
the system schedulable in each operational mode and during every transition between
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Figure 4.2: a) Illustration of a possible settling behavior for tasks τ4U and τ7U . b) Po-
tential mode change time line for τ4U and τ7U in the context of the system
transition latency.
two modes. The mode change transition latencies (i.e. the duration of the transition
phases) have to be also computed in order to provide real-time guarantees for multi-mode
real-time systems.
Similar to τ4U , the timing behavior of other tasks in the system is certainly changing
during the transition phase and will eventually settle at a time instant tisteady at which
the WCRTM2, corresponding to the new mode, can be safely assumed. As illustrated
in Figure 4.2a), although the MCR is assumed to be a system-wide event and thus it
marks a global point in time, timing effects may affect different tasks in the system for
a different amount of time defined as follows.
Definition 4.1 (Task transition latency ψi) The task transition latency ψi of a task
τi is the maximum time that passes from the initiation of a mode change at tMCR until
the moment in time tisteady when all transient effects caused by the mode change ceased
to affect the timing of this specific task.
In order to make a system-wide decision on when a new mode change may be started
without the risk of overlapping with the effects of a previous mode change, we do however
need to compute the system transition latency.
Definition 4.2 (System transition latency Ψ) The system transition latency Ψ is
the maximum time that passes from tMCR until a moment in time tsteady when all tran-
sient effects caused by the associated mode change ceased to affect the timing of all the
tasks in the system.
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Thus, the largest transition latency ψi of any of the tasks running in the system
represents the system transition latency
Ψ = max(ψi | ∀τi) (4.1)
and tsteady (tsteady = tMCR+Ψ) indicates the latest point in time after the initiation of
the mode change at tMCR when the entire system reaches the steady state corresponding
to the new mode.
The challenge of computing the system transition latency Ψ can be broken down to
computing the tasks transition latencies ψi. However, in distributed systems, the task
transition latency does not only depend on the tasks executing on the same processor but
also on the other tasks in the system. For the multi-mode system example in Figure 4.1,
when the mode change is initiated in the system, the execution of the finished task
τ1F may delay the execution of several jobs of task τ2A activated after the MCR. This
may lead to a transient overload situation which translates into a burst of events at
the output of task τ2A which then propagates to the input of task τ6A on CPU2 and
later to the input of task τ3A on CPU1. From the perspective of task τ4U , during the
transition phase its jobs are delayed initially by the higher priority tasks τ1F and τ2A.
This may lead to a burst of events at τ4U output which propagates to the input of τ7U
on CPU3. After τ1F completely finishes its execution and before the burst arrives at the
input of τ3A, task τ4U is only delayed by the execution of task τ2A which leads to a more
relaxed output pattern of task τ4U and therewith at the input of task τ7U . When the
burst of events arrives at the input of task τ3A, task τ4U will experience again increased
interference from the higher priority tasks, which also means a possible new burst of
activations at the input of τ7U .
Thus, in distributed systems the effect of a mode change, i.e the transient overload
caused by a MCR initiated at a time instant tMCR, may be recurrent, propagating as
waves through the system. This effect, propagating e.g. in form of burst of events, will
arrive at the input port of the interconnected tasks, and therewith at the processor on
which these tasks are mapped at a later time point which is defined as follows.
Definition 4.3 (Arrival of the mode change effect) The arrival of a mode change
effect at a resource indicates a moment in time relative to the initiation of a mode change
at tMCR when the effect of the mode change leads to a modification of the input activation
pattern of any task mapped on that resource.
For those resources (i.e individual CPUs or buses) on which the mode change imposes
a configuration change such that tasks are added, removed or both, the arrival of a mode
change effect coincides with the arrival of the MCR at time tMCR. However, as the effect
of a mode change propagates between the interconnected tasks, there are different and
eventually multiple arrivals of the mode change effect at the input of different tasks
mapped on the same or different resources - e.g. in the example above the effect of the
mode change will propagate twice to the input of τ7U even if on its host resource (i.e.
on CPU3) there is no change imposed.
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Therefore, for each task in a multi-mode system, the mode change timing has a local
(resource-level) and a global (system-level) aspect. The transition latency ψi of a task
τi, as defined in Definition 4.1, has two components, namely the latency of the mode
change effect propagated by other tasks in the system to the resource on which τi is
mapped, denoted with Γi, and the task local transition latency, denoted with γi.
Definition 4.4 (Task local transition latency γi) The task local transition latency
γi of a task τi is the maximum time that passes from the arrival of the mode change
effect at the resource on which τi is mapped until the latest moment in time when this
effect ceased to affect the timing of task τi on its local resource.
Definition 4.5 (Task mode change effect latency Γi) The mode change effect la-
tency Γi of a task τi is the maximum time that passes from the initiation of a mode
change at tMCR until the moment in time when the effect of the mode change arrives
for the last time at the resource on which τi is mapped.
In the considered system, the mode change effect latency Γ7U for task τ7U represents
the amount of time that passes from tMCR until the second burst of activations at τ4U
output propagates to the input of τ7U . A possible mode change time line for the tasks’
transition latencies is depicted in Figure 4.2b).
In order to find the overall transition latency ψi of each task τi corresponding to
Definition 4.1, one has to sum up the maximum local transition latencies γi and the
mode change effect latencies Γi
ψi = γi + Γi (4.2)
Thus, the problem of deriving the tasks transition latencies ψi, which is the main
aspect of the next section, maps to the problem of computing upper-bounds for the
parameters γi and Γi for all the tasks in the system. A solution for this is introduced in
what follows.
4.4.2 Analysis of Mode Change Transition Latencies
4.4.2.1 Derivation of task local transition latency γi
In order to derive the worst-case transition latency analysis for the mode change model
in Section 4.3 we rely on concepts used in the real-time scheduling theory.
For the calculation of the worst-case response time of a task τi scheduled on a single-
core processor according to the static priority preemptive policy, one can rely on the
busy window technique [78, 154]. In literature [154] (see also Definition 3.1) the busy
window of a task τi (called also level-i busy window) is defined as the time interval for
which a resource executes only tasks of priority greater than or equal to the priority of
task τi and during which the resource is never idle. As discussed in Section 3.5.1 the
maximum busy window of a task τi, denoted here with W
max
i , is obtained when jobs
of task τi are assumed starting at the critical instant i.e. together with jobs of all the
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higher priority local tasks. The maximum busy window of any task τi can be obtained
by iteratively solving equation
wn+1i (q) = q · Ci +
∑
∀τj∈hpl(i)
η+j (w
n
i (q)) · Cj (4.3)
where wni (q) is the maximum busy window of q activations of task τi with q = 1, . . . Qi
and Qi = min{q ≥ 1|wni (q) < δ−i (q+1)}, i.e. the iteration has to be continued as long as
new activations of τi arrive before the previous finish; Ci is the WCET of a job of τi; hpl(i)
is the set of higher priority local tasks with τi; η
+
j (w
n
i (q)) provides the maximum number
of jobs of tasks in hpl(i) in a time window of size wni (q). A solution for (4.3) can be
computed iteratively because all analysis components grow monotonically with respect
to the window size. This means, the busy window analysis for processing resources
scheduled according to static priority preemptive is order-preserving (see Theorem 3.1
and Corollary 3.2, which handles the more complex busy window equation that includes
the blocking time analysis). In each iteration, the maximum workload of all tasks with
priority higher than or equal to the priority of task τi is computed. Given the order-
preservingness of the busy-window analysis procedure, the iterative computation stops
either when two successive iterations provide identical values (wn+1i (q) = w
n
i (q)), or
when some threshold (real-time constraint) is exceeded [154]. Finally, if the iterative
calculation of (4.3) successfully finish, the maximum busy window we are interested in
for any task τi is given by:
Wmaxi = wi(Qi) (4.4)
When a MCR imposes a configuration change on a resource such that tasks are added,
removed or both, the equation for computing the maximum busy window has to be
adapted to consider the execution of finished and added tasks. A key challenge is to
identify, for each task τi under analysis, the worst-case scenario when the MCR shall
occur such that it certainly leads to the worst-case execution during the transition phase.
Theorem 1 in [65] states and proofs conditions for identifying the worst-case mode
change scenario (called also worst-case transition scenario) for a task τi on a single-core
processor under static-priority preemptive scheduling. For clarity, we take over Theorem
1 from [65]:
Theorem 4.1 The worst-case mode change scenario for a task τi on a single-core pro-
cessor is obtained when tMCR coincides with the activation instant of a finished higher
priority local task in the set hplF (i), all unchanged higher priority local tasks in the set
hplU (i) are released simultaneously with τi, i.e in the classical critical instant, and the
added higher priority local tasks in hplA(i) are arriving as early as possible after an offset
φ after the initiation of the MCR.
Three mode change scheduling examples for a task τi are depicted in Figure 4.3, 4.4
and 4.5 depending on the occurrence of the MCR.
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Figure 4.3: Scheduling example during a mode change where MCRi coincides with the
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The first scenario illustrated in Figure 4.3 considers the MCR occurring simultaneously
to the third activation of the finished task. This scenario depicts the worst-case mode
change scenario for task τi, where τi is delayed by all three activations of the higher
priority finished task, by two activations of the higher priority unchanged task and by
two activations of the higher priority added task.
In the second scenario it is assumed that the MCR coincides with the second activa-
tion of the finished task. As finished tasks are not activated after the MCR, the third
activation of the higher priority finished task does not delay τi. Furthermore, the acti-
vations of the higher priority added task are moved earlier in time (their activation is
relative to the MCR) fact that, combined with the reduced delay caused by the finished
task, leads to a shorter busy window and therewith a faster completion of τi’s execution.
In the third scenario, depicted in Figure 4.5, the arrival of the MCR is assumed to
be later than the third activation of the higher priority finished task. In this case τi is
delayed by all three activations of the finished task but as the activations of the added
task are moved later in time τi experiences a better scenario in comparison to Figure 4.3,
i.e τi is delayed only by the first activation of the added task.
According to Theorem 4.1 the MCR must be considered as coinciding with the acti-
vation instant of a finished higher priority task. However, there may be multiple higher
priority finished tasks and for each of these tasks there may be several possible activa-
tions (i.e. jobs) released at different moments, as for example t1, t2 and t3 in Figures 4.3
to 4.5 . Thus, one must identify all the time instances where the occurrence of the MCR
should be assumed in order to find the worst-case transition scenario.
The moments in time corresponding to the activations of the higher priority finished
tasks are relative to the occurrence of the MCR at tMCRi (see Figure 4.3). Let Xi be
the set of all possible time intervals xi relative to tMCRi which have to be investigated.
Note that xi essentially represents the transition busy window part before tMCRi. The
set Xi can be computed with Algorithm 1 presented in [65]. This is reproduced in the
following.
Algorithm 4.1 Calculate Xi for the analyzed task τi
1: calculate a busy window Li within the old mode scenario with a maximum workload of unchanged
and finished tasks
2: for all τjF ∈ hepF (i) do
3: /* hepF (i) = hplF (i)
⋃
τi, if τi is a finished task */
4: calculate η+jF (Li)
5: if η+jF (Li) ≥ 1 then
6: for n = 1 to η+jF (Li) do
7: add δ−jF (n) to Xi
8: end for
9: end if
10: end for
11: remove duplicates from Xi
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In the first line, Algorithm 4.1 calculates a busy window Li within the old mode
scenario with a maximum workload of unchanged and finished tasks. Li can be obtained
by iteratively solving the following equation 5:
Ln+1i =
∑
∀τjU∈hplU (i)
η+τjU (L
n
i ) · CjU +
∑
∀τjF∈hepF (i)
η+τjF (L
n
i ) · CjF (4.5)
Depending on its type, the analyzed task τi is either part of the set hepF (i) if itself
is a finished task, or not considered if it is an added of unchanged task. If τi is an
added task its execution is anyway not part of the old mode scenario and if τi is an
unchanged task its activations are assumed simultaneously released (in critical instant)
with all other higher priority unchanged tasks. Simply speaking, because for identifying
the worst-case transition busy window for a task τi we are interested in the number and
position of its higher priority finished tasks, we only need the maximum busy window
of the finished task which has the lowest priority among all finished tasks with priorities
above i. Those with priorities below i are not influencing the execution of τi across the
mode change. If such a task does not exist, the transition busy window is constructed
by starting at the classical critical instant scenario with the difference that added tasks
are assumed released with an offset relative to the critical instant.
Thus, equation 4.5 is similar to 4.3 with the difference that unchanged and finished
higher priority local tasks are explicitly captured by the different clauses. The first
clause in 4.5 captures the maximum workload of higher priority unchanged tasks from
hplU (i) during Li and the second clause calculates the maximum workload of higher
priority finished tasks from hepF (i) during Li. The calculation for 4.5 starts with an
initial value Li(0) = 0 and stops when two consecutive iterations provide identical values
(Ln+1i = L
n
i ), or when some threshold (e.g. a real-time constraint) is exceeded.
In the lines 2 to 10, for each finished task τF from hepF (i) (it is including τi if this
is a finished task), the Algorithm 1 calculates all possible values of xi that have to
be considered for constructing scenarios according to Theorem 4.1. This is done first
by calculating the maximum activation number η+jF (Li) of τjF within Li (line 4). For
each of these activations, the algorithm calculates its corresponding value of xi, i.e. the
minimum distance between the busy window start and the activation occurrence (line
7). This distance can be calculated using the minimum distance function defined in
Definition 2.3. Then, the calculated value is added to Xi. As different finished tasks
may be activated simultaneously leading to identical values of xi, the algorithm removes
in line 11 the duplicates from Xi.
Having calculated all possible values of xi, the busy window for τi have to be calculated
for each xi. The largest busy window obtained for any of the values xi represents the
task maximum busy window of a task τi during which a MCR occurs [65].
The maximum busy window of a task τi can be calculated by iteratively solving equa-
tion (4.6) if τi is an unchanged or finished task and equation (4.7) if τi is an added
5The iterative calculation is possible as all components of the busy window analysis for SPP scheduling
are order preserving - see the more complex setups covered by Theorem 3.1 and Corollary 3.2.
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task. The clauses in equation (4.6) and (4.7) consider the maximum workload due to
execution of unchanged, finished and added tasks with priority higher than or equal to
the priority of task τi.
wn+1i (q) = q · Ci +∑
∀τjU∈hplU (i)
η+τjU (w
n
i (q)) · CjU +∑
∀τjF∈hplF (i)
η+τjF (xi) · CjF +∑
∀τjA∈hplA(i)
η+τjA(w
n
i (q)− xi − φτjA)0 · CjA (4.6)
wn+1i (q) = min(q · Ci, η+i (wni (q)− xi − φi)0) +∑
∀τjU∈hplU (i)
η+τjU (w
n
i (q)) · CjU +∑
∀τjF∈hplF (i)
η+τjF (xi) · CjF +∑
∀τjA∈hplA(i)
η+τjA(w
n
i (q)− xi − φτjA)0 · CjA (4.7)
Equation (4.6) has to be used if the analyzed task τi is an unchanged (τiU ) or a finished
task (τiF ). The only difference between the calculation of the worst-case response-time
for finished and unchanged tasks with (4.6) is given by the termination of the iterative
calculation. When analyzing an unchanged task τiU the iteration is performed for all
jobs q = 1, . . . Qi with Qi = min{q ≥ 1|wni (q) < δ−i (q + 1)}. In other words, the
iteration has to be continued as long as new activations of τiU arrive before the previous
finish. For a finished task τiF one has to iterate only over those jobs of τiF which are
activated within xi, i.e. only for those jobs which are activated before the occurrence
of the MCR. This means the calculation is performed for all jobs q = 1, . . . Qi with
Qi = min{q ≥ 1|wni (q) < δ−i (q + 1) && q ≤ η+i (xi)}.
Equation (4.7) is similar to (4.6), but considers that the analysed task τi is an added
task which can not be activated before φi+xi time units after the start of the transition
busy window. The first clause in equation (4.7) indicates that, for large values of the
offset φi, task τi does not contribute to the busy window wi(q). The function η
+
τA
(wi(q)−
xi − φτA)0, which indicates the maximum number of higher priority added tasks that
can interfere with the execution of the analyzed task τi, represents a modified version of
the original upper event arrival function η+(∆t) and returns 0 if wi(q)− xi − φi < 0.
For each arrival of a mode change effect to a resource (see Definition 4.3), the maximum
busy window Wmaxi of any task τi in (4.4) is obtained:
(i) with (4.3) by assuming the classical critical instant scenario in case the mode change
effect only modifies the input activation pattern of the tasks without changing the set
of tasks executing on that resource and
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(ii) with (4.6) or (4.7) for all identified values xi with Algorithm 4.1 in case the mode
change effect is caused by a configuration change of the task set on that resource.
Relying on the busy windows characteristics mentioned above and proven in the lit-
erature [78, 154, 65], the maximum busy window Wmaxi of a task τi in a multi-mode
system represents the longest time interval required by jobs of this task to complete their
execution affected by the arrival of a mode change effect.
Theorem 4.2 For each arrival of a mode change effect, the local transition latency γi
of a task τi is upper bounded by the task maximum busy window computed for the con-
figuration of the input activation pattern of the tasks corresponding to the mode change
arrival.
γi ≤Wmaxi (4.8)
Proof: The proof follows by contradiction. Let’s assume there is a time interval W
(W > Wmaxi ) required by jobs of τi to finish their execution corresponding to the same
configuration of the tasks’ input activation pattern (given by event streams represented
by the functions η+(∆t)) as used when computing the maximum busy window Wmaxi .
This means, there is a time interval starting at a time instant other than the critical
instant or the worst-case mode change scenario, in which the workload of tasks of priority
greater than or equal to the priority of task τi is larger than the workload of the same
tasks computed in the maximum busy window. This contradicts the assumptions and
the definition of the maximum busy window. 
4.4.2.2 Computation of the system transition latency Ψ
In Section 4.4.2.1 we showed that the local transition latencies γi of any task τi is
upper-bounded by the maximum transition busy window - with (4.8) - computed under
the worst-case mode change assumptions for any input event models at the input of the
local tasks with τi. The computation of the worst-case transition busy windows in multi-
mode distributed systems with communicating tasks can be performed, for example, with
the compositional analysis methodology in [64], where task activating event models are
provided and iteratively refined during the worst-case system-level analysis procedure.
Having for all tasks on all processors the largest possible local transition latencies γi,
these can be used for computing the mode change effect latencies Γi and therewith the
transition latencies ψi with (4.9) and (4.10) as presented in Section 4.4.2.3.
Further, the system transition latency Ψ is upper-bounded by the largest task transi-
tion latency ψi of any task in the system with (4.1) and the latest moment in time when
the system definitely reaches the steady state corresponding to the new mode relative
to the occurrence of a MCR at tMCR is given by tsteady = tMCR + Ψ.
As an interesting result, the computation of the mode change effect latencies Γ can
not be mapped to the seemingly related problem of computing end-to-end delays as
presented for example in [152]. Besides the fact that existing end-to-end approaches were
not developed for multi-mode setups, they compute only the largest end-to-end delay
of one activation. As seen above the propagation of the mode change effect comprises
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multiple activations which can be captured only by the busy windows. Furthermore,
end-to-end approaches do not cover the effects that propagate through non-functional
dependencies. For example, when computing the end-to-end delay from task τ4 to τ7
in the timing dependency graph in Figure 4.6 the influence of τ6A’s execution on the
execution of tasks τ4 and τ7 is not captured.
4.4.2.3 Derivation of the mode change effect latency Γi
As discussed in Section 4.4.1, the recurrent effect of a mode change propagates through
a multi-mode system and affects the transition latency ψi of a task τi through the mode
change effect latency Γi (see Definition 4.1 and relation (4.2)). In other words, the
transition latency ψi of a task τi does not only depend on its worst-case execution and
worst-case interference on its local resource, i.e. γi, but also on the latency of the mode
change effect Γi propagated by other tasks, possibly mapped on other resources.
In order to derive the mode change effect latencies in multi-mode distributed systems,
we integrate the local resource-level (i.e processor) timing view into a global system-level
timing view. In Figure 4.6 we introduce a timing dependency graph which indicates the
functional and non-functional dependencies between the tasks in the system in Figure 4.1.
CPU1
CPU2
CPU1
τ1F
CPU2
τ5U
τ6Aτ2A
τ3A
τ4U
CPU3
τ7U
I1
I2
I3
I4
Bus
τ1F
τ5U
τ6A
τ2A
τ3A
τ4U τ7U
Non-functional 
dependency
Functional 
dependency
1F
2A
3A
4U
5U
6A
7U
3A
6A
7U
CPU1 CPU3
CPU2
Figure 4.6: Timing dependency graph for the system example in Figure 4.1.
The nodes of the graph correspond to the tasks in the system and the directed edges
represent functional and non-functional dependencies between tasks. Functional depen-
dencies are those dependencies given through the task graph and non-functional depen-
dencies are those which arise from the local scheduling on a processor. The direction of
the edges in Figure 4.6 indicates the direction of influence between the tasks. Remem-
ber that for the purpose of this paper, we don’t consider systems for which the timing
dependency graph contains cyclic dependencies.
The nodes of the graph in Figure 4.6 are annotated with the values γi corresponding
to the largest tasks local transition latencies obtained with (4.8) in Theorem 4.2 (i.e.
γi = W
max
i ). The edges which correspond to the functional dependencies between tasks
are annotated with the values Γi. These indicate that the effects of a mode change
propagate to the input ports of the functionally interconnected tasks. For each task in
the system, we are interested in upper bounding the time interval Γi which starts at
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tMCR. The end of the time interval Γi, will indicate the latest point in time after which
the mode change effect won’t be further propagated to the input port of a task by the
functionally interconnected tasks.
Thus, the activating task of a task τi, denoted with τ
p
i , which is the immediate pre-
decessor of task τi in the task graph (indicated with solid lines in Figure 4.6), will
propagate the mode change effect to the input of task τi (e.g. τ
p
6A = τ2A). For the
next explanations we denote with Thep(i) the set of tasks which contains task τi and
the other local tasks with priorities higher than the priority of τi. Further, we denote
with T phep(i) the set of tasks which are the immediate predecessors of tasks in Thep(i) in
the tasks graph. Tasks in T phep(i) have direct functional dependencies with the tasks in
Thep(i). For example, for task τ4U in the timing dependency graph in Figure 4.6 we have
Thep(4U) = {τ1F , τ2A, τ3A, τ4U} and T phep(4U) = {τ6A}.
Theorem 4.3 The only tasks that can propagate the effect of a mode change to the
input port of a task τi are the activating tasks of all tasks with priority higher than or
equal to the priority of task τi, this means tasks in T phep(i) .
Proof: In Section 4.4.2.1 it was proven that the local transition latency γi (i.e maxi-
mum transition busy window) of a task τi only depends on the execution of tasks with
priorities higher and equal to the priority of task τi, i.e. tasks in Thep(i). A modifica-
tion of the input activation pattern (given by the input event stream represented by the
functions η+(∆t)) of the tasks in Thep(i) will modify the local transition latency γi of
task τi. In case of communicating tasks, the inputs of tasks in Thep(i) are connected to
their immediate predecessors in the task graph, which are the tasks in T phep(i). 
Corollary 4.4 (Stopping condition for mode change effect propagation)
The mode change effect will not be further propagated to a task τi after the moment in
time when the mode change effect ceased to affect the timing of all the tasks that can
propagate this effect to task τi, i.e. the timing of all the tasks in T phep(i).
From Definition 4.1, the mode change effect ceases to affect the timing of a task τi at
the end of its transition latency ψi. Thus, the mode change effect latency Γi of a task τi
is a function of the transition latencies ψj of the tasks τj ∈ T phep(i) which can propagate
the effect of a mode change to the input of a task τi.
Theorem 4.5 The mode change effect latency Γi of a task τi is upper bounded by the
maximum task transition latency ψj over all tasks that can propagate the mode change
effect to the input port of a task τi, if any.
Γi ≤ max(ψj , 0),∀τj ∈ T phep(i) (4.9)
Proof: On one hand, if the set T phep(i) is not empty, the task transition latency ψj for
each task τj in this set has to be computed. The maximum of all transition latencies
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ψj indicates the latest moment in time relative to the initiation of a mode change at
tMCR when the timing of a task that can propagate the mode change effect ceased to be
affected. After this moment in time, none of the tasks in T phep(i) will further propagate
the effect to τi.
On the other hand, from Theorem 4.3 we know that if for any task τi there is no task
τj ∈ T phep(i), then the mode change effect does not propagate to τi and the mode change
effect latency Γi is 0. 
The problem of deriving upper bounds for the task transition latencies ψi of each
task τi in the system is recurrent, because ψi requires upper bounds of Γi which in
turn requires upper bounds of the task transition latencies ψj of the tasks τj ∈ T phep(i)
(Theorem 4.5). Thus, it has to be proven that the task transition latency ψ of each task
in the system is upper bounded by γ + Γ in (4.2).
Theorem 4.6 For each task τi in a multi-mode distributed system without cycles in the
timing dependency graph the task transition latency ψi is upper bounded by
ψi ≤ γi + Γi (4.10)
Proof: The proof is by contradiction and induction along the timing dependency
graph. Let’s assume for task τi there is a time interval ψ˜i such that ψ˜i > ψi. This means
(i) ∃ψ˜i : ψ˜i > ψi =⇒ ∃γ˜i, Γ˜i : γ˜i + Γ˜i > γi + Γi
From Theorem 4.2 we know there is no γ˜i > γi. Thus, the problem reduces to
(ii) Γ˜i > Γi
From Theorem 4.5, Γi ≤ max(ψj , 0), ∀τj ∈ T phep(i). By replacing Γi in (ii) we have
(iii) max(ψ˜j , 0) > max(ψj , 0),∀τj ∈ T phep(i)
This leads to the initial problem ψ˜j > ψj in (i) and further to (ii) Γ˜j > Γj , ∀τj ∈ T phep(i).
By applying Theorem 4.5 the problem follows along the dependency graph for each
task τj ∈ T phep(i) and further for each τk ∈ T phep(j) until a task τx, for which T phep(x) = ∅
such that Γx = 0. However, for any graph without cyclic dependencies ∃τx : T phep(x) = ∅
and thus Γ˜x = 0, from which
⇒ ∃τx : Γ˜x = Γx, which contradicts Γ˜x > Γx.
Having the tasks τx, for which Γ˜x = Γx = 0, as the base of induction, the inductive
steps follow for all the tasks along the dependency graph and contradict the assumption
Γ˜i > Γi for each task in the system
6. 
6This means that (4.9) and (4.2) are applied for all the nodes (i.e. tasks) that can be reached by
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4.4.2.4 Example of the analysis procedure
In this section we make use of the system example in Figure 4.1 with the timing de-
pendency graph in Figure 4.6 to describe the analysis procedure introduced above. We
focus on the analysis of task τ7U as this is the more complex case the analysis procedure
has to solve for this example.
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Figure 4.7: Task transition latencies in the context of the system transition phase.
In Figure 4.7 we introduce a mode change time line which depicts the task transition
latencies in the context of the system-level mode change transition phase. The vertical
bold lines, illustrate for each task the latest moment in time when the mode change
effects are propagated for the last time at their input.
In order to compute the task transition latency ψ7U , upper bounds on the local tran-
sition latency γ7U and on the mode change effect latency Γ7U have to be derived. The
local transition latency γ7U is upper-bounded by the maximum transition busy window
corresponding to Theorem 4.2. As τ7U is activated by τ4U the mode change effect latency
Γ7U is a function of the task transition latency ψ4U of task τ4U , which in turn is a func-
tion of γ4U and Γ4U . By applying (4.9) and (4.10) (see Section 4.4.2.3) the computation
of the task transition latency of task τ7U is performed as given below:
ψ7U = Γ7U + γ7U , Γ7U = max(ψ4U , 0)
= ψ4U + γ7U
= Γ4U + γ4U + γ7U , Γ4U = max(ψ6A, 0)
= ψ6A + γ4U + γ7U
performing a backwards search over the edges corresponding to the functional and non-functional
dependencies in the timing dependency graph. In a task graph without cyclic dependencies, the
backwards search over paths will reach starting nodes in a finite number of steps x. For the compu-
tation of the mode change effect latency, finding starting nodes means that there is at least one task
τx for which the task transition latency ψx does not depend on other tasks such that Γx = 0. Start-
ing from these tasks, for which the task transition latency ψx is given only by their local transition
latency γx (i.e. ψx = γx + 0), the computation of the mode change effect latencies Γ of other tasks
can be performed straightforwardly.
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= Γ6A + γ6A + γ4U + γ7U , Γ6A = max(ψ2A, 0)
= ψ2A + γ6A + γ4U + γ7U
= Γ2A + γ2A + γ6A + γ4U + γ7U
(Γ2A = 0 as T
p
hep(2A) = ∅)
ψ7U = γ2A + γ6A + γ4U + γ7U
Similarly, for each task in the multi-mode distributed system without cyclic depen-
dencies the task transition latency can be computed in a finite number of steps.
4.4.3 Experiments
In this section we show the applicability of the proposed approach. For this, we consider
the system example depicted in Figure 4.1 that undergoes a mode change so that task
τ1F is removed from CPU1 and tasks τ2A, τ3A and task τ6A are added on CPU1 and
CPU2 respectively. For this system we assume the parameters given in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Parameters for the system in Figure 4.1
Mapping Task Execution Activation Priority Activation Period WCET
Name Mode Source Ti (ms) Ci (ms)
CPU1 τ1F 1 I1 1 120 12
CPU1 τ2A 2 I2 2 16 2
CPU1 τ3A 2 τ6A 3
(∗ 3
CPU1 τ4U 1 and 2 I3 4 11 3
CPU2 τ5U 1 and 2 I4 5 170 33
CPU2 τ6A 2 τ2A 6
(∗ 2
CPU3 τ7U 1 and 2 τ4U 7
(∗ 4
(∗ - tasks are event driven activated by predecessors
Considering these parameters, the utilization of CPU1 in mode M1, before the MCR,
is about 37%. During the transition phase, as the finished task τ1F and the added
tasks τ2A and τ3A may interfere, the utilization increases to 68.5%. In the steady state
corresponding to mode M2, when τ1F is not executed anymore, the utilization of CPU1
decreases to 58.5%. Thus, we consider the case when CPU1 will switch from a lower
CPU utilization level in mode M1 to a higher CPU utilization level in mode M2.
The results of the analysis for the individual task transition latencies and for the
system transition latency in this setup are presented in Table 4.2. In the worst-case
situation the system settles 138 ms after the initiation of the considered mode change,
far later than the response time of any of the tasks in the system due to the “wave”
effect. After this time interval the system can be assumed executing in the steady state
M2, and a new mode change can be safely started without the risk of overlapping with
the effects of the previous mode change, i.e. from M1 to M2.
In the next experiment we deviate from the periodic assumptions and increase the
jitter of τ1F activations. With this, we analyse the case where a MCR occurs at different
moments in time when the backlog in the input buffer of τ1F is large and has to be
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Table 4.2: Analysis results: Task and system transition latencies
Transition Latency Tasks
τ1F τ2A τ3A τ4U τ5U τ6A τ7U
γi 12 14 31 59 33 41 24
Γi - - ψ6A = 55 ψ6A = 55 - ψ2A = 14 ψ4U = 114
ψi 12 14 86 114 33 55 138
Ψ 138
executed during the transition phase. The execution of multiple instances of the finished
task during the transition phase leads to increased interference on the other local tasks
and therewith to increased system settling times, i.e. system transition latencies.
The system transition latencies depending on the activation backlog of task τ1F are
depicted with triangles in Figure 4.8. Further, by modifying the activation period of the
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Figure 4.8: Mode change system transition latencies depending on the activation backlog
of the finished task τ1F .
added task τ2A mapped on CPU1, we increased the utilization level of CPU1 correspond-
ing to M2 to about 89%. As an effect, the utilization of CPU1 during the transition
phase approached 99.77%. Similar to the previous experiment, we varied the activation
backlog of the finished task τ1F . The resulting mode change system transition latencies,
depicted with rectangles in Figure 4.8, indicate the significant impact of the increased
CPU utilization on the system settling behavior.
We repeated the experiments described above for the case when task τ1F is an un-
changed task, i.e. τ1F = τ1U . With this we considered the case where the functionality
of a system is extended with a new application composed of the tasks τ2A, τ3A and τ6A.
In this setup, the execution of lower priority added and unchanged tasks on CPU1 will
be interfered not only by the activations of τ1U pending when the MCR occurs, but
also by its next activations released after the mode change initiation. As can be seen in
Figure 4.9, this prolongs the settling time of the mode change effects. For the case with
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Figure 4.9: Mode change system transition latencies depending on the activation backlog
of task τ1F modelled as unchanged task.
CPU utilization level approaching 99.77%, the system transition latencies dramatically
rise already for few pending activations at the mode change initiation.
4.4.4 Case Study
In what follows, we introduce an automotive specific use case in order to explain and
exemplify how the formal analysis method introduced earlier in this section can be
applied in the current automotive practice.
4.4.4.1 System Model of an Automotive System
For the next explanations we refer to the system depicted in Figure 4.10 which abstracts
a partitioned multiprocessor system with two cores independently scheduled according
to a fixed-priority scheduler (e.g. OSEK/VDX [100]). The elements of the system in
Figure 4.10 mainly corresponds to the system and mode change model introduced in
Section 4.3. The system consists of several tasks characterized by their priorities (given
T4 I4T1I1
T7
T6
T8I8
I5
Interconnect
Core 1 Core 2
T5
T9
Multi-Core Processor
RPM_1
T4 I4T1I1
T7
T6
T8I8
I5
Interconnect
T5
T9
T2 T3
RPM_2
Core 1 Core 2
Figure 4.10: Illustration of a dual-core processor with inter-core communication.
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by the index), their execution times, their activation periods and their deadlines, which
may be smaller, equal, or larger than the periods. The activation of a task is triggered by
an activating event, which may be the result of timer expiration, an external or internal
interrupt (I1, I4, I5 and I8 in Figure 4 represent the event sources at the task input), or
the result of another task being finished.
With task T2 and T3 we modell so-called “engine-synchronous” tasks, a special type
of periodic tasks specific to automotive powertrain controllers. Such tasks measure
the engine state and control actuators such as fuel injection several times per engine
rotation. Thus, the activation of T2 and T3 is given by the engine speed, measured in
revolutions per minute (rpm). The recurrence of the engine-synchronous tasks depends
on the camshaft and crankshaft positions that vary with the engine speed and is therefore
expressed in engine angle degree rather than time. For example, lets assume that task
T2 in Figure 4 is activated each 900 (i.e. four time per rotation) and task T3 each 3600
(i.e. once per rotation). In order to obtain a system-wide unique time base, for each
fixed engine speed at which an engine-synchronous task is to be specified, the angular
recurrence has be transformed in time units. The activation periods of the tasks T2 and
T3 at different fixed engine speed values are given in Table 4.3.
Table 4.3: Parameters of engine synchronous tasks
Period Time Units (ms) at constant engine speeds (RPM)
1000 1500 2000 2500 3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000
P2 15 10 7.5 6 5 4.28 3.75 3.33 3 2.75 2.5
P3 60 40 30 24 20 17.14 15 13.33 12 10.9 10
In order to capture more exactly the behavior of engine-synchronous tasks, the time
duration an engine needs to accelerate or decelerate between two discrete engine speed
values rpm1 and rpm2 can be modelled with a time interval ∆t(rpm1, rpm2) (see Fig-
ure 4.11a). In practice, these time intervals depend on the gear, on the current cruising
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Figure 4.11: a) Time intervals between two constant engine-speed values. b) Example
of engine-speed variation over time during an acceleration phase.
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speed and the driving behavior, and can be obtained e.g. by analysing the acceleration
behavior of a car using test benches [109] or by relying on real field tests. The results
in [109] indicate for a particular setup an acceleration phase of 20sec from 1000rpm to
3000rpm in the 4th gear and of 35sec in the 5th gear. Figure 4.11b depicts a possible
scenario during acceleration.
4.4.4.2 Problem Statement
As shown by Symtavision GmbH [147] in [91], with the increasing engine speed, the
load on engine control units cores increases due to the higher rate of task activations.
Figure 4.12 7 illustrates a possible load situation for a dual-core system as modelled
in Figure 4.10. The diagram in Figure 4.12 captures the task workload that has to be
serviced by each core, ignoring any inter-core communication effects.
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Figure 4.12: Workload t be processed on each core. Increasing engine speed leads to
higher rate of activation for engine-synchronous tasks. In addition task
modes lead to varied workload. Critical load on Core 1 is reached around
3500 and 5500 rpm.
If no further measures are in place, the load may eventually increase above a critical
value, making the system unschedulable and the engine control inefficient or even un-
stable. Different solutions are therefore applied in order to reduce the workload at high
engine speeds. For example, some tasks are changing their behavior at higher engine
speeds, computing only rough control values (i.e. tasks reduce their execution times).
Furthermore, other tasks are aborted when the engine speed reaches a critical value. In
this way, automotive power train controllers resort to mode change mechanisms in order
to perform at a high quality for low engine speeds and to adequately operate also under
high engine speeds.
This behavior can be reflected in a scheduling model of the system. Lets assume that
starting e.g. at 3500rpm, the engine-synchronous tasks change their behavior and some
7The diagram in Figure 4.12 reproduce the figure provided by Symtavision GmbH for [91]. This diagram
can be easily produced with the model based scheduling analysis tool SymTA/S [147].
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internal functions are completely shut-off (e.g. “high-quality mode” to medium quality
mode). Later e.g. at 5500rpm, additional functions are turned off (e.g. “low quality
mode”). In addition, some functions provided by the periodic tasks are reactive to the
current processor load. This task flexibility ensures that the schedulability is maintained
through the complete spectrum of operating conditions.
In Figure 4.12 one can see the effect of changed task behavior on Core 1 at engine
speeds 3500rpm and 5500rpm, where task T2 is put into a reduced quality mode. In
addition, also some periodic tasks in this example have increased execution time require-
ments at certain engine speeds (which leads to a slight load variation on Core 2 at 2500
and 4500 rpm).
As can be seen, a simple and fast way to treat critical situations in the industrial
practice (e.g. in case of increased load at high engine speeds) is to just abort some of the
processed system functions in order to permit the safe execution of critical functions.
However, even if by implementing severe solutions the safe system functionality can be
ensured (e.g. by aborting tasks or by reducing their computational requirements), the
resulting service degradation is not convenient and will become unacceptable with the
increasing requirements for lower emissions and continued demands for improved fuel
economy. When functions are suddenly aborted, just like in case of processor interrupts,
data are lost. Instead of executing such sharp transitions, gradual mode transitions are
preferable such that functions can be resumed and efficiently continued later.
4.4.4.3 New Design Options For Automotive Multi-Mode Applications
The variable recurrence of the engine-synchronous tasks at runtime leads to a continu-
ous change in the configurations that have to be taken into account for the OS schedule
on the cores and leads to a multi-mode behavior of the entire system. As discussed in
Section 4.4.4.2 the methodology available for timing and performance design can be ap-
plied to real-time systems which accommodate tasks with angular recurrence (for more
details see [91]). However, these methods only suit the current automotive practice,
where overly pessimistic measures are applied in order to permit the safe system func-
tionality in critical situations (e.g. by aborting tasks or by reducing their computational
requirements in case of increased processor load at high engine speeds).
Based on the modeling and analysis approach introduced in Section 4.3, 4.4.1 and 4.4.2
we propose to map the problem of scheduling real-time applications which accommodate
tasks with angular recurrence to the problem of scheduling multi-mode applications.
Relying on this, we next discuss new options for the design and analysis of automotive
specific multi-mode systems.
4.4.4.3.1 Mode Change Model applied to the Automotive Case Study
Based on the general modeling solution introduced in Section 4.3, the multi-mode
behavior of the system considered in this use case can be captured as follows. The
different operational modes of the system depicted in Figure 4.10 can be specified by
a finite set M = {M1,M2, . . . ,Mx}. Each mode Mi(Mi ∈ M) is characterized by a
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different behavior and is associated with a specific set of tasks. e.g. in mode M1 we
have all nine tasks running in the system, in M2 we have only tasks T1 to T7, and
finally in M3 we have only the task T1 to T4. In response to a mode change request
(MCR), initiated by a system internal event at a certain engine speed value, the multi-
mode systems will experience transitions from an old operational mode characterized
by a set of functionalities, to a new operational mode characterized by a different or a
changed set of functionalities as follows. At a certain engine speed a mode change request
(MCR1) triggers the transition from the operational mode M1 to the operational mode
M2 such that tasks T5, T6 and T7 will be removed from Core 1 and Core 2 (i.e. T8 and
T9 are finished tasks). Similarly, assume that another mode change request (MCR2) is
triggered at another engine speed and initiates the transition from the operational mode
M2 to the operational mode M3 such that tasks T5, T6 and T7 are removed from Core
1 and Core 2 (i.e. T5, T6 and T7 are finished tasks). Corresponding to these two mode
changes one can modell the opposite transitions from mode M3 to M2 where tasks T5,
T6 and T7 are (re-)added on the cores and from M2 to M1 where tasks T8 and T9 are
(re-)added on the cores. T1 and T4, the higher priority tasks on each core, represent
unchanged tasks and execute independent of the mode changes.
To control the transition between operational modes a system designer can opt for
synchronous or asynchronous mode change protocols, both types beeing supported by
the AUTOSAR specifications related to the mode-management topic [10]. Asynchronous
mode change protocols are characterized by higher responsiveness (i.e. allow new mode
tasks start as early as possible after a mode change request). Therefore, they are most
likely to be implemented in automotive systems where usually new mode actions must
be performed as soon as possible. However, as discussed in Section 4.4.1 the overlapping
execution of the different tasks under asynchronous mode change protocols leads to an
increased load on the processor cores, which direclty translates into an increase of the
tasks worst-case response times and potentially to deadline misses. To avoid harming
the timing behavior of the multi-mode system considered in this use case, in what follows
we discuss new options for the design and analysis of such multi-mode real-time systems.
4.4.4.3.2 Design Options for Applications with Engine-Synchronous Tasks
In the considered mode change example above, task modes are selected based on engine
speed. This implies that at a threshold speed (e.g. a speed where the system switches
from a high quality to a low quality mode), the system can be in one of two modes,
depending on whether the vehicle is accelerating or decelerating. Both situations need
to be considered in order to identify the most critical scenario, and to choose threshold
values correspondingly. With respect to our case study, the question is:
What are the engine speeds at which mode changes have to be initiated such that (i) the
impact on the systems timing is minimum and (ii) the timing constraints are certainly
met on all cores?
This question was relatively easy to answer for single-core setups. But, mode changes
for distributed and multi-core systems imply a more complex behavior where the load
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change during execution is not necessarily monotonous and propagates between the
communicating tasks on the different cores (see Section 4.4.1). Thus, an analysis is
required that allows to quantify the mode change latency and the peak load and task
response times during all transitions (illustration in Figure 4.13). Based on these values,
Max
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Transition Latency of the mode changes initiated to 
avoid overload at 3500 rpm and 5500 rpm
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Figure 4.13: Multiple mode changes in order to avoid overload at different RPM values.
the threshold rpm values can be computed:
i When accelerating, the mode change has to be initiated (i.e. trigger a mode change
request MCR) in sufficient time before the engine speed imposes a non-schedulable
situation at a critical point CP rpm. For example, assume task T8 and T9 in Fig-
ure 4.10 have to be dropped-off at 3500rpm (and similarly T5, T6 and T7 at 5500rpm)
in order to avoid an overload situation e.g. at the critical point CP1=3600rpm (and
CP2=5600rpm, respectively). Instead of just dropping-off these tasks a controlled
removal of them should be initiated in enough time before the system reaches a
non-schedulable situation.
The mode change transition latencies (see Section 4.4.1 and 4.4.2), corresponding to
the mode changes that consist of stopping tasks, have to be computed for different
assumptions regarding the moment of triggering the MCR. The calculation can be
performed with the analysis method introduced in Section 4.4.2.
For each critical point CP rpm, the engine speed X rpm (X < CP) will be identified
such that the duration of the mode change during acceleration initiated at X rpm
(i.e. the mode change transition latency for acceleration at X rpm denoted here with
LA(X)) is less than the time the engine needs to accelerate from X rpm to CP rpm
(i.e. ∆t(X,CP) - see system model in Section 4.4.4.1).
ii When decelerating, the mode change that aims at restarting tasks can only be initi-
ated when the engine speed indicates sufficient headroom in order to allow successful
scheduling also during the mode change transition. When decelerating from 5500rpm
to 3500rpm a change from a low level load to a high level load is performed. The pre-
viously dropped tasks could be restarted too early to each other, fact that would lead
to an overlap of multiple mode changes. As indicated in Section 4.4.4.2 this could
lead to an overload situation. Thus, the mode change transition latencies during
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deceleration (denoted LD) have to be calculated for each required mode change.
Furthermore, when decelerating, a mode change that consists of restarting tasks
should be initiated only if there is sufficient headroom in order to allow the successful
scheduling also in case of a sudden acceleration, i.e. if there is enough time to restart
the tasks during an acceleration from Y to X rpm. In other words, LD(Y) time units
after the mode change request that triggers the restart of the tasks (i.e after the
transition latency of the mode change initiated at Y rpm), the system has to reach a
steady operational mode with stable tasks states such that these tasks can be safely
removed again starting at X rpm. Thus, the engine speed Y rpm (Y < X) at which a
mode change is allowed to be initiated during deceleration has to be identified such
that the duration of the mode change during an acceleration initiated at Y rpm is
less than the time the engine needs to suddenly accelerate from Y rpm to X rpm (i.e.
LD(Y) = LA(Y) < ∆t(Y,X)).
For each critical point CP rpm the timing constraints will not be harmed if the system
is designed such that mode change transition latencies exhibit a hysteresis around an
engine speed X rpm (X < CP) that can be identified as indicated above at (i) and (ii).
An example is illustrated in Figure 4.14a and 4.14b. Due to mechanical characteristics
Δt(X,CP)Δt(Y,X)
Y rpm X rpm CP rpm
Δt(CP,Y)
LD(Y)=LA(Y) < Δt(Y,X) LA(X) < Δt(X,CP)
CPrpmrpmXrpmY < <Engine speed values: 
decelerationaccelerationmode change latency
(a)
tY tX tCP
Time
(sec)
Y
CP
X
…
…
Engine speed (rpm)
(b)
Figure 4.14: a) Mode changes shall be initiated at X rpm during acceleration and at Y
rpm during deceleration in order to avoid a non-schedulable situation at CP
rpm. b) Complex mode changes are possible if there is enough headroom
for mode change transition latencies.
(e.g. flywheel inertia) the time an engine needs to accelerate or decelerate is large
(see Figures 4.11b and 4.14b) in comparison to the execution time of the functions on
the engine control units. Thus, if fast mode changes can be guaranteed, mode change
protocols can be employed in order to avoid the service degradation resulting from
the overly pessimistic measures applied in the current practice. The analysis solution
proposed in Section 4.4.2 allows taking into account the mode transition latencies and
thus enables the safe provisioning of multi-mode distributed applications in single-core
and multi-core environments.
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4.5 Response-Time Analysis for Multi-Mode Applications on
Multi-Core Systems with Shared Resources
The previous section addressed the timing behavior of multi-mode distributed applica-
tion without taking into account the timing dependencies caused by the common use
of shared resources. As already discussed in the introductory part of this chapter, the
problem of sharing resources by multi-mode applications was studied before only in the
context of single-core processor systems. This section introduces an approach for safely
handling inter-core and intra-core shared resources across asynchronous mode changes
in multi-core setups and provides a blocking- and response-time analysis method that
suits the next generation AUTOSAR conform multi-core processors.
4.5.1 Multi-Mode Multi-Core System Model
The multi-mode multi-core system model we introduce next combines elements of the
multi-core system model in Section 3.3 with the multi-mode system model in Section 4.3.
More exactly, for the purpose of this section we consider all elements of the multi-mode
system model in Section 4.3 and add the following extension: the different types of
arbitrarily activated multi-mode tasks (i.e. added, finished and unchanged) in the set
T = {τ1, . . . τn} are assumed to be statically mapped on a multi-core architecture which
consists of:
(i) a set of m processor cores (m ≥ 2), each core being individually scheduled by a
static priority preemptive (SPP) scheduler;
(ii) local shared resources (LRs), which are restricted to individual cores, and global
shared resources (GRs), which can be accessed from each of the m cores.
Shared resources are assumed to be objects that require serialized access. For their ar-
bitration we consider: for local shared resources the PCP [116, 100] and for global shared
resources the AUTOSAR spinlock-based shared resource arbitration mechanism [12].
During execution each job of a task can perform multiple non-nested accesses to local
shared resources and global shared resources. Each task access to one of these shared
resources is considered a critical section guarded by a semaphore and protecting a local
or a global resource. We differentiate between local critical sections (lcs) and global
critical sections (gcs). The size of a lcs or of a gcs when it is accessed by jobs of a task
τi are denoted ω
LR
i or ω
GR
i . With η˜
GRx
i or η˜
LRx
i we denote the load imposed by a job Ji
on a global resource GRx or a local resource LRx.
An example of a multi-mode multi-core system during a transition phase between two
modes is illustrated in Figure 4.15. We assume that a MCR imposes a mode change that
consists in removing task τ1F from Core 1 and adding tasks τ3A, τ5A on Core 1, and τ6A
on Core 2. The unchanged tasks τ2U and τ4U execute independent of the mode change.
I1 to I5 represent the event sources (given by the functions η
+ and δ− - see Figure 2.1)
at the tasks input. The local and the global resources (i.e. LR1, LR2 and GR1, GR2)
are accessed as indicated with the dashed lines.
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Figure 4.15: Multi-mode multi-core system during a transition phase.
4.5.2 Handling Shared Resources in Multi-Mode Multi-Core Systems using
AUTOSAR 4.0
In order to handle the multi-mode behavior of an AUTOSAR 4.0 conform partitioned
multi-core system, the execution of the different types of tasks (τF , τA, and τU ) has to
be considered when dealing with the arbitration of accesses to local (LR) and global
(GR) shared resources.
For the arbitration of local resources the AUTOSAR OS uses on individual cores the
priority ceiling protocol PCP inherited from the single-core OSEK OS [100]. According
to OSEK-PCP, each semaphore associated to a LR is allocated oﬄine a static priority
ceiling which is equal to the highest priority of all task which access that LR. At runtime,
when a task locks the semaphore corresponding to LR it immediately inherits its asso-
ciated priority ceiling. In literature this implementation version of the Priority Ceiling
Protocol is known as Immediate Priority Ceiling Protocol (IPCP) [118]. Remember that
from the scheduling point of view the worst-case behavior of the IPCP and of the classic
PCP (described in Chapter 2.4 in [116]) is identical.
In multi-mode systems, the obvious procedure for handling LRs is to allocate LRs
multiple priority ceilings, one for each mode [153, 118]. Whereas this procedure is
valid for individual modes, it can’t be used during the transition phases controlled by
asynchronous mode change protocols because [153, 118]:
(i) if priority ceilings have to be raised but are adjusted too late, then an added task,
released after the MCR, may inherit an old mode priority ceiling which is lower than its
current priority. This violates the IPCP, as priority ceilings must never be lower than
the priority of any task using the resource;
(ii) if priority ceilings have to be lowered but are adjusted too early then a finished
task may inherit a new mode lower priority ceiling. Thus, activations of the finished
tasks, executed after the MCR, could experience increased blocking in comparison to
the activations executed before the MCR.
Both situations invalidate the existing blocking time analysis methods and counter
the timing behavior of real-time systems. In order to avoid the violation of the IPCP,
for each LRk (k ∈ N) a unique ceiling priority CP (LRk) has to be assigned to be valid
for all operating modes in the set M .
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Theorem 4.7 (Ceiling of ceilings priority [139, 153, 118]) For each local re-
source LRk, the only priority ceiling that is valid for all operating modes and all transi-
tions between them is the so-called “ceiling of ceilings” priority, that corresponds to the
highest priority 8 of any task τi accessing it in any mode Mz ∈M (z ∈ N):
∀LRk (k ∈ N), ∀Mz ∈M (z ∈ N), ∀ΦMzMy ∈ Φ, ∀τi ∈ T and τi uses LRk :
CP (LRk) = min(i) (4.11)
Proof: By assuming all multi-mode tasks on each core as unchanged, one gets a single-
mode worst-case system configuration where all tasks are simultaneously considered for
scheduling. In such a setup ceiling priorities for shared resources can be safely fixed
according to the OSEK-PCP. Even if at runtime some tasks will be removed or added as
a consequence of the mode change requests, the shared resource ceiling priorities remain
unchanged at the highest possible priority level. 
Regarding the arbitration of global shared resources specifications of the AUTOSAR
4.0 define the following [12]: during execution, a task τi will actively wait (spin) if a re-
quested GR is occupied by a remote task; during active waiting a task may be preempted
by higher priority local tasks, but lower priority local tasks cannot start executing; if
a task locks a GR it suspends all interrupts on his host core and thus it becomes non-
preemptable; nested accesses to GRs are not allowed; if nesting is required, an explicit
partial ordering of calls for GRs has to be predefined oﬄine in order to avoid deadlocks
and potential starvation situations. As discussed in Section 3.9.2.1 AUTOSAR does not
specify implementation details of the data structure associated to global semaphores. For
the purpose of this thesis we assume that each global semaphore has a priority-ordered
queue associated. In this way, when a task needs to lock a global resource and this is
currently held by another task, the task queues itself on the semaphore queue. This
means that in case of multiple coinciding requests for a certain global shared resource,
the highest priority job requesting it will get the lock on the associated semaphore.
The key aspect of the AUTOSAR spinlock-based synchronization mechanisms is that
global shared resources are arbitrated without using priority ceilings. The following
corollaries follow:
Corollary 4.8 Sharing global resources in AUTOSAR 4.0 conform multi-core systems
does not require priorities to be dynamically adjusted when changing modes under asyn-
chronous mode change protocols.
Corollary 4.9 In AUTOSAR 4.0 conform multi-mode multi-core systems, where ac-
cesses to global shared resources are arbitrated with the help of priority-based queues but
without using priority ceilings, and where for the arbitration of accesses to local shared
resources the “ceiling of ceilings” strategy is used, there is no danger of violating the re-
source arbitration policy and the statically assigned tasks’ priorities. Implicitly blocking-
and response-time analysis methods can be safely applied.
8according to the system model this is indicated by the lowest task index.
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In Section 4.5.3 we will introduce a timing analysis method for multi-mode applica-
tions scheduled on AUTOSAR 4.0 conform multi-core systems. Demonstrating that the
blocking- and the response-times are bounded under all circumstances, we implicitly
show that the procedure above for handling local and global shared resources across
asynchronous mode changes is safe.
Before that, consider the scheduling examples in Figure 4.16 for the system in Fig-
ure 4.15. In the scheduling example in Figure 4.16a), during the transition phase initiated
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Figure 4.16: Scheduling examples for the dual-core system in Figure 4.15 when a) task
priorities correspond to the system model in Figure 4.15; b) task τ3A has
higher priority than τ1F , i.e. their priorities are interchanged, and the offset
of the added task remains unchanged, i.e. Φ3A = Φ1A; and c) priorities of
tasks τ3A and τ1F are interchanged and the offset of the added task is larger
in comparison to case b), i.e. Φ
′
1A > Φ1A.
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at tMCR, tasks τ3A and τ5A cannot start executing before task τ1F finishes all activa-
tions corresponding to the old mode, i.e. initiated not later than tMCR. According to
the AUTOSAR specification, as τ1F has higher priority than τ3A and τ5A even if τ1F is
blocked by the remote task τ4U , the tasks τ3A and τ5A will not execute. Thus, lower pri-
ority local new mode (added) tasks cannot influence the execution of old mode (finished)
higher priority local tasks through the usage of global shared resources.
However, if the priorities of task τ3A and τ1F would be interchanged then τ3A’s execu-
tion might be delayed by a lower priority local finished or unchanged task. As illustrated
in Figure 4.16b) and c) the occurrence of such a blocking scenario depends on the offset
the added task is released after the MCR.
As shown in Figure 4.16b), if the added task is released during the normal execution
or during the busy-waiting of a lower priority task, the AUTOSAR scheduling and
resource arbitration allow the added task preempt the task holding the processor and
start executing without further local blocking times. However, as shown in Figure 4.16c),
if the offset is large and a lower priority local task (in our example a lower priority finished
task) manage to lock a global resource, it disables all interrupts and therewith blocks
the added task. This blocking time is however limited to the time one lower priority
local task holds the lock on a shared resource.
The blocking scenarios across asynchronous mode changes in systems with more than
two cores are not much different. Assuming that an added task with the lowest priority
in the system would be mapped on a third core (see task τ7A in the scheduling scenario
in Figure 4.17) and would start executing before τ1F finishes, this could queue up for the
global resource GR1 and even lock it. For τ1F , the highest priority task in the system,
this blocking scenario is not different to the one depicted in Figure 4.16a) where the
lower priority remote tasks τ4U can block it during the transition phase. As tasks are
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Figure 4.17: Scheduling example for the case in the system in Figure 4.15 there would
be a third core on which a lower priority added task τ7A would be started
during the transition phase.
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queueing themselves on the priority-based queue associated to each global semaphore,
task τ1F can be blocked by only one lower priority remote task. Thus, the blocking time
of task τ1F , corresponding to this blocking scenario, is in general equal to the size of
either τ7A’s or of τ4U ’s global critical section.
A significant difference can be observed in this particular case for the unchanged task
τ4U on Core 2. This task will be blocked once by the lower priority task τ7A and then
by the higher priority remote tasks τ1F and τ3A running on Core 1.
From the scheduling examples in Figure 4.16 and 4.17 we can see that in multi-mode
multi-core systems higher priority new mode (added) tasks can be blocked by old mode
(finished) tasks and higher priority old mode (finished) tasks can be blocked by lower
priority new mode (added) tasks, however, only for short time intervals bounded by the
size of critical sections. Blocking scenarios in which higher priority tasks block lower
priority tasks are of course possible. But, this behavior does not violate the arbitration
strategies and corresponds to the desired AUTOSAR functionality where more urgent
tasks have to be executed first.
Inherently, the AUTOSAR spinlock-based arbitration strategy avoids the problems
identified in case of “classically” using priority ceilings for local shared resources [153,
118] under asynchronous mode change protocols. Next, all possible blocking scenar-
ios will be covered and upper bounded by the blocking time terms introduced in Sec-
tion 4.5.3.2. These terms will be further integrated in the response-time analysis proce-
dure.
4.5.3 Timing Analysis for Multi-Mode Multi-Core Systems with Shared
Resources
In order to derive the blocking- and the response-time analysis for multi-mode multi-core
systems with shared resources, we rely on concepts from the real-time multiprocessor
and multi-mode scheduling theory. More exactly, we rely on the classic busy window
technique in [154] which was already used and extended in order to analyse the timing
behavior of (i) multi-mode systems [118, 65, 89] (see Section 4.4) and (ii) multi-core
systems with shared resources [130] (see also Section 3.7.2, 3.8.2 and 3.9.3).
As known from the previous chapters, the level-i busy window of a task τi is gen-
erally defined as the time interval for which a resource executes only tasks of priority
greater than or equal to the priority of task τi and during which the resource is never
idle [154]. The maximum level-i busy window of q activations of a task τi under pre-
emptive scheduling in partitioned multi-core systems with shared resources and where
tasks do not suspend 9 when waiting for shared resources can be obtained by iteratively
solving the following equation 10
9As discussed in Section 3.8.2.1 and 3.9.3.1, under AUTOSAR 4.0 arbitration tasks do not suspend
when waiting for shared resources and therefore the critical instant scenario and the calculation of
the maximum busy windows are not influenced by the effect of deferred execution identified in [116].
10Equation (4.12) is similar to (3.19) in Section 3.7.2.2 with the difference that the effect of deferred
execution, in 3.19 captured by the response time term, does not have to be considered.
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wn+1i (q) = q · Ci +BTi(wni (q)) +
∑
∀τj∈hpl(i)
η+j (w
n
i (q)) · Cj (4.12)
where wni (q) is the maximum busy window of q activations of task τi with q = 1, . . . Qi
and Qi = min{q ≥ 1|wi(q) < δ−i (q + 1)}, i.e. the iteration has to be continued as long
as new activations of τi arrive before the previous finish; BTi(w
n
i (q)) is the maximum
blocking time of τi in wi(q); η
+
j (wi(q)) · Cj is the interference τi suffers due to the
maximum workload of a higher priority job τj in wi(q).
The worst-case response time of a task τi is given by the largest response time of any
of the q (q = 1, . . . Qi) task activations that lie within the maximum level-i busy window.
The response time of the q-th activation of task τi is given by the difference between
the window length wi(q) and the moment when this activation was initiated relative to
the beginning of the busy interval. This is given by δ−i (q). The WCRT of any task τi is
conservatively obtained with
Ri = max
q=1..Qi
(wi(q)− δ−i (q)) (4.13)
and the schedulability test consists in checking whether the condition Ri ≤ Di holds for
every task τi in the system.
The classic response-time analysis procedure, which uses equations (4.12) and (4.13)
above, can be applied only for single-mode system configurations and implicitly to each
individual operational mode. As discussed in Section 4.4.2.1 and as identified in litera-
ture [118, 65, 89] the worst-case response times of tasks during a transition phase can
be obtained by deriving the maximum transition busy window (i.e. the maximum busy
window during which a MCR occurs). In order to calculate maximum transition busy
windows and therewith worst-case response times in multi-mode multi-core systems with
shared resources, in what follows we extend equation (4.12) to consider the execution of
different types of multi-mode tasks and introduce the blocking-time analysis procedure
that corresponds to the term BT in (4.12).
4.5.3.1 Maximum Transition Busy Window in Multi-Core Systems
Our goal is to safely bound the timing behavior of tasks in multi-mode multi-core systems
with shared resources. For that purpose, we compute the maximum transition busy
window (abbr. MTBW) for each task by:
i) identifying the worst-case scenario when the MCR shall occur such that it certainly
leads to the worst-case execution during the transition phase and
ii) determining the maximum workload (denoted MW ) of the different types of multi-
mode tasks (i.e. finished, added, and unchanged) and their maximum blocking time in
case of sharing resources for the identified worst-case mode change scenario.
4.5.3.1.1 Worst-Case Mode Change Scenario in Multi-Core Systems
Two aspects must be jointly handled in order to determine the worst-case timing
behavior of any task in a multi-mode system, namely the criteria for constructing the
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Figure 4.18: Scheduling example for a task τi during a mode change where MCR coin-
cides with the 2nd activation of the higher priority finished task.
worst-case mode change scenarios and the procedure for identifying the worst-case mode
change scenario among the constructed ones.
Criteria for the Construction of Worst-Case Mode Change Scenarios.
According to Theorem 4.1 (see also [118, 65]) the worst-case mode change scenario for
a task τi is obtained when: (1) tMCR coincides with the activation instant of a finished
higher priority task in hpF (i); (2) added tasks (hpA(i)) are released with an offset φhpA(i)
after the initiation of the MCR and (3) unchanged higher priority local tasks in hpU (i)
are assumed released simultaneously with τi, i.e in the classical critical instant.
These arguments, valid for uni-processor systems without shared resources, have to be
investigated in the context of AUTOSAR conform multi-core setups. For explanations
we refer to the scheduling example in Figure 4.18.
According to the AUTOSAR arbitration policy for global shared resources [12] (see
also Section 4.5.2) a task which has an outstanding request for a shared resource will
actively wait for that resource without suspending. This means that lower priority local
tasks cannot start executing as long as a higher priority local is running or busy-waiting.
Such a scheduling example is illustrated in Figure 4.18 for task τi, which is assumed
to be the analyzed task. As can be seen, even if each request of the tasks τhpF (i) and
τhpA(i) on Core 2 for a global shared resource is blocked by the remote task τjU on Core
1, the lower priority tasks τi on Core 2 cannot start executing. This means that for task
τi the busy-waiting times of higher priority local tasks represent an extension of their
core execution times. This holds independent of the type of tasks.
Thus, in multi-mode multi-core systems using the AUTOSAR synchronization mecha-
nism the three arguments above (i.e. (1),(2) and (3)) for constructing worst-case mode
change scenarios remain valid.
Identification of the Worst-Case Mode Change Scenario.
Regarding the identification of the worst-case mode change scenario, in case of ar-
bitrary activated tasks there may be multiple higher priority finished tasks (tasks in
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hpF (i)) and for each of these tasks there may be several possible activations (i.e. jobs)
released at different moments in time, e.g. t1 and t2 in Figure 4.18. As discussed in
Section 4.4.2.1, in order to find the worst-case transition scenario one must identify all
time instances where the occurrence of the MCR should be assumed. The moments
in time corresponding to the activations of the hpF tasks are relative to the occurrence
of the MCR at tMCR. Let Xi be the set of all possible time intervals xi, computed
with the Algorithm 4.1 on page 144 (see also [65]), relative to tMCR which have to be
investigated. The largest busy window obtained for one of the values xi represents the
maximum busy window of a task τi during which a MCR occurs.
The general procedure is the same as the one introduced in Section 4.4.2.1 for the
analysis of single-core multi-mode systems. The key difference in case of multi-mode
multi-core systems with shared resources is given by the inter-core timing dependency
caused by the blocking times of tasks that execute on different processing cores. As
during transition phases tasks of different types (i.e. added, finished and unchanged)
can be simultaneously scheduled on different cores and can block each other, the blocking
times have to be considered in order to identify the worst-case mode change scenario.
Essentially, this imply an adjustment of Algorithm 4.1 used for computing all possible
values xi. Algorithm 4.1 rely on the computation of the maximum busy window with a
maximum workload of finished and unchanged tasks, i.e. the longest busy window within
the old mode (see first line of Algorithm 4.1). For the analysis of multi-mode multi-core
systems the terms for computing the maximum workload of finished and unchanged
tasks have to be extended with a factor BTi(Li) that captures the blocking times of
these tasks during the investigated busy window Li as follows:
Ln+1i =
∑
∀τjU∈hplU (i)
(η+τjU (L
n
i ) · CjU +BTjU (Lni ))
+
∑
∀τjF∈hepF (i)
(η+τjF (L
n
i ) · CjF +BTjF (Lni )) (4.14)
The first sum term in (4.14) captures the maximum workload of higher priority un-
changed tasks from the set hplU (i) during Li plus the blocking times of these tasks
during Li. As discussed earlier, for any task in a multi-core setup with an AUTOSAR
conform spinlock-based shared resource arbitration mechanism the busy-waiting times
(i.e. blocking times) of the higher priority local tasks represent and extension of their
execution time. In order to maximize the busy window, the blocking times of these
tasks have to be considered as workload. The second sum term in (4.14) captures the
maximum workload and the blocking time of higher priority finished tasks from the
set hepF (i) (i.e. incl. τi if this is a finished task) during Li. Equation (4.14) can be
solved by iteration if all its components (i.e. the maximum workload of the considered
tasks and their blocking times) are order-preserving. This aspect will be proven in Sec-
tion 4.5.3.4 for systems corresponding to the model introduced in Section 4.5.1 and 4.5.2.
The calculation starts with an initial value Li(0) = 0 and stops when two consecutive
iterations provide identical values (Ln+1i = L
n
i ), or when some threshold (e.g. a real-time
constraint) is exceeded.
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Thus, by substituting the calculation of the maximum busy window Li within the old
mode scenario in Algorithm 4.1, for each task in a multi-mode multi-core system one
can determine all time intervals xi which have to be investigated in order to identify the
worst-case mode change scenario and therewith the worst-case timing behavior.
4.5.3.1.2 Calculation of the Maximum Transition Busy Window (MTBW)
The maximum transition busy window (MTBW) for a task τi is obtained for one
of the values xi, which corresponds to time intervals relative to the occurrence of the
MCR at tMCR. In order to compute the MTBW for multi-mode multi-core systems,
the busy window equation (4.12) for partitioned multi-core systems under static priority
preemptive scheduling has to be extended to consider the maximum workload MW
generated by the execution of unchanged, finished and added tasks. Additionally the
maximum blocking time these tasks can experience when waiting for the requested shared
resources have to be considered.
Thus, the maximum transition busy window in case of partitioned SPP scheduling of
multi-mode multi-core systems with shared resources is obtained by iteratively solving
(4.15):
wn+1i (q) = MW
i +BTi(w
n
i (q)) +
∑
∀τF∈hplF (i)
η+τF (xi) · CτF +∑
∀τU∈hplU (i)
η+τU (w
n
i (q)) · CτU +∑
∀τA∈hplA(i)
η+τA(w
n
i (q)− xi − φτA)0 · CτA (4.15)
with the maximum workload MW i of the analyzed task τi:
MW i =
{
q · Ci; if (i == U) || (i == F )
min(q, η+i (w
n
i (q)− xi − φi)0) · Ci; if (i == A)
(4.16)
• The first term in (4.15) is covered by the clauses of (4.16) which give the maximum
workload MW i of the analyzed task τi depending on its type as follows:
– The first clause of (4.16) covers the case when the analyzed task τi is an
unchanged (τiU ) or a finished task (τiF ). Even if the formula is identical,
the difference between the calculation of the maximum workload for finished
and unchanged tasks with q · Ci is given by the termination of the iterative
calculation with (4.15).
When analyzing an unchanged task τiU the iteration is performed for all jobs
q = 1, . . . Qi with Qi = min{q ≥ 1|wni (q) < δ−i (q + 1)}. In other words, the
iteration has to be continued as long as new activations of τiU arrive before
the previous finish.
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For a finished task τiF one has to iterate only over those jobs of τiF which
are activated within xi, i.e. only for those jobs which are activated before the
occurrence of the MCR. This means the calculation is performed for all jobs
q = 1, . . . Qi with Qi = η
+
i (xi).
– The second clause of (4.16) covers the case when τi is an added tasks. This
indicates that, for large values of the offset φi, task τi does not contribute
to the busy window wi(q). The function η
+
τA
(wni (q) − xi − φτA)0 represents
a modified version of the original upper event arrival function η+(∆t) and
returns 0 if wni (q)− xi − φi < 0.
• The second term in (4.15) captures the blocking time experienced by the analysed
task due to the use of shared resources. Note that the blocking times also depend
on the system’s multi-mode behavior. Therefore, the factor BTi(w
n
i (q)) in (4.15)
has to be derived by considering the execution of the different types of tasks on all
processing cores in the system. The blocking time analysis which upper bounds
the term BTi(w
n
i (q)) in (4.15) is subject of Section 4.5.3.2.
• The following three sum terms in (4.15) cover the MW due to the execution of
higher priority finished, unchanged and added tasks. Activated but not completed
jobs of the finished tasks are assumed occurring in a time interval xi starting before
the initiation of the MCR at tMCR. Added tasks are considered released with an
offset φτA after tMCR.
Similar to (4.14) equation (4.15) can be solved by iteration if all its components grow
with the window size (i.e. are order-preserving), aspect which will be addressed in Sec-
tion 4.5.3.4 11.
4.5.3.2 Blocking Time Analysis in Multi-Mode Multi-Core Systems
In this section, we introduce a blocking time analysis for arbitrarily activated tasks
that share resources in an AUTOSAR conform multi-mode multi-core setup scheduled
by a static priority preemptive (SPP) scheduler. Similar to the blocking time analysis
equations presented across Chapter 3, the blocking time terms we introduce next capture
the overlapping job executions during their busy windows wi.
The parameters used in the blocking factors correspond to the system model in Sec-
tion 4.5.1 and use the general terms listed in Table 3.1. These won’t be repeated here,
but remember that the SharedResourceRequestBound function and the sets of considered
tasks have to capture the specific type (τU ,τF ,τA) of tasks that are subject of blocking.
Based on the procedure for handling shared resources in multi-mode multi-core sys-
tems using AUTOSAR, introduced in Section 4.5.2, the blocking time of a job Ji in a
partitioned multi-mode multi-core system consists of the following factors:
11Equation 4.15 is similar to the busy windows equations (3.19), (3.28) and (3.45) proven as order-
preserving in Section 3.10.
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1. Local blocking time. Under AUTOSAR preemptive scheduling and OSEK-
PCP [100] shared resource arbitration, a job Ji of a task τi can be blocked once by job
Jj of a lower priority local task τj ∈ lpl(i). As nesting is not allowed, the lower priority
local job Jj can either execute a local critical section lcs or a global critical section gcs
of duration ωLRj or ω
GR
j . Of course, the lower priority local tasks that can block the
analyzed task τi depend on their types. Thus, the local blocking time of a job Ji is
bounded by the maximum length of a local or of a global critical section as follows:
LBi(wi(q)) = max(ω
LR
j , ω
GR
j ) (4.17)
with
{
τj ∈ lplU (i)
⋃
lplF (i); if (i == F )
τj ∈ lpl(i); if (i == U) || (i == A)
The first clause above captures the case where τi is a finished task. In this case lower
priority local tasks of type added (i.e. lplA) cannot start and queue up for any shared
resource and thus these cannot block τi. The second clause captures the case where τi
is an unchanged or an added task that can be blocked by one previously released job of
a task τj of any type, i.e. τj ∈ lpl(i) = lplU (i)
⋃
lplF (i)
⋃
lplA(i).
2. Direct blocking time. Each task τi can be blocked when trying to access a
global resource (GR) if this has already been locked by a remote task with lower or
higher priority.
Thus, each time a job Ji of the analyzed task τi attempts to lock a GR, it may find
that this is currently locked by one of the jobs Jj of the lower priority remote tasks in
the set θi,j , i.e. by those tasks that are mapped on remote cores and access the same
global resources as τi. In a worst-case scenario, each request for a GR of a job Ji can
be blocked for the duration of the longest global critical sections ωGRj of a lower priority
remote task in the set θi,j . This is captured by:
DBi,lpr(w
n
i (q)) = q · nGi · max∀τj∈θi,j(ω
GR
j ) (4.18)
Of course, the remote tasks in θi,j can be of different types, i.e. added, finished and
unchanged. From the worst-case perspective always considering the largest global critical
section of any of the tasks in θi,j , independent on its type, is safe
12.
In addition to jobs of the lower priority remote tasks, each job Ji can also be blocked
by higher priority remote jobs that access the same GR as Ji (i.e. by jobs of tasks in
the set Θi,j). As opposed to lower priority remote jobs, higher priority remote jobs may
be served multiple times before jobs of task τi will be able to lock the requested GRs.
Therefore, the load η˜+j imposed by higher priority remote tasks on the GRs accessed
12This assumption can be also pessimistic in case the largest gcs that can ever block task τi belong to
an added tasks but this is released on the remote core with a large offset after the MCR. For an exact
calculation, the implementation of the blocking time term DBi,lpr has to consider different lengths
of gcs depending on the tasks’ execution during the transition busy window wni (q) of task τi.
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by τi during the transition busy window w
n
i (q) has to captures the type of the blocking
task, as follows:
∀τj ∈ Θi,j :
η˜+j =

η˜+j (xj); if τj ∈ hprF (i)
⋂
Θi,j
η˜+j (w
n
i (q)); if τj ∈ hprU (i)
⋂
Θi,j
η˜+j (w
n
i (q)− xi − φj); if τj ∈ hprA(i)
⋂
Θi,j
(4.19)
Thus, the direct blocking time due to higher priority remote tasks is given by:
DBi,hpr(w
n
i (q)) =
∑
∀τj∈Θi,j
η˜+j · ωGRj (4.20)
with η˜+j given by (4.19).
As can be observed in equation (4.19) and (4.20) the blocking time of a task τi,
investigated for one time interval xi relative to tMCR, depends on the time intervals xj
relative to tMCR that have to be investigated for tasks τj on other cores. This dependency
can be handled by integrating the blocking-time analysis into a compositional system-
level analysis procedure [64, 32] as discussed in Section 2.3 and 3.10.
The worst-case direct blocking time DBi(w
n
i (q)) a task τi can encounter in a time
window wi(q), when executing on a multi-mode multi-core system is given by the sum
of the two blocking factors in (4.18) and (4.20):
DBi(w
n
i (q)) = DBi,lpr(w
n
i (q)) +DBi,hpr(w
n
i (q)) (4.21)
3. Indirect blocking time / Busy-waiting of higher priority local tasks.
According to the AUTOSAR specification tasks do not suspend when waiting for the
requested GR but keep spinning until the resource becomes available or a higher priority
local task preempts it. Thus, a job Ji cannot start executing on its host core as long as
higher priority local tasks are actively waiting for the required GRs, which means that
the direct blocking times of the higher priority local tasks prolong the delay of task τi.
In other words, the indirect blocking time of a task τi is given by the direct blocking
times of the higher priority local tasks that can preempt the analyzed task τi.
As already known from the direct blocking scenario considered above, a task can be
blocked several times by multiple remote tasks. This holds not only for the analyzed task
τi but also for the higher priority local tasks which can preempt τi (i.e. τk ∈ hpl(i)) during
its execution outside critical sections or during busy-waiting. Similar to τi, requests for
global resources of each job Jk of higher priority local tasks τk ∈ hpl(i) can be directly
blocked by remote tasks with lower or higher priority, i.e. by tasks τj ∈ θk,j
⋃
Θk,j .
Thus, the indirect blocking time a task τi will experience in a multi-core setup due to
the direct blocking of the higher priority local tasks τk ∈ hpl(i) can be derived with an
equation similar to (4.21) as follows:
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IBi(w
n
i (q)) =
∑
∀τk∈hpl(i)
DBk(w
n
i (q))
=
∑
∀τk∈hpl(i)
[DBk,lpr(w
n
i (q)) +DBk,hpr(w
n
i (q))]
=
∑
∀τk∈hpl(i)
[η+k (w
n
i (q)) · nGk · max∀τj∈θk,j(ω
GR
j ) +
∑
∀τj∈Θk,j
(η˜+j (w
n
i (q)) · ωGRj )]
However, the tasks that can preempt the analyzed task τi can be of type finished, added
or unchanged. Therefore, the calculation of the maximum number of activations of
the tasks in the set hpl(i) within the transition busy window of task τi has to capture
the multi-mode behavior of the different task types. Thus, the indirect blocking time
equation above can be rewritten as 13:
IBi(w
n
i (q)) = (4.22)∑
∀τkA∈hplA(i)
[η+τkA(w
n
i (q)− xi − φτjA)0 · nGkA · max∀τj∈θkA,j(ω
GR
j ) +
∑
∀τj∈ΘkA,j
(η˜+j · ωGRj )] +∑
∀τkU∈hplU (i)
[η+τkU (w
n
i (q)) · nGkU · max∀τj∈θkU,j(ω
GR
j ) +
∑
∀τj∈ΘkU,j
(η˜+j · ωGRj )] +∑
∀τkF∈hplF (i)
[η+τkF (xi) · nGkF · max∀τj∈θkF,j(ω
GR
j ) +
∑
∀τj∈ΘkF,j
(η˜+j · ωGRj )]
with η˜+j given by:
∀Y ∈ {A,F, U} and ∀τj ∈ ΘkY,j :
η˜+j =

η˜+j (xj); if τj ∈ hprF (kY )
⋂
Θi,j
η˜+j (w
n
i (q)); if τj ∈ hprU (kY )
⋂
Θi,j
η˜+j (w
n
i (q)− xi − φj); if τj ∈ hprA(kY )
⋂
Θi,j
(4.23)
The three clauses in (4.22) captures the influence of added, unchanged and finished
tasks to the indirect blocking of the analyzed task τi.
In the first clause, the function η+τA(wi(q)− xi − φτA)0, which indicates the maximum
number of higher priority added tasks that can interfere with the execution of the ana-
lyzed task τi, represents a modified version of the original upper event arrival function
η+(∆t) and returns 0 if wi(q) − xi − φi < 0. Thus, higher priority added tasks can
execute and initiate requests for a global resource only after the MCR occurence and
after an release offset φτjA , more exactly not before xi+φτjA time units after the start of
the transition busy window. Each of the nGkA accesses of a higher priority added task τkA
to the global resources can be blocked by the largest critical section of a lower priority
remote task τj in the set θkA,j . Higher priority remote tasks in the set ΘkA,j can be
13The literal index A, F and U associated to the task index k indicates explicitly the type of task.
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of different types, added, unchanged and finished and can block the task τkA multiple
times. This is captured by the right hand side term in the first clause in (4.22) which
uses the clauses in (4.23).
The second and the third clause in (4.22) are similar to the first one and capture
the execution and the blocking time of unchanged and finished tasks which have higher
priority than τi.
4. Blocking when re-initiating cancelled requests for global resources. Each
time a job Ji of the analyzed task τi is preempted while busy-waiting, its request for the
global resource is cancelled. At the moment when Ji is re-scheduled and re-initiates the
request for the global resource, it may be blocked by a remote job that could acquire
the lock while Ji was preempted. Two aspects have to be considered in order to find
an upper bound for this blocking type, namely (i) the maximum number of requests a
task τi can re-initiate and (ii) the maximum time each of the re-initiated requests can
be blocked:
(i) Regarding the maximum number of re-initiated requests of a task τi this is given by
the maximum number of preemptions this task can experience during its transition busy
window. As higher priority local tasks can be of different types, the maximum number of
preemptions of τi depends on the maximum number of activations of the higher priority
added, unchanged and finished tasks during the transition busy window as follows:∑
∀τk∈hpl(i)
η+k (w
n
i (q)) =
∑
∀τkA∈hplA(i)
η+τkA(w
n
i (q)− xi − φτjA)0 (4.24)
+
∑
∀τkU∈hplU (i)
η+τkU (w
n
i (q)) +
∑
∀τkF∈hplF (i)
η+τkF (xi)
(ii) Regarding the maximum time each of the re-initiated requests can be blocked one
has to identify the tasks that cause this blocking. In general, requests for global shared
resources can be blocked once by one global critical section of a lower priority remote
task and multiple times by global critical sections of higher priority remote tasks.
In a worst-case scheduling scenario, each re-initiated request of task τi or of the tasks
that can preempt τi (i.e. τk ∈ hpl(i)) can be blocked once by a lower priority remote
task in the sets θi,j or θk,j
14. for the duration of the longest global critical section
max
∀τj∈θi,j
⋃
θk,j
(
ωGRj
)
. Of course, the remote tasks in θi,j can be of different types, i.e.
added, finished and unchanged. However, from the worst-case perspective always con-
sidering the largest global critical section of any of the lowest priority remote tasks,
independent on its type, is safe.
The influence of the higher priority remote tasks on task τi and on its higher priority
local tasks τk ∈ hpl(i) is safely upper bounded in the direct blocking time and in the
14For an exact calculation, the highest priority task that can preempt τi has to be excluded from the
set θk,j . This is because the highest priority task in Ψ(i) can preempt the execution of τi but its
requests won’t be re-initiated and thus not additionally blocked by a lower priority remote task.
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indirect blocking time (i.e. in the direct blocking time of the higher priority local tasks)
independent on the number of re-initiated requests.
Thus, the maximum possible blocking time of a task τi that results from τi or its
higher priority local tasks being preempted while busy-waiting is captured by
CRBi(w
n
i (q)) =
∑
∀τk∈hpl(i)
η+k (w
n
i (q)) · max∀τj∈θi,j ⋃ θk,j
(
ωGRj
)
(4.25)
with
∑
∀τk∈hpl(i)
η+k (wi(q)) given in this case by (4.24) above.
Overall Blocking Time. The worst-case blocking time BTi(w
n
i (q)), as part of the
maximum transition busy window computation with (4.15), that a task τi can encounter
in a time window wni (q) is given by the sum of the four blocking factors above, i.e. (4.17),
(4.21), (4.22) and (4.25)
BTi(w
n
i (q)) = LBi(w
n
i (q)) +DBi(w
n
i (q)) + IBi(w
n
i (q)) + CRBi(w
n
i (q)) (4.26)
4.5.3.3 Derivation of the Worst-Case Response Times
In order to derive the worst-case response times of tasks in multi-mode partitioned multi-
core systems under static-priority preemptive scheduling, AUTOSAR conform shared re-
source arbitration and asynchronous mode change protocols the blocking times obtained
with the equations in Section 4.5.3.2 are integrated in the maximum transition busy win-
dow computation with (4.15). Finally, the WCRT of a task τi is given by the largest re-
sponse time Ri of any of the q activations (q = 1..Qi, Qi = min{q ≥ 1|wi(q) < δ−i (q+1)})
that lie within the MTBW wi(q), i.e.
Ri =
{
max(wi(q)− δ−i (q)); if (i == U) || (i == F )
max(0, wi(q)− xi − φi − δ−i (q)); if (i == A)
(4.27)
The clauses in (4.27) state that depending on the task’s type, the response time Ri
is obtained by subtracting from wi(q) the distance between the start of the transition
busy window and the activation instant of the q-th job. If τi is an added task which is
not activated within the transition busy window, Ri is 0. If worst-case response time
values Ri are obtained for all the tasks in the multi-core system, the schedulability test
consists of checking whether the condition Ri ≤ Di holds for every task τi.
However, the response-time values can not be trivially calculated. As can be observed
from (4.15), (4.19), (4.20), (4.22) and (4.23) the maximum transition busy window wi
and therewith the response time Ri of a task depend on the load η˜
+
j imposed on the
shared resources by tasks on other cores and potentially by their worst-case time interval
xj where the MCR shall occur. To solve this dependency the response- and the blocking-
time analysis for multi-mode multi-core systems have to be integrated in the system-level
compositional analysis procedure introduced in Section 2.3, similar to the system-level
analysis integration for multi-core systems presented in Section 3.10.
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4.5.3.4 System-Level Analysis Integration
The system-level analysis for AUTOSAR 4.0 conform multi-mode multi-core systems is
an iterative analysis process which performs for each task on each core
1. the calculation of all possible time intervals xi relative to the occurrence of the
MCR which have to be investigated in order to derive the worst-case behavior
during the transition phase (Section 4.5.3.1.1), i.e. to enable the calculation of
the maximum transition busy windows (Section 4.5.3.1.2) and therewith of the
worst-case response times (Section 4.5.3.3);
2. the calculation for each value xi of the response-times with (4.27) (Section 4.5.3.3)
which includes the computation of the maximum transition busy windows with
(4.15) (Section 4.5.3.1.2); and
3. the calculation of the blocking times with (4.26) (Section 4.5.3.2) which requires
the investigation of all possible time intervals xj of other tasks on other cores.
until definite event models have been found (see Section 2.3 and 3.10). In case of a
system-level convergence, the schedulability tests (i.e. test if Ri ≤ Di) have to be
applied for each task in the system.
The iterative system-level analysis procedure represents a fixed-point problem, which
can be solved only if the conditions of Corollary 2.2 are fulfilled for each local analysis
procedure and each analysis parameter. The conditions demand that the analysis func-
tions are order preserving with respect to their input parameters and that the set of the
analysis results forms a complete partial order.
Order Preservation on Complete Partially Ordered Sets.
The building blocks of the system-level analysis procedure are the local response-time
analyses based on the busy window approach [154]. Thus, the response-time and the busy
window analysis functions for static-priority preemptive scheduling under asynchronous
mode change protocols, as considered in this chapter, represent the central elements of
the system-level approach and must adhere to the conditions of Corollary 2.2.
Theorem 4.10 The response-time analysis and the busy window analysis of tasks in
multi-mode multi-core systems under partitioned multiprocessor static-priority preemp-
tive scheduling, AUTOSAR 4.0 shared resource arbitration and asynchronous mode change
protocols are order preserving.
Proof: We have to show that for each analysis state achieved by iteration the response-
time analysis delivers increasing response time values. More exactly, we have to show
that for two successive parametrizations j and j + 1 of the event model EMi associated
to task τi (see Definition 2.7 and (2.9) and (2.10)), i.e. for the event model estimate
EM ji of task τi in the analysis state asj and the event model estimate EM
j+1
i of task
τi in a successive analysis state asj+1 we have:
EM ji ≤ EM j+1i ⇒ Ri(EM ji ) ≤ Ri(EM j+1i )
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Step 1. The response time Ri, calculated with (4.27) which is
Ri =
{
max(wi(q)− δ−i (q)); if (i == U) || (i == F )
max(0, wi(q)− xi − φi − δ−i (q)); if (i == A) (1)
is order preserving if all its elements, i.e. δ−i (q), xi, φi and the maximum transition busy
window wi(q), are order preserving with respect to the analysis states.
i. δ−i (q) - The event model estimates EMi, given by the functions η
+(∆t) and δ−(n),
have been proven to form an complete partial ordered set (see Chapter 3 in [142]):
EM ji ≤ EM j+1i ⇒
∀q : δj,−i (q) ≥ δj+1,−i (q)⇒ ∀ ∆t ≥ 0 : ηj,+i (∆t) ≤ η+,j+1i (∆t)
This means that whereas the minimum distance δ−i (q) between any q task activations
may only decrease or remain unchanged, the maximum number of tasks activations
may only increase or remain unchanged.
ii. xi - The time intervals xi which have to be investigated in order to find the worst-case
mode change scenario are fixed values which remain unchanged during iterations.
iii. φi - The offsets φi for each added tasks are statically defined in the system model
and remain unchanged during analysis.
iv. Because φi and xi are constant and δ
−
i (q) may only decrease or remain unchanged
during iterations the response time function (1) is order preserving only if the busy
window function wi(q) is order preserving. See Step 2 below.
Step 2. The transition busy window wi(q), calculated with (4.15) which is:
wn+1i (q) = MW
i +BTi(w
n
i (q)) +
∑
∀τF∈hplF (i)
η+τF (xi) · CτF +∑
∀τU∈hplU (i)
η+τU (w
n
i (q)) · CτU +∑
∀τA∈hplA(i)
η+τA(w
n
i (q)− xi − φτA)0 · CτA (2)
is order preserving if all its elements (i.e. the individual terms MW i, BTi(w
n
i (q)) and
the three sum factors, are order preserving with respect to the analysis states.
i. The first term MW i, given by
MW i =
{
q · Ci; if (i == U) || (i == F )
min(q, η+i (w
n
i (q)− xi − φi)0) · Ci; if (i == A)
captures the execution of the analyzed task during the investigated time interval and
is composed of the constant factor Ci and the number of considered task activations
q which can only increase or remain unchanged.
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ii. The second term in (2), i.e. the blocking time BTi(w
n
i (q)) of the analyzed task τi,
corresponds to (4.26). Each blocking term of (4.26) is a function of:
a. the load η˜+j (wi(q)) imposed by other tasks τj in the system on the shared resources
and of
b. other parameters, which are
• either constant during iterations, such as the parameters xi or φi, the size of
the critical sections ωLRj , ω
GR
j or the number of shared resource accesses per
task instance nGi ,
• or order preserving, such that the number of considered task activations q
Thus, the blocking time analysis equation BTi(w
n
i (q)) is order preserving only if the
shared resource request bound function η˜+j (see a. above) is order preserving. This
however, is inherent to (3.8) where an specific event model estimate η+ is scaled
by a constant factor or (3.9) where the number of issued shared resource requests
increases with the size of the investigated time window, which is always divided to
the constant factor dsrr.
iii. The third, fourth and fifth terms are sums, over the higher priority tasks mapped
on the same resource as τi, which consider the order preserving function η
+ and the
constant factors C, xi and φi depending on the task types.
As all individual factors on the right hand side of (2) are order preserving and the ad-
dition and multiplication operators are also order preserving, the busy window analysis
function (2) is order preserving. This proofs point iv. under Step 1.
From Step 1 and Step 2 all functions of the local response time analysis procedure
are order preserving and all their input parameters form a complete partial order set.
Theorem 4.10 follows. 
Theorem 4.10 proves that the two conditions of Corollary 2.2 are fulfilled for all com-
ponents of the system-level analysis procedure (i.e. for the local analysis functions) and
therewith for the global analysis function itself (according to Corollary 2.1).
Given the order-preservingness of the extended system-level analysis procedure the
analysis will either converge towards a fixed point (i.e. all task activating event models
η+ and all shared resource request bounds η˜+ have not changed after an iteration and
lead to identical response-time analysis results), which represent a conservative solution,
or the event model estimates grow to infinity, in which case the analysis will be stopped
as soon as a real-time constraint (e.g. deadline of a task) is violated.
4.5.4 Experiments
To demonstrate the applicability and the benefits of the proposed approach we compare
it to the currently available design procedure for AUTOSAR multi-core systems. The
current design practice, which is not multi-mode aware, can safely handle the system in
Figure 4.15 only by assuming that all tasks are always running on the two cores, i.e. by
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Figure 4.19: WCRTs of tasks depending on the critical sections length: a) current design
practice; b) our approach for multi-mode multi-core systems.
modeling all tasks as unchanged, not only in the individual modes but also during the
transition phase.
Hence, for the transition phase of the system in Figure 4.15, we apply both, (a)
the classic response-time analysis method for the case where all tasks are modelled as
unchanged and (b) our approach (in Section 4.5.2 and 4.5.3) which is able to handle the
multi-mode behavior of the multi-core system.
For the evaluation we randomly generated test cases until we got 1000 schedulable
configurations of the system in Figure 4.15. The test cases were generated such that:
the load on each core was 50%; the load on a core was randomly distributed among
tasks; the tasks’ periods Pi were generated randomly between 100 and 1000ms; the
tasks’ execution times Ci were computed based on the tasks’ periods and loads. Each
task was randomly assigned an input jitter from the interval [0, 2 ·Pi], i.e. we generated
a burst of maximum 3 activations. Each task performs two requests for each LR and GR
it uses during Ci. The total length of the critical sections per Ci was equally split among
the number of requests. Based on the number and on the size of the critical sections
the distance between every two requests dsrr was modelled such that critical sections
are equally spread across the Ci. Thus, the load imposed on the shared resources was
calculated with η˜+i (∆t) = d∆t/dsrre.
For each test case, the total length of the task’s critical sections was varied from 1%
to 25% of the Ci. Figure 4.19 a) and b) depict the tasks’ worst-case response times
depending on the critical sections’ length. For each task the average worst-case response
time over the 1000 setups per critical section length is given.
As expected, independent of the design approach, increasing the size of the critical
sections led to increased blocking times and therewith to increased response-times. How-
ever, when comparing the results of the two approaches, one can see that our proposed
approach greatly takes advantage of its ability of handling the different types of tasks
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across mode changes. Whereas for the higher priority tasks τ1F and τ2U , there is no
difference, as the AUTOSAR spinlock-based arbitration always favours them, for the
other tasks, the response-times computed with our approach are in average 30.5% lower.
More exactly, there is an average improvement of 1.5% for task τ4U , of 42% for task τ3A,
53% for task τ5A and 25.5% for task τ6A.
4.6 Summary
This chapter addressed the timing behavior of multi-mode real-time systems in two parts.
The first part focused on the timing behavior of multi-mode distributed applications
under asynchronous mode change protocols. In order to validate the timing behavior
of such systems, the calculation of the mode change transition latencies is required in
addition to schedulability analysis. Consequently, a solution was proposed for analyzing
the duration of individual transitions phases between any two operational modes of a
distributed system in which multi-mode applications consist of communicating tasks. In
order to capture the dynamic effect of mode changes, the proposed solution relies on
the compositional system-level analysis approach in [121, 64] and on the busy-window
approach used for the analysis of each component in the system. Thus, the maximum
busy-windows of tasks on a processor, calculated for the transition phases, were proven
to upper-bound the settling time of a mode change on that processor. However, whereas
the maximum busy-windows represent a conservative bound of the processor local tran-
sition latencies, these don’t provide any information about the moment when the local
transition latencies occur and how are these correlated with the local transition laten-
cies of other resources in the system. Therefore, the local resource-level timing view was
integrated into a global system-level timing view. By using a timing dependency graph,
which indicates the functional and non-functional dependencies between the tasks in
the system, and an algorithm, which considers these dependencies and computes the
largest sum of local transition latencies along the paths of the graph, the local transition
latencies of the tasks in the system are correlated. The largest sum obtained with the
proposed algorithm was shown to upper-bound the duration of the mode change transi-
tion phase of the entire distributed system. Experimental results and the investigation
of an automotive specific case study show the applicability of the proposed solution.
The second part of this chapter focused on the timing behavior of multi-mode appli-
cations mapped on multi-core systems with shared resources, a combination which was
not considered so far in the research. The key challenge for providing safe timing guar-
antees for such setups is to jointly handle (i) the multi-core scheduling, (ii) the shared
resource arbitration and (iii) the mode management. Specifications of the AUTOSAR
standard introduced individual guidelines on all these three aspects, however, without
to consider their inevitable interdependence in multi-mode multi-core systems. This
chapter combined these elements and proposed an approach for safely handling inter-
core and intra-core shared resources across asynchronous mode changes in multi-core
systems. A corresponding solution for deriving blocking-times and response-times was
also contributed.
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In order to tackle the contention of tasks on the processor cores and on the shared
resources, the blocking-time and response-time analysis equations were integrated in
the iterative analysis procedure of the compositional system-level performance analysis
methodology discussed in Chapter 2. Essentially, this timing analysis solution combines
elements of the individual analysis approaches for (i) multi-core systems with shared
resources in Chapter 3 and (ii) multi-mode systems in Section 4.4. The combination was
made possible by the busy-window approach and the system-level analysis procedure
on which the individual solutions are based. Section 4.5.3.4 showed that all analysis
elements comply with the conditions of the fixed-point theory regarding the convergence
of the iterative analysis procedures, fact that enables the calculation of conservative
(i.e. safe) analysis results. The experimental part demonstrates the applicability of the
proposed solution and its benefits against the current practice.
5 Conclusion
This thesis addresses the topic of performance analysis for static and multi-mode multi-
core systems with shared resources such as implemented in modern automobiles. The
steadily increasing number and complexity of functions implemented in various applica-
tion domains, including the automotive domain, challenge the performance limitations of
single-core processor devices and have already triggered a paradigm shift of the embed-
ded system design towards multi-core architectures. However, while multi-core solutions
are expected to deliver additional performance, their applicability in static and multi-
mode real-time systems is questioned by the execution delay caused by the contention
of software applications on shared multi-core components such as shared memories, I/O
devices, coprocessors or semaphores. In this context, the development process of multi-
core real-time systems asks for a careful investigation of their timing behavior. This
requires appropriate solutions for timing and performance verification.
Previous work from academia and industry showed that formal performance analysis
approaches are well suited for the analysis of distributed and multiprocessor real-time
systems. The applicability of existing solutions is, however, limited as many system de-
tails are not covered on the modeling and analysis side. In this general context, this thesis
contributes new analysis methods which extend the scope of formal performance analy-
sis and enable the investigation of new design options for multi-core real-time systems,
especially for those that adhere to the automotive AUTOSAR standard specifications.
The contributions of this thesis to the state of the art in the field of formal performance
analysis are summarized in the following.
• In Chapter 3 novel approaches were proposed for the analysis of worst-case blocking-
times and response-times of static real-time applications that share resources in par-
titioned multi-core systems. For this purpose a compositional performance analysis
methodology was adopted and extended to take into account the contention of tasks on
the processor cores and on the shared resources. The solutions presented in this thesis
consider realistic applications models with tasks that exhibit arbitrary activations and
deadlines, and rely on an enhanced model to capture the load imposed on shared units.
The new methods support different combinations of processor scheduling policies and
shared resource arbitration strategies, proposed by academia and industry.
Highly relevant is the compatibility of the proposed analysis methods with the spec-
ifications of the AUTOSAR standard, which defines the combination of preemptive,
non-preemptive and cooperative core local scheduling with lock-based arbitration of
core local shared resources and spinlock-based arbitration of inter-core shared resources.
The applicability and usefulness of the contributed analysis solutions are highlighted by
the experimental evaluation.
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• Chapter 4 addressed the timing behavior of multi-mode systems in two steps.
Section 4.4 focused on the timing behavior of multi-mode distributed applications
under asynchronous mode change protocols. For such systems, the settling time of a
mode change, called mode change transition latency, is an important system parameter
that was neglected before. However, in order to validate the timing behavior of such
systems, the calculation of the mode change transition latencies is required in addition
to schedulability analysis. This thesis proposed the first solution for analyzing the dura-
tion of individual transitions phases between any two operational modes of a distributed
system in which multi-mode applications consist of communicating tasks. In order to
capture the dynamic effect of mode changes, the proposed solution uses (i) a timing
dependency graph, which indicates the functional and non-functional dependencies be-
tween the tasks in the system, and (ii) an algorithm, which considers these dependencies
and sums up the worst-case timing behavior along the paths of the graph. In order to
derive the worst-case timing behavior of individual tasks, the proposed solution relies
on an existing compositional system-level analysis approach and on the busy-window
approach used for the analysis of individual components in the system.
Experimental results and the investigation of an automotive specific case study exem-
plify the applicability of the mode change transition latency analysis for the design of
automotive applications with engine-synchronous tasks.
Section 4.5 focused on the timing behavior of multi-mode applications mapped on
multi-core systems with shared resources, a combination which was not considered so
far in the research. The key challenge for providing safe timing guarantees for such se-
tups is to jointly handle (i) the multi-core scheduling, (ii) the shared resource arbitration
and (iii) the mode management. Specifications of the AUTOSAR standard introduced
individual guidelines on all these three aspects, however, without to consider their in-
evitable interdependence in multi-mode multi-core systems. This chapter combined these
elements and proposed an approach for safely handling inter-core and intra-core shared
resources across asynchronous mode changes in multi-core systems. A corresponding
solution for deriving blocking-times and response-times was also provided. The pro-
posed timing analysis solution combines elements of the individual analysis approaches
for multi-core systems with shared resources in Chapter 3 and for multi-mode systems
in Section 4.4. This combination was enabled by the busy-window analysis approach
and the compositional system-level analysis procedure on which the individual solutions
are based.
The experimental part demonstrates the applicability of the proposed solution and its
benefits against the current automotive practice.
• Relevant for the practical use of any performance analysis methods is an appropriate
tool support. In the context of this thesis, the academic version of the SymTA/S tool,
originally developed at TU Braunschweig, was adopted and extended with new mod-
eling and analysis elements, which correspond to the theoretical research presented in
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Chapters 3 and 4. Together with a test-case generator, implemented and connected with
the SymTA/S tool, the performance analysis framework was used for the experimental
evaluations presented in this thesis and in the publications underlying it.
To sum up, the contribution of this thesis is a comprehensive and flexible performance
analysis framework for static and multi-mode real-time applications which share re-
sources on multi-core systems. To enable the practical applicability, this framework and
its components were primarily developed to suit the current practice in the automotive
industry, particularily for the present multi-core architectures and AUTOSAR specifica-
tions. Furthermore, this framework can serve as an enabler for the introduction of new
technologies and standards. Its flexibility permits the investigation of different design
options and thus can be very helpful in defining ultimate directives for the industrial
practice.
5.1 Future directions
Even if this thesis provides significant extensions of the scope of formal performance
analysis methods, there are clearly aspects that were not considered and are of interest
for further research activities.
For example, current specifications of the AUTOSAR standard mandates the imple-
mentation of spinlocks for inter-core synchronization, but doesn’t specify details on the
execution order of critical sections in case of conflicting accesses. However, the order of
granting the locks is one essential design decision without which the prediction of the
timing behavior is not possible. For the purpose of this thesis spinlocks were assumed
assigned based on tasks priorities, assumption which maintains the compatibility with
the state-of-the art priority based scheduling in the automotive design. The proposed
analysis framework can be extended to consider other design options regarding the ar-
bitration of spinlocks, an investigation of their benefits and drawbacks could help, if
desired, to standardize the AUTOSAR spinlocks semantic.
Furthermore, the analysis of the mode change transition latencies presented in Sec-
tion 4.4 is dedicated to multi-mode distributed applications without cyclic dependencies.
A method that can analyze accurately systems comprising multi-mode distributed appli-
cations which contain cyclic dependencies would further extend the capabilities of formal
performance analyses.
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